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Abstract
We discuss some aspects of defects and boundaries in quantum field theories (QFTs) and
their applications in revealing non-perturbative aspects of QFTs in combination with other
techniques, including integrability.
Firstly, we study the Kondo line defects that arise from local impurities chirally coupled
to a two-dimensional conformal field theory. They have interesting defect Renormalization
Group flows and integrability properties. We give a construction from four-dimensional
Chern Simons theory whose two-dimensional compactification leads to a 2d CFT with
Kondo line insertion. This construction will provide new perspectives into the surprising
integrable properties of Kondo line defects.
Secondly, we study the ODE/IM correspondence, which states a surprising link between
conformal field theories and the spectral problems of ordinary differential equations. A di-
rect derivation of the correspondence is still unknown. We study a more refined description
by directly relating the expectation values of a Kondo defect line and the generalized mon-
odromy data of an ODE. Thanks to the 4d Chern Simons construction, we conjecture an
explicit recipe for constructing the ODE corresponding to a Kondo defect. New examples
we discuss include the isotropic/anisotropic Kondo defects in the multichannel
∏
i SU(2)ki
WZW models. We then extend the ODE/IM correspondence we find to the excited states,
which provides a full solution to the spectral problems for the affine Gaudin model and
the Kondo defects. In particular, by generalizing and applying techniques of exact WKB
analysis, we derive the non-perturbative infra-red behaviours and wall-crossing properties
of a large class of Kondo line defects.
Finally, we study the conformal boundary conditions of a four-dimensional Abelian
gauge field. One starts by coupling a three-dimensional CFT with a U(1) symmetry living
on a boundary. This coupling gives rise to a continuous family of boundary conformal field
theories (BCFT) parametrised by the gauge coupling τ in the upper-half plane and by
the choice of the 3d CFT in the decoupling limit τ → ∞. The SL(2,Z) electromagnetic
transformations act on the BCFTs and relate different 3d CFTs in the various decoupling
limits. We study the general properties of this BCFT and show how to express bulk one and
two-point functions, and the hemisphere free-energy, in terms of the two-point functions
of the boundary electric and magnetic currents. We propose a new computational scheme
that can be used to approximate observables in strongly coupled 3d CFTs. As an example,
we consider the 3d CFT to be one Dirac fermion and compute scaling dimensions of various
boundary operators and the hemisphere free-energy up to two loops. Using an S-duality
improved ansatz, we extrapolate the perturbative results and find good approximations to
the observables of the O(2) model.
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Quantum field theory (QFT) is a theoretical framework used in almost every discipline
of modern physics. In contrast to its importance and ubiquitousness, there is still no
canonical and rigorous formulation of what QFT is. Perturbative quantum field theory is
arguably the best-understood corner and, despite its great effectiveness, has fundamental
limitations: in many physical systems, the important regimes are often non-perturbative,
where perturbation theory breaks down. On top of that, perturbative QFT is mostly
concerned with what one might colloquially referred to as local information, e.g. local op-
erators and their Operator Product Expansion whereas studies in the past decades indicate
global information is very essential and must be built into a QFT from the very beginning.
Notable examples are generalized global symmetries, the global part of the gauge group in
gauge theories and the global structure of the spacetime, etc. As they are often hard to
access with conventional perturbation theory, we do not yet know a complete list of the
information required to define a quantum field theory in general.
One can probe the global aspects of a quantum field theory (QFT) by introducing
extended operators like boundaries and defects of various codimensions. Among them,
topological defects are the best understood class. In the topological field theories where
local degrees of freedoms are trivial, they are the most natural observables and can often be
rigorously studied. Notably, their importance in non-topological QFTs is gradually being
recognized. For example, invertible topological defects of various dimensions encode the
(generalized) global symmetry [9] of the QFTs, and more general topological defects have
also been shown to carry properties of category symmetry.
In this thesis, we are mostly interested in the more general defects/boundaries that are
not topological. In the first part, we will study a class of non-topological line defects called
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Kondo line defects. They have the surprising property of being integrable. In the second
part, we will study conformal boundary conditions of the four-dimensional free Abelian
gauge theories. Despite the fact that the bulk theory is free, we will see its (conformal)
boundary conditions are very rich.
1.1 Integrable Kondo defect
One of the objectives of this thesis is to study Kondo line defects in two-dimensional confor-
mal field theories (CFT). Physically, Kondo line defects arise from the Kondo model, which
was invented to describe a single magnetic impurity in a condensed matter system and now
has become a prototypical example of quantum impurity [10, 11, 12, 13, 14, 15, 16]. See
e.g. [17, 18] for a detailed account of the historical developments and further references.
In the language of quantum field theory (e.g. [19, 20, 21, 22, 23]), such a local impurity
coupled to the bulk defines a line defect. Bachas and Gaberdiel [24] showed such a line
defect on the quantum level needs a careful renormalization. They studied a particular
example where the bulk CFT is SU(2)k WZW model and found an asymptotically free
defect Renormalization Group flow. The renormalized Kondo defect has some nice prop-
erties: (1) it is translation invariant along the defect. (2) it is rigid translation invariant
perpendicular to the defect. (3) it is invariant under the global symmetry SU(2). (4) it
commutes with the entire antichiral sector of SU(2)k WZW model. The regularization
recipe in [24] can be generalized to more general cases in a straightforward way.
More generally, the Kondo line defects that we will consider in this thesis belong to a
large class of chiral line defects where the impurity is only coupled to the chiral degrees
of freedom of the bulk CFT, and more specifically only to the chiral currents in the case
of the Kondo line defect. Therefore throughout this thesis, we will only specify the chiral
half of the bulk CFT since the Kondo defects are transparent to the anti-chiral sector.
What makes Kondo line defects interesting is that they are expected to be integrable
in the sense that they give rise to an infinite number of commuting conserved charges.
Translation invariance of the line defect in the direction transverse to the defect [25] leads to
conserved charges. In particular, a Kondo defect wrapping the spatial circle will commute
with the Hamiltonian and define a continuous family of conserved charges, labelled by
the RG flow scale. A surprising observation is that in many important examples these
conserved charges will commute with each other, which is sometimes referred to as the
integrability structure of the underlying CFT [26, 27, 28]. One may trace the origin of the
integrability back to the fact that the Kondo impurity model is known to be integrable from
the early days of the Kondo model [12, 13, 14, 15, 16, 17]. One advantage of using the line
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defect language is that we can succinctly encode the integrability by the commutativity
of different Kondo line defects. In many situations, integrability comes with rich extra
structures such as Yangian symmetry, Hirota recursion relations, Thermodynamic Bethe
Ansatz equations, and more.
Like in most integrable systems, integrability is far from obvious. The requirement of
commutativity is highly over-constrained, so the existence of solutions is quite surprising.
In this thesis, we will perform an explicit and tedious calculation to verify the commuta-
tivity of the Kondo line defects at the first few orders of the perturbation theory in the
ultraviolet. However, in general, it is a long-lasting question to understand why there exist
integrable systems and how we can construct new integrable systems. In particular, one
of the unique features of the integrability is the existence of the spectral parameter, which
begs for a unified understanding.
Questions along these lines have been partly answered. Recently, a four-dimensional
version of Chern-Simons theory has emerged as a general organizing principle for many
integrable problems [29, 30, 31, 32, 33, 34, 35, 36], including integrable field theories. This
thesis is part of a multi-pronged exploration of that construction. We will construct the
Kondo models in the 4d Chern Simons setup, where the Kondo defects are realized by
Wilson lines. The construction of Kondo problems in 4d Chern-Simons theory predicts
the existence of a broad class of integrable defect Renormalization Group (RG) flow in the
space of couplings for any irrep which can be extended to a representation of the Yangian
for g. Many surprising properties including the commutativity of the Kondo lines can be
readily understood.
1.2 ODE/IM correspondence
The emergence of the integrability structure is accompanied by other unexpected relations
such as the ODE/IM correspondence [37, 38], which refers to the mysterious link1 between
two setups that don’t appear to be related in a physical way: conformal field theories
and ordinary differential equations in the complex domain. In the standard formulation
[37, 38, 39, 40], the statement roughly goes as follows. One can arrive at the same set
of functional relations from both setups: one from the transfer matrices T and Baxter
Q operators associated to a conformal field theory defined in [41, 42, 43], the other one
from the spectral determinants of an ordinary differential equation. We emphasize that
this ODE is not derived from the CFT, e.g as some version of the equation of motion. In
1We will review the original formulation in the appendix D.6.
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fact, to our knowledge, a direct derivation of such a differential equation from a conformal
field theory is lacking. As a result, all examples we know for now are found in a seashell-
collecting style. See e.g. the review [44] for a summary of the historical development and
a list of known examples. One of the objectives of this thesis is to explore this surprising
coincidence, propose a recipe for constructing new examples, and take some steps towards
finding a derivation of the ODE/IM correspondence.
One nice way to organize various spectral determinants of an ODE is to view them
as generalized monodromy data. The ODEs in question will have singularities of a pre-
scribed nature. Monodromies of the solutions will encode how we can parallel transport
the solutions around singularities. There will also be irregular singularities with the Stokes
phenomenon. In general, we will refer to the collection of monodromies, Stokes matrices
and other transport coefficients as generalized monodromy data, which typically takes the
form of Wronskians. We then propose the following more refined statement of ODE/IM
correspondence2: for a given Kondo line defect, its vacuum expectation values (VEV) will
be exactly given by generalized monodromy data of the corresponding ODE written in
terms of Wronskians. This proposal will be checked explicitly in numerous examples.
This concrete physical interpretation of ODE/IM correspondence using Kondo defects
allows us to make contact with 4d Chern Simons. It is then natural to ask whether it is
possible to derive the ODE/IM correspondence by using the 4d Chern Simons construction
of the Kondo model. We will see this is indeed very promising by providing some strong
evidence. For example, we will see the central ingredient in the 4d Chern Simons construc-
tion, i.e. the meromorphic one form, actually canonically determine an ODE, which in the
known examples, exactly coincide with the ones in the literature.
To complete the dictionary, we would like to see if the expectation value for other states,
apart from the VEV, of the Kondo defect can be mapped to the generalized monodromy
data of certain ODEs. It was first pointed out in [39, 40] that the expectation values
for the excited states needs a different ODE, which can be found by slightly modifying
the ODE for the vacuum state. More precisely, one needs to add regular singularities of
trivial monodromy without changing the asymptotic structures. It turns out to do this
systematically is not an easy task since the problem is over-constrained. Fortunately, this
has been (at least partially) understood by mathematicians in the studies of (affine) oper.
This is because these ODEs are globally defined on a Riemann surface, which formally
speaking, belong to a mathematical structure called oper. We will see how the theory of
opers fits nicely into the story and how it leads to the proposal of the ODEs for excited
states.
2Earlier proposal in a similar style can also be found in [45]
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One can find numerous applications of the ODE/IM correspondence in the line defect
interpretation. One of the most important questions in the studies of Kondo line defects
is to figure out the properties of the line defects at the infrared fixed points. It is a
hard question from the perspective of the ultraviolet as the infrared is strongly coupled.
Sometimes when a large k limit can be taken, the infrared fixed point can be brought to
be perturbative and observables can be computed in the 1
k
expansion. In general, one has
to resort to numerical methods. In this thesis, we will see how integrability, especially
ODE/IM correspondence, can help us analytically compute observables in the strongly
coupled region and determine the infrared phase diagram. Interestingly, we find infrared
line defects exhibit delicate wall-crossing behaviours.
1.3 Abelian gauge theory at the boundary
Another objective of this thesis is to study conformal invariant boundary conditions for free
Abelian gauge theory in four dimensions. A striking property of these boundary conformal
field theories (BCFTs) is that they are typically well-defined on some open patch in the
space of the four-dimensional gauge coupling.
The simplest way to produce such boundary conditions is to couple the four-dimensional
gauge fields to a three-dimensional CFT with a U(1) global symmetry. This is sometimes
called a “modified Neumann” boundary condition [46]. Assuming that certain mild condi-
tions are satisfied, one obtains a BCFT which is well-defined as long as the four-dimensional
gauge coupling is sufficiently small [47, 48, 49, 50, 51, 52, 53]. The conformal data of the
BCFT can be computed from the data of the original CFT by perturbation theory in the
four-dimensional gauge coupling.
Conversely, there is a general expectation that any BCFT B defined at arbitrarily small
4d gauge coupling will be either a Dirichlet boundary condition or a modified Neumann
boundary condition associated with some 3d CFT T∞[B] with a U(1) symmetry. Because
of electric-magnetic duality, the same statement applies to any other “cusp” C in the space
of the complexified gauge coupling, where some dual description of the four-dimensional
gauge field becomes arbitrarily weakly coupled. If the BCFT B is defined around the
cusp C, we can associate to it another 3d CFT TC [B], which is obtained from T∞[B] by
applying the SL(2,Z) transformation [5] that maps the cusp at infinity to C. Therefore,
the theories living at the other cusps can be thought of as 3d Abelian gauge theories
obtained by gauging the U(1) global symmetry of T∞[B].
In the absence of phase transitions, a given BCFT B can be defined on the whole space
of 4d gauge couplings and is thus associated to an infinite family T∗[B] of 3d CFTs. The
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conformal data of the BCFT will admit a similar collection of perturbative expansions in
the neighbourhood of each cusp.
We start the section by studying the general properties of this family of BCFT’s. A
universal feature is the presence in the spectrum of boundary operators of two conserved
U(1) currents, the electric and the magnetic currents, that arise as a consequence of the
electric and magnetic one-form symmetries in the bulk [9]. The endpoints of bulk line
operators carry charge under this U(1) × U(1) symmetry, while all the local boundary
operators are neutral. By matching the bulk and boundary OPE expansions of correlators
of the bulk field strength, we show that several BCFT observables –including non-local
ones such as the free-energy on a hemisphere background– can be obtained in terms of
the coefficients cij in the two-point correlators of these currents, and of the coefficient CD̂
of the two-point function of the displacement operator. The latter relations hold for any
τ , provided B exists. We also show that the leading perturbative corrections to cij and
CD̂ around a cusp are captured universally in terms of the two-point function of the U(1)
current of the 3d CFT living at the cusp, in the decoupling limit.
We then turn these abstract considerations into a very concrete computational strategy:
if some TC is simple enough for perturbative computations to be feasible, we may study
the properties of other T∗ theories by re-summing the perturbation theory. If we happen
to know, or conjecture, that there are two cusps C and C ′ such that TC and TC′ are both
simple, we may be able to implement an enhanced re-summation which uses both pieces
of data to predict the properties of the other T∗ theories.
This approach gives a new approximation scheme, orthogonal to previously known
perturbative approaches to 3d Abelian gauge theories such as the ε-expansion [54, 55, 56,
57, 58, 59, 60, 61] or the large-N expansion (see e.g. [62, 63, 64, 65, 66, 67, 68] for recent
results and the review [69]). We will apply this strategy to a very nice boundary condition
for a U(1) gauge theory, which is conjecturally associated with a free Dirac fermion at two
distinct cusps and to the O(2) model at two other cusps [70, 71, 72, 73, 74]. The fact that
these theories appear at the cusps can be seen as a consequence of the recently discovered
3d dualities [70, 75, 76], and it entails the existence of a Z2 action on τ that leaves B(τ, τ̄)
invariant. We will do a two-loop calculation at the free-fermion cusp and then extrapolate
to the O(2) cusp, finding good agreement with the known data of the O(2) model.
We also consider other applications: Taking the boundary degrees of freedom to be
an even number 2Nf of free Dirac fermions, setting the gauge coupling to g
2 = λ/Nf and
taking Nf to infinity with λ fixed, we argue that the theory admits a 1/Nf -expansion, which
interpolates between the free theory at λ = 0 and large-Nf QED3 at λ = ∞. The exact
λ dependence can be easily obtained order-by-order in the 1/Nf expansion. Applying the
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general strategy to compute the hemisphere partition function to this case, and taking the
limit λ → ∞, we obtain the 1/Nf correction to the sphere partition function of large-Nf
QED3. Another example with a Z2 duality acting on τ is conjecturally obtained in the
case where the theory on the boundary is a free complex scalar, or equivalently the U(1)
Gross-Neveu model [77, 78]. We consider perturbation theory around the free-scalar cusp
and show the existence of a stable fixed point for the classically marginal sextic coupling on
the boundary at large τ . We also discuss an example with two bulk gauge fields coupled
to two distinct Dirac fermions on the boundary. We show how to obtain QED3 with 2
fermionic flavors starting with this setup, using the extended electric-magnetic duality
group Sp(4,Z) that acts on the two bulk gauge fields.
1.4 Structure of the thesis
In chapter 2, we will first review the necessary background on the line defect in two-
dimensional quantum field theory and summarize the main properties of chiral defects.
Then we perform explicit calculations of the Kondo line defect to verify its integrable
properties and other novel feature in 2d CFT, with a particular focus on the Ising model
and SU(2)k WZW model. We give a construction of the Kondo line defect in the four-
dimensional Chern Simons theory, with which the surprising properties of the Kondo defect
will be manifest. In chapter 3, we give an interpretation of ODE/IM correspondence in
terms of Kondo line defects and describe some novel applications of the ODE/IM corre-
spondence.
In chapter 4, we will begin with a quick review of the affine Gaudin model in Section
4.1. We then define λ-opers with singularities of trivial monodromy and derive the affine
Bethe equations in Section 4.2. We analyze the Stokes data at large and small λ in Sections
4.4 and 4.5, respectively, and compare it with direct calculations for the Kondo defects. In
the large λ regime, the Stokes data are obtained with the help of (exact) WKB analysis
[79, 80, 81, 82, 83, 84, 85, 86, 87, 88, 89]. The examples under study have some unusual
features that require us to generalize the standard WKB analysis in order to evaluate the
complete collection of the Stokes data. In order not to clutter the main body, we will only
quote the results in Section 4.5 while leaving the detailed review of the WKB analysis and
our generalizations in the Appendix D.5.






. We discuss briefly some alternative semiclassical limits in Section 4.6. Al-
though we focus on SU(2) examples in the main body of this work, we expect the results
to extend to general affine ADE Lie algebras and will comment on that in Section 4.7.
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In chapter 5, we will conclude the first part of the thesis and summarize the main
findings and future directions.
In chapter 6, we start in section 6.1 by reviewing the non-interacting boundary con-
ditions for a Maxwell field in four dimensions. We then define the family of interacting
boundary conditions B(τ, τ̄). We derive the general relations that we described above for
the bulk two- and three-point functions of the field strength and obtain the leading cor-
rections in perturbation theory around the cusps in the τ plane. In section 6.2 we obtain
similar results for a different observable, the hemisphere partition function of B(τ, τ̄). In
particular, we show how to recover the S3 partition function for the 3d CFTs in the decou-
pling limit. In section 6.3 we put this machinery at work in the example of the boundary
condition defined by the O(2) model / a free Dirac fermion. Section 6.4 contains the other
applications that we consider: large-Nf fermions, a complex scalar, and two bulk gauge
fields coupled to two Dirac fermions. We conclude in section 6.5 by discussing some future
directions. Several appendices include the details of calculations, and some supplementary
material, e.g. a calculation of the anomalous dimension of the boundary stress-tensor using
multiplet recombination in appendix E.6, and an explanation of the technique that we used





A chiral line defect in a 2d CFT is a line defect L which is invariant under translations along
the direction of the defect and transparent to the anti-holomorphic part T̄ of the stress
tensor. All line defects in a chiral CFT are obviously chiral. Deformations of topological
line defects by chiral operators also give rise to chiral defects.
In particular, we are interested in a particular class of chiral defects which we will
refer to as the Kondo defect. The most basic example comes from the studies of magnetic
impurities in condensed matter systems, which we now review.
The su(2)1 Kondo problem
The prototypical example of a Kondo defect comes from a single qubit impurity coupled
to a doublet of chiral complex fermions by an SU(2) invariant local coupling
g ~S · ~J(t, 0) (2.1)
Here ~S are the Pauli matrices acting on the qubit impurity and
~J(t, 0) ≡ ψ†(t, 0)~σψ(t, 0) (2.2)
are the su(2)1 WZW currents built out of the complex fermions.
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This model provides one of the simplest, best-studied examples of (defect) RG flow. The
perturbative coupling g is classically marginal and is marginally relevant for g > 0. The
deformation thus defines a UV-complete line defect L 1
2
[θ] in the chiral CFT, equipped with
a dynamically generated non-perturbative scale µ ≡ eθ which breaks scale invariance. The
IR endpoint of the RG flow is conjecturally known [22, 90]: it is the non-trivial topological
defect L 1
2
whose Cardy label is the spin 1
2
primary in the WZW model.
We can define operators T̂ [θ] by Wick-rotating the line defects L[θ] to wrap a space
circle of unit radius. Almost by construction, the T̂ [θ] are operators acting on the Hilbert
space of the CFT which commutes with the Hamiltonian. They are renormalized path-
ordered exponentials of the chiral currents ~J , which were computed at the first few orders
of perturbation theory in [90].
The basic integrability claim is that they commute with each other:[
T̂ [θ], T̂ [θ′]
]
= 0 (2.3)
We actually expect a stronger statement to be true. Consider Kondo defects of spin j
in the same CFT. These are defined in the same manner as the basic Kondo defect, except
that ~S are taken to be su(2) generators acting on a spin j irreducible representation. Global
SU(2) invariance ensures that renormalization can only affect the overall coupling g, which
is again marginally relevant (when positive) and gives rise to a family of line defects Lj[θ].









and that in an appropriate renormalization scheme (See Appendix C.1.3,) a Hirota fusion-


















Combined with general physical considerations, the Hirota relations lead to a TBA frame-
work to compute the T̂j[θ] eigenvalues, which is the “conformal limit” of the one for the
chiral Gross-Neveu model (See e.g. [94] for a review of the TBA framework).
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The Hirota relations also lead us to simple ODE/IM relation1: the expectation values









for su(2)1 and a simple modification for twisted sectors and higher WZW levels. We discuss
this model in detail in Section 2.4, leaving a full description of the excited state ODE/IM
for a separate publication [2].
Multichannel su(2) Kondo problem and generalizations
We can generalize the basic Kondo problem by coupling the impurity to multiple copies of






involving n decoupled su(2)1 WZW currents built out of the complex fermions
2.
The RG flow is now potentially much richer, as it takes place in an n-dimensional space
of couplings. Four-dimensional Chern-Simons considerations suggest an important simpli-
fying feature: in an appropriate RG scheme, the RG flow should preserve the differences
g−1i − g−1j between the inverse couplings. If we set, say,
g−1i = g
−1 + zi, (2.8)
say with
∑
i zi = 0, then the RG flow should only change the overall coupling g
3 and the
zi should label RG flow trajectories. We will test this conjecture at the first few orders in
perturbation theory.
Furthermore, we conjecture the following integrability relation:[




1The vacuum module at k = 1 and other related ODEs have been proposed and studied in [95, 96, 97,
98, 99, 100, 101]
2If any k couplings coincide, say gi = gi+1 = · · · = gi+k−1, the defect only couples to the diagonal
su(2)k WZW current J
(i) + J (i+1) + · · · J (i+k−1). That means this setup includes as a special case the
coupling of an impurity to any collection of su(2)ki WZW currents.
3This is compatible with the fact that the RG flow must fix the loci gi = gj , see the previous footnote
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which should only hold for line defects in the same RG flow trajectory.
We also conjecture that with appropriate labeling of RG trajectories, higher spin impu-
rities will give other commuting transfer matrices T̂j[θ; zi], still satisfying Hirota relations.
























We discuss this model in detail in Section 3.5.1.
The ideas of this work can be extended to a wide variety of integrable Kondo problems
associated with the four-dimensional Chern-Simons theory. In Section 3.5.2 we look briefly






coset models, such as Virasoro minimal models.


















with RG flow acting as a common rescaling of the zi.
We also briefly comment on further extensions along the direction of the integrable
CFTs discussed in [33] and to transfer matrices for integrable deformations of these CFTs.
For recent studies of polynomial potentials along the directions of this work, see e.g. [103].
For simplicity, we only discuss models associated with the SU(2) group. Broad gener-
alizations to other groups G are possible and mostly straightforward. The biggest subtlety
is that the space of endomorphisms of an irreducible representation may contain multiple
copies of the adjoint representation, so that the RG flow may deform ~S away from the
generators of the Lie algebra g for G even if we impose global G invariance.
4d Chern-Simons theory constructions predict the existence of a specific integrable RG
trajectory in the space of couplings for any irrep which can be extended to a representation
of the Yangian for g. It would be very interesting to see how such a restriction arises in
the Kondo problem, at least perturbatively.
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2.2 Generalities of integrable line defects
2.2.1 Line defects in 2d CFTs
Let’s consider a translation invariant line defect at some point in space, say x1 = 0 and
extending along the direction of x0. The translation invariance along x0 direction implies
the following energy conservation relation, which controls the discontinuity in energy flux











where t00 is the defect stress tensor. Notice that all four summands on the left hand side
of the equation are well-defined defect local operators.
The defect would be conformal invariant if and only if t00 = 0. We are interested in
defects that are not conformal invariant.
If we act with a more general bulk conformal transformation fixing the x1 = 0 location
of the defect, the line defect will thus change. Infinitesimally, the deformation under a
conformal transformation which restricts to a vector field v0(x0) along the defect is given
by the boundary action ∫
t00∂0v
0dx0 (2.13)
In particular, t00 can be added to the defect action to implement an infinitesimal scaling
transformation.
A global rescaling by a factor of eθ will map L to a new chiral line defect L[θ]. Shifts of
θ in the positive real direction correspond to the RG flow of the line defect. More general
conformal transformations will lead to a line defect with a position-dependent θ parameter.
2.2.2 Movable line defects
It is also possible to consider defects whose correlation functions are invariant under rigid
translations in a direction transverse to the line defect. In terms of the bulk stress tensor,











for some defect operator t̃00. In other words, the “displacement operator” is a total deriva-
tive.
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This is automatically true for translation-invariant line defects in a chiral CFT, where
t̃00 is proportional to it00, as we explain in the next section.
Now we can consider an infinitesimal conformal transformation which changes the lo-
cation of the defect, followed by a displacement back to the original x1 = 0 location. The






In particular, a rigid rotation by an angle φ of the defect followed by a deformation
back to the vertical direction allows us to extend the family L[θ] of integrable line defects
from before to a two-parameter family L[θ, φ]. We can define this deformation directly for
|φ| < π
2
and then iterate it to reach a broader range of φ. There is no guarantee that this
is periodic in φ. In general, L[θ, φ+ 2π] 6= L[θ, φ].
If the line defect L is invariant under reflections x0 → −x0, L[θ, φ] will break that
symmetry, as t̃00 is pseudo-real. If we rotate all the way by φ = π, though, we should go
back to a reflection-symmetric defect.
Movable defects can be naturally fused. Consideration of a U-shaped configuration
suggests that the fusion of L[θ, φ + π
2
] and L[θ, φ − π
2
] should include the identity line
defect.
2.2.3 Chiral line defects
If the defect is chiral, so that [T̄ ]x1=0+ = [T̄ ]x1=0− , then one has a simpler relation
[T ]x1=0+ − [T ]x1=0− = 2i∂x0t00 (2.16)
which implies that the line defect is also invariant under rigid translations in the x1 direc-
tion, i.e. is movable.






In particular, L[θ, φ] ≡ L[θ + iφ] and thus θ can be taken to be valued in the complex
plane.
In general, we expect 〈|L[θ]〉R to be an entire function of θ. Computing such a function
is the typical objective of a calculation in this work. If the line defect L is invariant under
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reflections x0 → −x0, the asymptotics
〈|L[θ]|〉R ∼ e−2πRe
θE0 (2.18)
will hold in a whole open strip of width π
2
around the positive real θ axis.
As we deform all the way to Im θ = πn, we will reach a collection of other unitary line





which will hold in a whole open strip of width π
2
around the Im θ = πn, Re θ  0 lines. At
Im θ = π(n+ 1
2
) we will have wall-crossing phenomena as the IR physics of the line defect
jumps. In the opposite limit of large negative θ we explore the UV definition of the defect.
A chiral defect does not have to preserve conformal symmetry or scale invariance.
Indeed, a conformal invariant chiral line defect would be actually topological. We are
interested in chiral line defects which are not topological, and thus must depend on some
intrinsic scale µ. We will write µ = µ0e
θ and label the corresponding RG flow family of
line defects as L[θ]. Although θ starts its life as a real positive parameter, it makes sense
to analytically continue L[θ] to general complex θ, as discussed above. This deformation
breaks reflection positivity but will unlock important features.
A useful perspective4 on the analytic continuation is that infinitesimal variations of θ
are implemented by an exactly marginal local operator: the defect stress tensor t00. This
operator enters the local energy conservation law for the defect
T 01|x1=0+ − T 01|x1=0− = ∂x0t00 (2.20)
and measures the local violation of scale invariance for a chiral line defect placed along x0.
Analytic continuation in θ is thus achieved infinitesimally by adding t00 to the defect
action with a complex coefficient. It is important to observe that the line defect L[θ] is
generically not periodic under shifts θ → θ + 2iπ. It is an entire function of the θ plane.
A chiral line defect can be freely translated in a direction perpendicular to the defect.
4Another nice perspective is studied in [4]. Essentially, complexifying θ is equivalent to complexifying
the Kondo coupling g. The resulting non-Hermitian extension of the Kondo problem has been studied in
[4] to model the inelastic scattering and atom losses, where some neat physical interpretations of the wall-
crossing behaviors we discuss in Section 3.4 are given. We thank Masaya Nakagawa for the correspondence
on this point.
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which is proportional to the total derivative ∂x0t
00 and integrates by parts to zero for a
rigid rotation. 5
A chiral line defect wrapping a space circle gives rise to a conserved charge, as it
commutes with time translations. We denote the corresponding operator on the Hilbert
space of the theory as T̂L[θ].
Before moving on, we would like to clarify a notational issue. The vev of the line defect
depends also on the radius of the space circle. As µ and R−1 are the only energy scales
in the problem, the operator T̂L[θ] can only depend on the combination 2πRµ ≡ 2πRµ0eθ.
Without loss of generality, we can thus do calculations either at fixed R or at fixed µ. In
most of the expressions below we will do the former: fix the radius to a convenient value
2πR = µ−10 = 1 and write answers as a function of e
θ. However in explicit calculations, for
example in Appendix B and C.1, it is often useful to keep R generic and set θ = 0. The θ
dependence can be easily restored.
In perturbative situations, where the line defect is labelled by some renormalized cou-
pling(s) g, one can also absorb the θ dependence into an effective coupling geff(θ), so that
〈Lg〉eθR ≡ 〈Lg[θ]〉R ≡ 〈Lgeff(θ)〉R (2.23)
For example, in the WZW case below we define the renormalized coupling through a














The ground state of the theory is automatically an eigenstate of T̂L[θ] (not to be con-
fused with the stress tensor!), with an eigenvalue we can denote as TL[θ]. This can be
5We also see that a more general deformation of the defect will be possible at the price of introducing
a position-dependent θ along the defect. This is analogous to the “framing anomaly” encountered in [31],
which plays an important role in understanding the shifts of θ which occur in Hirota-like relations.
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identified with the (exponential of the) “g-function” of the defect [104]. For real θ, when
the line defect is unitary/reflection positive, TL[θ] varies monotonically along the RG flow
[105].
More generally, T̂L[θ] only mixes states in the CFT within the same chiral algebra
module and with the same L0 eigenvalues. The corresponding T̂L[θ] eigenvalues will be
also studied below.
2.2.4 RG flow of chiral defects and wall-crossing
In the far IR, a chiral line defect should flow to a conformal invariant chiral line defect
and thus become topological. In a given renormalization scheme, the IR topological defect
will be dressed by a constant local counterterm, the ground state energy EL of the line
defect. In an Euclidean setting, that appears as a prefactor e−2πRe
θEL in front of T̂L[θ]. In




Here we denote as gIR the (exponential of the) g-function of the topological line defect in
the IR. 6
The IR behavior of the line defects L[θ] is obviously invariant under real shifts of θ. As
we explore the imaginary θ direction, though, or as we vary other continuous parameters,
the IR behavior may jump at walls of first-order phase transitions. At the level of the vevs
TL[θ], two exponential contributions will exchange dominance at these walls. This can
happen when (EL − E ′L)eθ is purely imaginary, which typically means that the imaginary
part of θ is (n+ 1
2
)π with integer n.
Such wall-crossing behavior is not only possible. It is necessary in order to have some
interesting physics. Indeed, an entire function TL[θ] with uniform asymptotics of the form
above for large positive real part of θ and arbitrary imaginary part, and reasonable behavior
at negative real θ, would have to essentially coincide with the far IR answer e−2πRELe
θ
gIR.








6More precisely, g-function is originally[104] defined to a boundary state |B〉 in CFT ⊗ CFT via the
folding trick. And log g is referred to as the boundary entropy of |B〉. However the notion is naturally









We will see some concrete examples momentarily.
2.2.5 Integrable line defects
Finally, we can call a chiral line defect (or a collection of line defects) integrable if
 Close line defects L[θ] for different θ’s give commuting operators.
 The identification between the compositions of line defects L[θ] and L[θ′] in opposite
order can be implemented by a R-matrix R[θ − θ′], i.e. a topological local operator
interpolating between L[θ]L[θ′] and L[θ′]L[θ].
 The R-matrix satisfies Yang-Baxter relations.
2.2.6 IR data and wallcrossing
A typical observable of interest would be the expectation value 〈|L[θ]|〉R of the line defect
on a cylinder, with some choices of states at the two ends of the cylinder, as a function of
the radius R of the cylinder. The expectation value will be a function of the combination
Reθ and we can set R = 1 without loss of generality.
If the line defect L is invariant under reflections x0 → −x0, upon Wick rotation it will
map to a defect that preserves unitarity. This property is obviously preserved by the above
global rescaling for real θ, so the whole L[θ] family is unitary.
A unitary line defect should have a nice, monotonic RG flow landing onto some conformal-




where E0 is the energy of groundstate of the line defect. Subleading corrections should be
suppressed by similar exponentials with a larger real energy.
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2.3 Chiral line defects in the Ising model
Chiral line defects in Virasoro minimal models are a canonical example of integrable line
defects [26]. The Ising model is a particularly nice case, because the Kondo problem is
exactly solvable in the free fermion description of the model [108]. We will discuss it in
this section.
The integrable minimal model Kondo problems involve relevant deformations of topo-
logical line defects which support chiral local operators. The solvable Ising model examples
involve the deformation by the chiral local operator ψ(z) which is the free fermion in dis-
guise.
Recall that the Ising model has three irreducible topological line defects [109, 110, 106]:
 The trivial line defect I, with Cardy label 1 and gI = 〈0|I|0〉 = 1
 The Z2 symmetry defect P , with Cardy label ε and gε = 〈0|P |0〉 = 1
 The Kramers-Wannier duality defect S, with Cardy label σ and gσ = 〈0|S|0〉 =
√
2
where we also list their g-values g(Lk) = Sk0/S00 and the vacuum expectation values. They
form an Ising fusion category, with P × P = I, S × S = I + P , S × P = S. They are






P̂ |1〉 = |1〉, P̂ |ε〉 = |ε〉, P̂ |σ〉 = −|σ〉
Ŝ|1〉 =
√
2|1〉, Ŝ|ε〉 = −
√
2|ε〉, Ŝ|σ〉 = 0 (2.30)
By evaluating the partition function twisted by topological line defects, one can find the







where Ri(R̄j) are irreps of Virasoro Vir(Vir) and N
k
ij are the fusion rule coefficients. In
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particular, the only irreducible line defect which supports ψ(z) as a local operator is S.7




The deformation is clearly transparent to the anti-chiral stress tensor. The result is a chiral
line defect LS. As ψ has dimension
1
2
, in natural renormalization schemes the RG flow will
simply rescale g by e
θ
2 . We can simply set g = 1 and parameterize the RG flow by θ. If
needed, we can restore g by a shift of θ.
The line defect LS[θ] should coincide with LS[θ + 4πin] up to the only available coun-
terterm, which is a constant. 8
Due to the g theorem [104], the RG flow can only end on topological line defects with
a lower g function than S. The only possibilities are I and P . The sign of the coupling
g is expected to determine if the flow ends on I or P [107, 112]. Up to some convention
ambiguities, we can say that a positive deformation will flow to I.
We define the operator T̂S[θ] by wrapping the deformed line defect LS[θ] along a space
circle. As T̂S[θ] commutes with the Hamiltonian, the vacuum is an eigenvector of T̂S[θ].
The expectation value of T̂S[θ] on the vacuum is of particular interest. We will denote it
as
TS(θ) ≡ 〈0|T̂S[θ]|0〉2πR=µ−10 (2.33)
It is instructive to start with a perturbative UV calculation. We can set θ = 0 and
restore it later on, but keep the radius R generic. The leading order answer is the quantum
dimension
√
2 of S. The first subleading correction appears at second order, as the vev of












7One can also consider the superposition I + P , where ψ appears as a boundary-changing operator.
The corresponding RG flow can be obtained from the RG flow for S by fusion with a second, topological
S line.
8Using RCFT technology one can also see that LS [θ + 2πi] should coincide with LS [θ] × P up to a
constant counterterm.
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which requires a constant counterterm 2πRg2 log ε in a minimal subtraction scheme.





1 + 2πRg2 log(2πR) + 2πRg2c+ · · ·
)
(2.36)
We can adjust c to that the answer is a function of 2πRg2 only. Recall that the only
renormalization ambiguity in the definition of LS is a constant counterterm δ
∫
dx0, which
rescales the above correlator by e2πRδ.





1 + θeθ + c′eθ + · · ·
)
(2.37)
for some arbitrary c′.
The full answer for TS[θ] can be obtained by mapping the problem to the free fermion
realization of the Ising model. Recall that the Ising model is obtained as the GSO projection
of a free fermion (spin-)CFT, inverting the Jordan-Wigner transformation. See [113] for a
recent review.
On the other side of the S defect, we have Kramers Wannier dual of the Ising model
which can be obtained by the GSO projection of stacking the free fermion theory with an
Arf topological field theory (aka Majorana chain) is defined on half of the space-time and
then GSO project the combined system.
The Arf theory is trivial on the bulk but supports a single Majorana mode γ at the
boundary. The bilinear combination γψ survives the GSO projection and becomes the
“ψ” operator on the S defect. We employ this description for a straightforward one-loop
calculation of TS[θ], reviewed in Appendix B.















This interpolates nicely between the perturbative answer in the UV for eθ  1 and an
infrared expansion
TS(θ) ∼ 1 +
1
24
e−θ + · · · (2.39)
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valid for eθ  1 as long as the phase of θ lies strictly between −π and π. 9
This agrees with the expectation that LS flows to I or P , which both have vev 1 acting
on the vacuum. The leading correction in the IR is a deformation of I or P by the least
irrelevant operator, i.e. the stress tensor. The coefficient 1
24
is −2 times the vacuum energy,
and we will now test the statement further for excited states. According to integrability
lore, [26], higher-order terms in the IR expansion of T̂S(θ) should correspond to the higher
“quantum KdV” charges hidden in the Ising CFT.
If we compute the vev of LS in a different state |ni〉, obtained from the vacuum by acting
with chiral fermion momentum modes of momentum ni+
1
2
with ni ≥ 0 (and any anti-chiral





eθ − ni − 12

















eθ + · · ·
)
(2.41)





2. This agrees with (2.30).
In the IR, we have







−θ · · · (2.42)
which shows clearly that the leading correction to the identity line defect is the integral of
the stress tensor along the defect, giving a −2L0e−θ.
Similarly, in the Ramond ground state/σ module for the Ising model we get the regu-
larized determinant






In the UV this goes as
TS;σ[θ] ∼
√
2πeθ + · · · (2.44)
9We choose our c′ counter-term in such a way that the IR ground state energy is 0.
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which arises at the leading order from a one-point function of ψ. Note that TS;σ = 0 =
〈σ|S|σ〉 at the UV fixed point, as expected, since duality line S annihilate |σ〉. (2.30). In




e−θ + · · · (2.45)











2.3.1 Fusion relations, TBA, Hirota and full IR behaviour
Before the deformation, the S line defects have a nice fusion relation:
S × S = I + P (2.47)
with P being the Z2 symmetry line of the Ising model.












= 1 + e−2π
∫
dx0P (2.48)
meaning that there is a ground state energy difference of 2π between the superselection
sectors associated to the identity and P lines. 10












= 1 + e−2πe
θ
(2.49)














valid on a strip of width π around the real axis.
The fusion relation holds equally well for excited states, which have extra sources in
10This statement can in principle be checked with the RCFT tools from [28], as long as renormalization
is treated carefully.
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Figure 2.1: IR fate of the deformed line defect LS[θ] for different Im θ.
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valid on a strip of width π around the real axis.











will both flow to the same line, either I or P , in











will flow to an opposite choice of line, in accordance with
I × P = P × I = P .
In conclusion, the prediction is that LS [θ] will flow to the identity line in the range
| Im θ| < π, but will flow to a P line (with renormalized ground state energy) in the ranges
π < Im θ < 3π and −3π < Im θ < −π, etcetera, with periodicity 4π and sharp transitions
at Im θ = ±π where the line flows to a direct sum of 1 and P with the same real part of
the ground state energy.
Another sanity check of this prediction Fig.2.1 is that it is compatible with P ×S = S.
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The fusion of S with P must map ψ to a multiple of itself [114], so P must act on LS[θ] as
a shift of θ, up to a constant counterterm shifting the defect Hamiltonian11. This obviously
agrees with Fig.2.1, where upon fusing S with P , Im θ is shifted by 2π, P → I and I → P .












= 1 + Ts−1Ts+1 (2.54)
with T2 = TS, T1 = 1, T3 = e
−2πeθ , T0 = T4 = 0. Compare with (2.56).
2.4 The su(2) Kondo line defects
Consider any CFT equipped with some level k chiral ŝu(2) WZW currents Ja. This implies
that the CFT is a modular-invariant combination of an ŝu(2)k chiral WZW model and some
other degrees of freedom 12. The line defects we will discuss momentarily only interact with
the chiral WZW degrees of freedom and are transparent to everything else.
We define the Kondo line defects by coupling the theory to a spin j (half integer)






with σa being the matrices representing su(2) in the spin j quantum-mechanical system.
Dimensional transmutation converts the coupling g into a scale, which we can absorb in
the θ dependence. The result is a family of chiral line defects Lj[θ].
Gleaning information from the vast literature on integrability, including [90, 28, 115,
116, 117, 88, 118] and more, and adding some judicious guesses one is presented with the
following conjectures:
 The Kondo line defects give commuting transfer matrices T̂2j+1[θ]. These operators
commute with the Hamiltonian and act within primary towers for the WZW currents.
11Here we are using the standard observation that fusion with topological defects does not affect the
local RG flow dynamics. See [114] for applications of this principle to conformal boundary conditions.
12The obvious choice is an anti-chiral WZW model, but many alternatives are possible. A nice possibility
is a û(k)2 chiral WZW model, which would combine with ŝu(2)k to give a theory of 2k complex chiral
fermions, by level-rank duality. Of course, a universally valid choice is a 3d SU(2)k Chern-Simons TFT
defined on a half-space.
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= 1 + T̂2j[θ]T̂2j+2[θ] (2.56)
 Expectation values in a generic WZW primary state |l〉
〈l|T̂2j+1[θ]|l〉2πR=1 ≡ T2j+1;l(θ) (2.57)
or eigenvalues of T̂2j+1[θ] acting on descendants give solutions of the Hirota dynamics.
The vacuum expectation value T2j+1;0(θ) will just be referred to as T2j+1(θ)









in the spirit of the ODE/IM correspondence.
 The T̂2j+1[θ] expectation values on the vacuum or other eigenstates are also expected
to satisfy certain TBA equations, which are the conformal limit of the TBA equations
for chiral Gross-Neveu models, i.e. the deformation of a non-chiral WZW model by
a JaJ̄a marginally relevant interaction.
These claims are hard to prove or even justify in a concise manner directly in 2d. In the
remaining part of this section, we study the Kondo defect perturbatively in preparation for
the ODE/IM correspondence (2.58) discussed in section 3.4. The last two claims should
really hold for all common sets of eigenvalues of the T̂2j+1[θ], with a slight modification
according to the states, which is the main goal in chapter 4.
2.4.1 A perturbative analysis of the Kondo defect vevs
Using the definition of the line defects, one can compute in perturbation theory
T̂n = n+ g
2t̂n,2 + g
3t̂n,3 + g
4t̂n,4 + · · · , (2.59)
where n = 2j + 1. The linear term is missing because Trσa = 0.
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The calculation requires some careful renormalization, which dimensionally transmutes
the coupling into a scale µ0(g). The RG flow rescales that to µ = µ0e
θ and the coupling
runs as
µ0(g)e
θ = µ0 (geff(θ)) (2.60)
The only counter-terms are a constant counterterm and the renormalization of the coupling,
which first appears at order g3.
Up to a rescaling of coupling, the perturbative RG flow equation takes the form 13
∂θgeff(θ) = geff(θ)
2 + cgeff(θ)
3 + · · · (2.61)
where we normalize the coupling such that the leading coefficient is 1. In this sign con-
vention, a small positive UV coupling will grow in the IR and our line defect will be
asymptotically free, with a typical IR mass scale which is exponentially suppressed at
small positive geff . This is the microscopic definition of the Ln line defects we are inter-
ested in. A negative coupling, instead, flows to 0. Such IR free line defects will appear
later on as IR outcomes of some of the RG flows we consider, with a typical UV mass scale
which is exponentially large at small negative geff .
The coefficient c cannot be re-defined away. An explicit calculation in Appendix C.1
shows that it is independent of n and equals −k
2
. The ellipses indicate terms that can be
arbitrarily adjusted by a perturbative redefinition of the coupling. This can be checked
rather easily.













2 ≡ e− 1g g k2 eθ (2.63)




2 . This choice of RG scheme has the advantage that 0 < geff < ∞
parameterizes the full range of scales. It will also agree with the RG scheme implicit in
the Hirota relations, ODE/IM correspondence, etc. See Appendix C.1.3 and D.3 for more
details. Other choices of RG scheme are of course possible and sometimes useful.




2 eθ. Perturbatively, that
13The right-hand side is the negative of the beta function.
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means the θ dependence of T̂n[θ] is captured by
T̂n[θ] = n+ geff(θ)
2t̂n,2 + geff(θ)
3t̂n,3 + geff(θ)
4t̂n,4 + · · · (2.64)
with
geff(θ) = g + θg
2 + θ(θ − k
2





)g4 + · · · (2.65)
The t̂n,m are complicated expressions of the Fourier modes of WZW currents. In Ap-
pendix C.1 we compute the explicit form of T̂n up to order g
4. Strikingly, the t̂n,m we
computed all commute with each other, confirming that the T̂n[θ] behave as commuting
transfer matrices.
Even more strikingly, we find that our choice of renormalization scheme is such that
the T̂n[θ] satisfy Hirota fusion relations as long as we fix the reference coupling g to be the
same for all defects, at least at the order we could compute. Perturbatively, that requires
the relations
2nt̂n,2 = (n+ 1)t̂n−1,2 + (n− 1)t̂n+1,2
2nt̂n,3 = (n+ 1)t̂n−1,3 + (n− 1)t̂n+1,3
2nt̂n,4 + t̂
2




2.4.2 Perturbative and non-perturbative RG flows
For physical values of the parameters, perturbation theory is only useful in the UV and
non-perturbative dynamics kick in at low energy. If we analytically continue θ sufficiently
away from the real axis, though, we get a surprise: under RG flow the effective coupling
geff(θ) grows a bit but then swings back to be small and negative. The imaginary part
of 1
geff(θ)
decreases by a finite amount in absolute value, changing by −k
2
π as the real part
flows to large negative values.
That means that the line defects remain perturbative all along the RG flow as long as
the initial imaginary part of 1
g
is sufficiently large! The analytically continued line defects
are not unitary, so the non-monotonic RG flow is not a contradiction, but it is still a bit
surprising.
These perturbative IR limits for large positive and large negative imaginary part of
1
g
differ, as the two branches of 1
geff(θ)
differ by kπ. The two perturbative regimes are
separated by some intermediate phases, where the RG flow is non-perturbative.
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Figure 2.2: The RG flow pattern over the complex g plane and the complex 1/g plane.
The top two and he bottom two are plotted using the beta function (2.62) and (2.67)
respectively. Note that the lower left figure is the same as Fig. 1 in [4]
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Another important situation where perturbation theory is applicable is large k, at least














That means the RG flow for large k and fixed j must lower the g function by an amount
of order k−1. The leading correction actually comes at order 3 in perturbation theory and
is proportional to j(j + 1)(2j + 1).
For j = 1
2
our hands are tied: the only topological line defect with quantum dimension
slightly lower than 2 is the topological line L 1
2
whose Cardy label is the spin 1
2
primary
field and whose quantum dimension is 2 cos π
k+2
. The leading correction is consistent with
this. This is a standard result [22, 90].
The RG flow of g′eff(θ) as a function of the imaginary part of θ is quite interesting. As
we increase the imaginary part to large values of order k, we hit a thin region where the
flow reaches strong coupling, and beyond that, the perturbative flow back to the spin 1
2
IR
Kondo line discussed before. We interpret this as a phase transition from the flow to L 1
2
to the flow to LIR1
2
. This will indeed happen in the exact solution proposed below.
In a similar manner, for sufficiently small j, the physical flow of Lj[θ] should end on









while for sufficiently large imaginary part of θ it should go back to LIRj [θ]. Recall that
Lj is the topological line with Cardy label given by the primary field of spin j, where
j = 0, 1
2
, 1, . . . , k
2
.
We can anticipate here the conjectural behaviour of the physical RG flows for all k and
j is that (up to constant counterterms) supported by the ODE/IM solution:
 For j ≤ k
2
, Lj[θ] flows to Lj.
 For j > k
2






These statements are conjecturally valid on a strip of width 2π around the real θ axis.
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Hirota recursion relations determine the IR behavior of all lines beyond that strip. One
finds all sort of combinations of the form Lj′×LIRj−j′ [θ], with j′ jumping by ±12 across phase
transitions.
2.5 The 4d Chern-Simons construction
The four dimensional Chern Simons theory is a recently proposed approach to integrable
models. Original articles are very nicely written[29, 30, 31, 32, 33]. The relation with some
old ideas are explained in an introductory article [119]. Other more recent development
can be found here [34, 35, 36].






ω ∧ CS(A) (2.69)
where we take the four-dimensional spacetime to be R2×C with C being a complex curve.
The theory is topological in the direction of R2 with the coordinates x, y, and holomorphic
along the curve C with the local coordiante z. Here we mostly focus on the case C = C.
CS(A) is the usual Chern Simons three form
CS(A) := Tr
(
A ∧ dA+ 2
3
A ∧ A ∧ A
)
(2.70)
Classically, the 4d Chern-Simons gauge theory on C×R2 can be minimally coupled to
a 2d chiral WZW model, sitting at a point z = 0 in the holomorphic plane and wrapping
the R2 topological directions. The coupling to the 4d CS theory does not induce any de-
formation of the two-dimensional WZW theory, simply because there is no spin 0 operator
in the WZW theory which could describe such a deformation.
The only effect of the coupling is that it allows the WZW model to interact with Wilson
lines Wj[z] of the 4d CS theory, lying parallel to the surface defect at some separate point in
the holomorphic plane. An important property of the 4d CS theory is that the interactions
are local on the topological plane so that the Wilson line will appear as a 2d local line




where rab(z) is the classical rational R-matrix which takes the role of a propagator in the
4d theory. This is simply the Kondo interaction, with a coupling g = ~
iπz
.
An important quantum correction to this statement is due to the 2d gauge anomaly of
the WZW model. This can be cured by a perturbative modification of the 1-form ω(z)dz
in the 4d CS action ∫
ω(z)dz ∧ ΩCS[A] (2.72)









The 4d CS perturbation theory is essentially an expansion in inverse powers of z, so this
is a sub-leading correction to the classical action.
The Wilson lines of the 4d CS theory automatically satisfy the Yangian fusion relations
and, when wrapped along a compact direction in the topological plane, should give vevs
which satisfy the su(2) Hirota dynamics. In particular, the one form ω(z)dz controls the
precise form of the line defects fusion: when ω(z) = 1 it involves shifts of z by multiples
of iπ
2
, but for general ω(z) one has to compute the primitive










such that dθ = ω(z)dz. Then the fusion relations involve shifts of θ by multiples of iπ
2
.
We, therefore, identify θ as the “spectral parameter” of the Wilson lines, which is
exactly what we found in the purely 2d analysis!
Our analysis is compatible with yet unpublished work [120] demonstrating the existence
of a renormalization scheme for 4d CS theory coupled to 2d chiral matter, with the property
that the g = ~
iπz
is not renormalized, and RG flow only affects the position of Wilson






Of all the surprising structures integrability comes with, ODE/IM correspondence is one
of the most mysterious relations. For completeness, we will briefly review the standard
formulation in section D.6. In the language of the Kondo defect we studied in the previous
section, it can be phrased as the following conjecture: in the simplest setting su(2)1, the
expectation values of Kondo line T̂j[θ] on a spin l primary state match the Stokes data for
the second order differential equation
∂2xψ(x) =
[





and simple modifications for twisted sectors and higher WZW levels.
In this section, we will first review some necessary background in order to properly state
the correspondence. We then investigate this conjectured relation and perform explicit
calculations to verify the proposal.
3.2 Opers
In precise mathematical terms, the ODE like (3.1) is encoded in a particular mathematical
structure called oper first introduced by A. Beilinson and V. Drinfeld [121]. The term
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“oper” is motivated by the fact that for most of the classical G one can interpret G-opers
as differential operators between certain line bundles.
Here in this section we review some of the relevant mathematical background. [122,
123, 124, ?]
Projective connection
Consider a Riemann surface C (equipped with a spin structure), a projective connection







which can be locally written in a trivialization to be
∂2xa − T (xa) (3.3)
where xa is the coordinate in an open subset Ua ⊂ C. KC is the canonical line bundle on











where the Schwarzian derivative is defined to be










Consequently, the difference of two classical stress tensors is a quadratic differential.
A classical stress tensor, or equivalently a projective connection (3.3) can be used to
define globally a Schröedinger equation(
∂2xa − Ta(xa)
)
ψa(xa) = 0 (3.6)








This has two-dimensional space of solutions, spanned by ψa;1 and ψa;2. The Wronskian of
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two solutions
W (ψa;1, ψa;2) = ψa;1∂xaψa;2 − ψa;2∂xaψa;1 (3.8)
is constant and invariant under coordinate transformations.






Let’s choose the covering {Ua} of C to be fine enough so that the solution ψ2 is never 0,
and we normalize the solutions in such a way that the ratio of two solutions has Wronskian
1.





: Ua → C (3.11)
gives a map C → CP 1 defined up to monodromies in SL(2,C). It is also a local complex





so never zero and thus the map is non-singular.











So once we assign the differential operator to be ∂2sa with Ta(sa) in one open subset Ua, it
will be preserved different and sa are related by Möbius transformation.
Formally speaking, if we have a projective connection on C, we can associate to each
overlapping Ua ∩ Ub a constant map
Ua ∩ Ub → PSL2(C) (3.14)
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Flat connection
The constant map (3.14) tells us all the transition functions are constant, which gives rise
to a flat PSL2(C) bundle. Let’s represent this as a holomorphic PSL2(C) bundle F → C
with a holomorphic connection Dz, which is automatically flat.
From this perspective, we can think of the coordinate sa : Ua → CP1 as a global section
of an associated CP1-bundle
P1F = F×PGL2(C)CP1 (3.15)
with the following oper condition:
 the global section has a nowhere vanishing derivative with respect to Dz
There is an equivalent way of rephrasing this oper condition[125]. Let E → C be a
flat rank two complex vector bundle over the Riemann surface C, with a holomorphic line
sub-bundle L ⊂ E that satisfies the following property:
 L is nowhere invariant under parallel transport by Dz
More explicitly, if σ is a local nonzero holomorphic section of L, then the statement that
L is nowhere invariant is the same as
 σ ∧ Dzσ is nowhere zero
We then have the definition for a PGL2-oper on C: it is a flat principal PSL2(C)-bundle
F → C with
 a holomorphic connection Dz
 a sub-bundle FB which is B-reduction of F,
where the Borel subgroup B ⊂ PSL2(C) is the group of upper triangular matrices.
It is easy to see the PSL2(C)-oper is the same as the projective connection we defined
in the previous section, where the datum of the principal B-bundle FB is equivalent to the
datum of a section of the associated CP1-bundle P1F. To see this, recall that
CP1 = PSL2(C)/B (3.16)
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so each point in CP1 defines a copy of subgroup B ⊂ G. As a result, a section of P1F defines
a principal B sub-bundle.
How do we then interpret the oper condition from this perspective? Intuitively, we
would like to say the nowhere does the flat connection Dz preserve the principal B-
subbundle. To see this more clearly, we might want to choose a local coordinate z on
an open subset U ⊂ C, and trivialize the holomorphic bundle F, then the connection Dz
can be written as






which, under changes of trivialization of F, transforms like a gauge transformation for
the group G = PSL2(C). So if we gauge transform to the horizontal trivialization where
Dz = ∂z, then the oper condition is just
 ∂zs 6= 0, ∀z (3.18)
by thinking of the global section as a function U → CP1.
However, clearly, this is not very useful since we just went back to our starting point.
One practical and ingenious way to proceed is to only allow a partial gauge fixing. More
precisely, we choose a trivialization of F on U ⊂ C that is induced by a trivialization of
FB on U . In other words, we only allow gauge transformation in B, the group of upper
triangular matrices.
The the oper condition of nonvanishing derivative just means intuitively that moving
the point x ∈ U maps a nonzero change in sl2/b. So we conclude that
 the oper condition simply means c(z) is nowhere vanishing,
which is a gauge invariant statement for the group B, since performing gauge transforma-
tion of the group B will change c(z) = 0 to c(z) 6= 0 or vice versa. On the other hand, it
would not be a gauge invariant statement in the trivialization (3.17).
Having realized this, we can then use the gauge transformation to bring the connection
to the standard form
gDzg−1 = ∂z +
(

















Denote t(z) = b(z) + a(z)2 + ∂za(z). Then trivialize the rank two bundle E → C by ψ
and ∂zψ, where the differential equaiton take the form(
∂z +
(
















ψ = 0 (3.22)

























This is precisely the transformation rule we require for the projective connection (3.4).
We can re-write (3.25) to be
















The Stokes data of a Schröedinger equation are defined as the point in an appropriate
space of flat SL(2,C) connections defined by parallel transport of the solutions. The data
of the flat connections depend on the types of singularities of T (x):
 If T (x) is holomorphic, the Stokes data encode the monodromy of the solutions
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around cycles of C.
 If T (x) has regular singularities, at which





then one also has monodromies around the regular punctures. For generic m, one
can define monodromy eigenvectors ψx0± (x) and express the Stokes data in terms of
Wronskians between eigenvectors transported along various paths on C.
 If T (x) has irregular singularities, at which
T (x) ∼ c
(x− x0)r+2
(3.29)
then one also has r Stokes matrices at the irregular puncture. One can define r special
solutions ψx0i (x) which decay exponentially fast along appropriate rays towards x0.
The Stokes data can be expressed in terms of Wronskians between such solutions
transported along various paths on C.
 We will also be interested in exponential singularities, at which
T (x) ∼ e
c
x−x0 (3.30)
We will see that at such a singularity one can define an infinite sequence of special
solutions ψx0i (x).
Classical limit of BPZ equation
One can find the appearance of opers in many physical settings. One of such arises from
the semiclassical limit of a conformal block for correlation functions of degenerate Virasoro
primary fields [125], which we will review below.
Primary fields of Virasoro are associated with the highest weight representations of the
Virasoro algebra. Of special importance, a degenerate primary field is a primary field of
Virasoro algebra whose descendant at a certain level is null, i.e. a highest weight vector.
They will be labelled by two integers Φr,s, for r, s = 1, 2, 3, . . . . A correlation function
with an insertion of a degenerate field will satisfy a certain differential equation due to the
null-ness condition, called Belavin–Polyakov–Zamolodchikov (BPZ) equation.
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For now, we will only focus on a special case r = 2, s = 1. BPZ equation for degenerate
field Φ2,1 reads
∂2Φ2,1(x) + b
2 : T (x)Φ2,1(x) := 0 (3.31)
where b parametrize the central charge
c = 13− 6(b2 + 1
b2
) (3.32)
In the semi-classical limit b → 0, normal ordering is irrelevant and we define the classical



























Therefore, in the limit b→ 0, it transforms as a section of K−1/2C
3.3 ODE/IM correspondence for Ising model
We are now ready to explain our proposed interpretation of ODE/IM correspondence using
the Kondo defect. As an instructive toy example, we study ODE/IM correspondence for
the Ising model.
The main object we are interested in is the expectation value of the Kondo line defect
TS(θ) defined in (2.33). We claim that the function TS(θ) coincides with a basic Stokes
datum for the harmonic oscillator Schröedinger equation [115]
e−2θ∂2xψ(x) = (x
2 − 2)ψ(x) (3.36)
This equation has four small solutions ψn, uniquely characterized by their exponentially
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ψn(x; θ) = ψ0(x; θ + iπn) (3.38)
The definition can be extended to all integer n, with ψn+4 = −e−2πi(−1)neθψn.
In the current case, the Schrodinger equation (3.36) can be solved explicitly. In partic-













Details can be found in Appendix D.1. Importantly, since the equation (3.36) is regular
everywhere on the complex plane, the solution ψ0 is an entire function.
The Wronskian (ψn, ψn+1) ≡ ψn∂xψn+1 − ψn+1∂xψn of consecutive solutions is −i. Be-
cause of the periodicity, we also have i(ψ−1, ψ2) = e
−2πieθ . We have
TS(θ) = i(ψ−1, ψ1) (3.40)
The simplest proof of this fact is that the two functions satisfy the same Riemann-Hilbert
problem in the θ plane.
The Hirota recursion (2.54) follows from the Plücker relation1 between the Wronskians:
(ψ−1, ψ1)(ψ0, ψ2) = (ψ−1, ψ0)(ψ1, ψ2) + (ψ0, ψ1)(ψ−1, ψ2) (3.41)
A standard WKB analysis as reviewed in Appendix D.2 controls the IR asymptotics.
The WKB analysis employs the WKB network, namely the union of flow lines2, along
which the WKB differential √
x2 − 2eθdx (3.42)
is real, shown in Fig. 3.1. In contrast to the generic flow lines which end on singularities,
1This simply follows from the fact that any three vectors a, b, c in a two dimensional vector space must
satisfy a linear relation in the form of (a, b)c+(b, c)a+(c, a)b = 0, where brackets denote exterior product.
2Various names are used in the literature. The WKB network is often called spectral network or Stokes






Figure 3.1: WKB diagram for the differential equation (3.36) defined in (3.42). Generic
flow lines and WKB lines are colored blue and red respectively.








is controlled by the period of
√
x2 − 2 dx around a contour wrapping around the cut, while
the IR asymptotics of the Wronskian are controlled by a (vanishing) regularized period of√
x2 − 2 dx from −i∞ to i∞, where the regularization subtracts the reference asymptotics
in (3.37)
TS(θ) ≡ i(ψ−1, ψ1) ∼ 1 + . . . (3.44)
The UV asymptotics can be obtained by dropping the constant term on the right-hand
side of the Schröedinger equation. Indeed, we can rescale the x variable to get
e−2θ∂2xψ(x) = (x
2 − 2g2)ψ(x) (3.45)
which is amenable to a perturbative expansion in the UV.
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3.4 The ODE/IM solution SU(2)k WZW
Having tested the techniques in the toy example, we now turn to the main example: the
ODE/IM correspondence for the chiral SU(2) WZW model.
Following the same recipe, we propose to identify the expectation value of the Kondo
defect Tn[θ] defined in (2.57) with the Stokes data of the Schröedinger equation
∂2xψ(x) = e
2θe2x(1 + gx)kψ(x) (3.46)
The first immediate observation is that the shift x→ x− 1
g









2 , as in (2.63).
ODE definition of Tn
We can define the solution ψ0(x; θ) of
e−2θ∂2xψ(x) = (1 + gx)
ke2xψ(x) (3.48)
for real positive g as the solution which decreases asymptotically fast along the line of large
real positive x+ θ. If we analytically continue in g, the imaginary part of x+ θ has to be
accordingly adjusted to keep eθ(1 + gx)
k
2 exdx real and positive.


























We then define again an infinite sequence of other solutions
ψn(x; θ) ≡ ψ0(x; θ + iπn) (3.51)
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which have the above asymptotics for large positive real x+ θ + iπn.
The Stokes coefficients of this Schröedinger equation consist of the Wronskians i(ψ0, ψn).
The large positive x asymptotics guarantee i(ψ0, ψ1) = 1, but the other Wronskians are
non-trivial functions of θ.
Adjusting the shifts to match the quantum determinants and Hirota relations in a












At large negative x, the right hand side of the Schröedinger equation decreases expo-
nentially and thus we must have




up to exponential corrections. We included the 1
g






The T -functions Tn take the form of quantum determinants built from Q and Q̃,










which can be naturally interpreted as the two Q-functions for the system. 4
The UV fixed point g = 0
If we turn off the coupling, we have the simpler equation
e−2θ∂2xψ(x) = e
2xψ(x) (3.55)
3Notice that there is an interesting spectral problem where one requires ψ to be finite at large negative
x and asymptotically decreasing at large positive x. The zeroes of the Q(θ) functions are the solutions of
that spectral problem
4Finding a direct 2d CFT physical interpretation for the Q functions, or ψ0(x; θ) itself, is a long standing
problem, which we do not address in this work.
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for large positive real x+ θ.
On the other hand, at large negative real part of x+ θ we have
ψ0(x; θ) ∼ −
1√
π
(x+ θ + γ − log 2) (3.58)
up to exponentially small corrections.
We can obtain an infinite sequence of other solutions








which have the above asymptotics for large positive real x + θ + iπn. Clearly, at large
negative real part of x+ θ we have
ψn(x; θ) ∼ −
1√
π
(x+ θ + iπn+ γ − log 2) (3.60)
so that the Wronskian of two such solutions is exactly
i(ψ0, ψn) = n (3.61)
which is the expected UV value of Tn.
Weak-coupling expansion
When g is sufficiently small and positive, it is reasonable to attempt a perturbative expan-
sion of the solution ψ0 around the g = 0 solution
ψ
(0)






The perturbative expansion should be valid for x  1
g
and match smoothly with the
expansion of the asymptotic expression 3.49 in positive powers of g.
At each order of the perturbative expansion we solve a Schröedinger equation with
a source that decreases exponentially at large positive x and select the solution ψ
(n)
0 (x; θ)
which also decreases exponentially and matches the expansion of the asymptotic expression
3.49 in positive powers of g.












+ q̃0 + q̃1geff(θ) + · · ·
)
(3.63)
where the g and θ dependence combine into a power series in geff(θ).
The Wronskian relation i(ψ0, ψ1) = 1 should hold automatically. It actually determines
the expansion coefficients of Q in terms of these of Q̃.
When we plug the expansion of the Q functions into the quantum determinant expres-
sion for Tn(θ), the result only depends on the q̃n starting from the order g
4. The lower











3k2 + 2k(−q̃0 − 3θ) + 8q̃1
]




n (−1 + n2) and q̃0 = −k4 + (γ − log 2). In particular, in order to match with
the explicit line defect calculations we only need the first sub-leading coefficient q̃1 in the
expansion of Q̃, which can be found in Appendix D.3.
WKB IR expansion
The WKB analysis of the Schröedinger equation, valid in the IR limit eθ → ∞, requires
a slightly more refined analysis than the Voros/GMN-style one applicable to meromorphic
potentials with simple zeroes [81, 88]. In Appendix D.2, we review the standard analysis
and extend it to the case of zeroes of higher degree or exponential singularities.
A crucial role is played by the WKB/spectral network, which depicts the structure of
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is real. The main property of WKB lines is that the WKB solutions which are asymptot-
ically growing along the WKB lines can be trusted as an approximation for the parallel
transport of true solutions.
A GMN-style analysis focuses on generic WKB lines, which join asymptotic directions
where some small solutions have been defined. The Wronskian of the small solutions at the
endpoints of a WKB line can be estimated reliably as the Wronskian of the corresponding
WKB approximants. The asymptotic approximation is valid in a whole half-plane in the
eθ plane centered around the ray used to draw the WKB network. 5
For Schröedinger equation with a meromorphic potential and simple zeroes and generic
θ, the generic WKB lines give estimates for exactly enough “WKB” Wronskians to fully de-
termine the full Stokes data. All other Wronskians and monodromies can be reconstructed
as Laurent polynomials in the WKB Wronskians.
In more general situations we need to work a bit harder, and use WKB lines which
join an asymptotic direction and matching regions near zeroes of higher order or where the
potential is exponentially small. The WKB lines can still be used to reliably transport the
small solutions to the matching regions, where they can be compared with an appropriate
basis of local solutions. The case at hand is a beautiful example of the generalized analysis.
We will present the results here and a more detailed discussion in Appendix D.2.2. For a
generic phase of eθ one has that
 k + 2 consecutive asymptotic lines at large positive real x + θ + iπn are connected
by special WKB lines to the order k zero at x = −1
g
. Say that n0 ≤ n ≤ n0 + k + 1
for some n0 which can be easily determined. This allows a WKB estimate of the
Wronskians of pairs of ψn’s in this interval. With our conventions, it is just d
(k)
n′−n.
These Wronskians compute certain Tn′−n functions in a specific range of Imθ. We
learn that the corresponding Ln′−n
2
[θ] likely flow to Ln′−n
2
topological defects. This
expectation will be further solidified by the analysis of the Tn′−n;l asymptotics.
 The remaining asymptotic lines get connected by special WKB lines to the asymptotic
region at large negative real part of x+θ, but the imaginary part of x+θ gets shifted
by ±π
2
k. Say that the imaginary part increases by π
2
k for n ≥ n0 +k+1 and decreases
5If WKB network is defined by (1 + gx)
k
2 ex+θ0dx ∈ R+, then the formal WKB series is an asymptotic
series as e−θ → 0 within a closed half plane Hθ0 = {Re(eθ−θ0) ≥ 0}.
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Figure 3.2: WKB diagram for k = 1 (left) and k = 2 (right). Generic flow lines and WKB
lines are colored blue and red respectively. θ is chosen to be 0 and −iπ
2
respectively. We
number the WKB lines on large positve x side increasingly from top. There are k+2 WKB




k for n ≤ n0. With our conventions, up to factors of the form emn,n′e
θ
for some
mn,n′ , one gets WKB estimates n
′ − n for pairs of lines which are on the same side
of n0, n
′ − n− k otherwise. These WKB estimates help us predict RG flows ending
on LIRn′−n ⊗ L k
2
or LIRn′−n−k ⊗ L k
2
defects.
This is enough to reconstruct the RG flows near the real θ axis. The Wronskians that do
not fall into these two types can be related to these two types via Plücker formulae. This
is the same as using Hirota relations to explore general θ.
We refer to Appendix D.2.4 for details.
3.5 Expected generalizations
3.5.1 Multichannel Kondo problems
The simplest generalization of the Kondo defects is to consider a theory with multiple








which, in 4d CS setup, corresponds to taking multiple chiral WZW surface defects of levels








Assuming the classical couplings are not corrected, we get an immediate prediction: two








A second prediction is that this one-parameter family of commuting defects would be



















which can be checked against explicit 2d perturbative calculations. Details can be found in
Appendix C.1.6. We should stress that the perturbative match of the RG flow equations is
rather non-trivial in the multi-channel case, as redefinitions of the couplings leave invariant
infinitely many combinations of beta function coefficients, rather than the single “c” we
found in the single coupling case.
There is a simple proposal for an ODE/IM solution for the expectation values of the

















We can define an overall scaling parameter g ≡ 1/z and set gi = g/(1 + zig) where, say,∑



























and the Stokes data will only depend on {zi} and the combination
e−1/geff(θ)geff(θ)
∑







where we define the effective coupling geff , analogous to (2.63).
The Stokes data can be defined as before in Section 3.4. A primary state |l1, l2, . . . 〉 is
labeled by a list of half integers, one for each su(2) factor. We therefore make the following
identification












In the UV, it will have a perturbative expansion in gi around Tn;li ∼ n. We perform
the calculation in detail in Appendix D.3.3. The result matches nicely with the direct 2d
perturbative calculations.
In the IR, the WKB analysis can be done in a straightforward way, with relatively
simple answers for real values of the gi.
An entertaining check is that if two gi’s coincide, the equation is the same as for a model
with one fewer WZW factors. This is reasonable: a coupling involving a sum Jai + J
a
j with
equal coefficients naturally factors through the WZW model of level ki + kj defined by the
total currents Jai + J
a
j , with the remaining coset model decoupling from the line defect.
Notice that the Schröedinger equation seems to take a universal form
∂2xψ(x) =
[
e2θe2p(x) + u(x)2 − u′(x)
]
ψ(x) (3.75)
where ∂xp(x) = ω(x). We will see momentarily that this statement holds for other examples
as well. We expect it to hold universally for any purely chiral 4d SU(2) CS setup. We will
explore this point further, as well as relations to affine Gaudin models and affine Geometric
Langlands, in a future publication.[2]
3.5.2 Coset Kondo lines
A well studied class of examples of ODE/IM correspondence involves polynomial potentials
∂2xψ(x) = e
2θPn(x)ψ(x) (3.76)
where Pn is a polynomial of degree n, say with m zeroes of order ki.
Based on the various examples in the literature e.g. [102], it is easy to guess that this
differential equation should control the vacuum expectation values of Kondo lines in coset





The integrable Kondo defects are deformations of certain topological line defects by the
chiral coset primary fields with coset labels [1; 3]. These are the primary fields Φ(i) which
appear in the coset decomposition of the su(2)ki currents J
(i)
a :
J (i)a = Φ
(i) ⊗ φa + · · · (3.78)
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with φa being the spin 1 primary of the diagonal su(2)∑
i ki
. There are m − 1 such coset
fields, so the Kondo defects have m− 1 couplings of the same scaling dimension. They are
mapped to the relative positions of the zeroes of Pn(x).
The basic topological line defects which support φa local operators are these labeled by
primary fields of su(2)∑
i ki
. There are n− 1 of them, as the identity line or the spin n
2
do
not support non-trivial primaries. They match nicely the possible Wronskians built from
the n+ 2 small solutions for the ODE.
The RG flows admit a perturbative UV description if at least one of the levels is large
so that the scaling dimension of the φa is close to 1. For example, if one of the levels κ is













We expect this to be a “trigonometric” 4d CS setup, where the holomorphic direction















We remark that (3.80) takes the same form as the ODE for anisotropic Kondo model
[126, 127]. See the discussion in [127] for more details. We leave this for future investiga-
tions.
3.5.3 WZW vs Kac-Moody
At the expense of ruining unitarity, we can replace the WZW currents at integral level
k with Kac-Moody currents at some generic level κ. At the level of perturbation theory,
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there is no difference. Non-perturbatively, there must be deep differences, as most of the
RG statements we made for integral k do not have a natural extension to non-integral κ.
For large κ and finite j, the perturbative considerations still indicate the RG flow
LUVj → Lj. The topological lines Lj in Kac-Moody exist for all j, but non-perturbative
effects should kick in as j ' κ.
As the spin j is integral, one cannot make sense directly of “Lκ
2
” which appears in
the RG flows at integral k. The spin κ
2
primary in WZW models, though, has another
interpretation: it is the image of the vacuum module under a spectral flow operation. This
suggests that the large j RG flow in the Kac-Moody theory may land on topological lines
associated with spectral flowed modules.
Another interesting new wrinkle is that once we compute the T̂j, we can subject the
Kac-Moody current modes in them to a spectral flow operation. As the T̂n commute both
with L0 and J
3
0 , the image under w units of spectral flow will also give a conserved operator
T̂n;w. This suggests we should be able to define spectral flow images Lj;w[θ] of the usual
Lj[θ] defects. The UV definition may be a bit subtle, but the notion should be well-defined.
We will now propose an ODE/IM interpretation of the Tn;w[θ], which suggests how one
may compute the IR image of Lj;w[θ] or postulate new sets of Hirota equations controlling
their fusion.
The ODE for general κ
e−2θ∂2xψ(x) = (1 + gx)
κe2xψ(x) (3.83)
has a branch cut from x → −∞ to x = −1
g
. Consequently, one can take some small
solution ψn(x; θ), defined in the usual way, analytically continue it w times around x = −1g
to obtain a solution of
e−2θ−2πiκw∂2xψ(x) = (1 + gx)
κe2xψ(x) (3.84)
and take a Wronskian with some ψn′(x; θ + πκw).
Up to picking some convention for the shifts of θ, this gives a possible definition of
Tn′−n;w[θ]. Plücker relations give a slew of new Hirota-like formulae controlling the fusion
of Tn,w functions with all sort of spectral flow amounts and θ shifts by multiples of iπ and
iπκ.
The WKB analysis of the ODE is straightforward, although the details depend some-
what sensitively on choices such as the sign of the real part of κ, etc. The main novelty
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is that some of the WKB lines will go across the cut so that the collection of Wronskians
with “good” WKB asymptotics may include some Tn;w[θ] with w 6= 0.
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Chapter 4
Kondo defect, λ-oper and affine
Gaudin model
The purpose of this section is to explore the connections between three topics:
1. Integrable Kondo defects in products of chiral SU(2) WZW models
∏
i ŝl(2)ki [1, 10,
11, 13, 19, 128, 129, 20, 21, 130, 22, 4, 14, 15, 23, 131, 16, 132, 90]. These are families
of mutually commuting line defects parameterized by a conformal symmetry-breaking
scale eθ ≡ λ−1.
2. Bethe equations for an affine SU(2) Gaudin model [133, 134, 135]. The Kondo lines
can be identified with a renormalized version of the quantum transfer matrices for
the affine Gaudin model. The corresponding Bethe equations (and Bethe vectors)
should thus control the spectrum of the transfer matrices.
3. Solutions of the affine ŝl(2) Bethe equations can be used to produce PSU(2) λ-opers
with singularities of trivial monodromy [133, 134, 136, 137, 138]. We identify the
spectrum of the transfer matrices with the Stokes data of the λ-opers. This provides
a complete ODE/IM correspondence for integrable Kondo problems.
4.1 Affine Gaudin models, classical and quantum
Given a finite dimensional simple Lie algebra g, highest weight λ, irrep Vλ. A N -site
Gaudin model is defined by
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 a collection of integral dominant weights λ = {λ1, . . . , λN}. Then the Hilbert space
is given by Vλ = Vλ1 ⊗ · · · ⊗ VλN .
 a set z = {z1, . . . , zN}
The algebra of observables is U(g)⊗N . There is a large commutative subalgebra called









where ta are a set of orthonormal basis of g. One can easily check that Hi commute with
each other. Other elements in the Gaudin subalgebra are referred to as higher Gaudin
Hamiltonians, which are more complicated unknown in general. In the case of g = gl2,
there are no higher Gaudin Hamiltonian and Hi are all we need.
The Hilbert space is ⊗Ni=1Mi, where Mi are a collection of g-modules. Since Gaudin
algebra commutes with the diagonal action of g, the eigenvectors are organized into g
irreps. Then the natural question is the diagonalization of the commuting charges acting
on ⊗Ni=1Mi. Finding both eigenvectors and eigenvalues is achieved partially using Bethe
ansatz.
A more powerful result is its surprising relation withG∨ oper, whereG∨ is the Langlands
dual to G. Gaudin algebra is isomorphic to the algebra of functions on the space of g∨
oper on P1 with regular singularities at z1, . . . , zN ,∞ of trivial monodromy. In particular,
since we are mostly focusing on g = sl2, its dual group is G
∨ = PGL2.
More precisely, for any N -tupe of distinct point z1, . . . , zN , we consider a particular
type of PGL2-oper
∂2z − t(z) = (∂z + a(z)) (∂z − a(z)) (4.2)




























It turns out, as a result of the Bethe Ansatz equation (4.4), wj are only apparantly singu-
larities, namely t(z) is non-singular there despite the singular behaviors of a(z).
On the other hand, it can shown that [124] z1, . . . , zN ,∞ are regular singularities with










The surprising relation between Gaudin model and opers is that{














a ta(i) for i = 1, . . . , N and µi are the eigenvalues of the Gaudin
Hamiltonians Hi. Explicitly they are













Note that the condition
∑N
i=1 µi = 0 has its meaning on both sides. On the opers side, it
comes from the requirement that∞ is a regular singularity, which is automatically satisfied
due to the construction t(z) = a2 + ∂a and the Bethe Ansatz equation. On the Gaudin
model side, the condition
∑N




The affine Gaudin model first studied in [134], is a somewhat conjectural integrable
system that quantizes the classical affine Gaudin model, in a manner analogous to the
relation between the classical and quantum KdV integrable systems [139, 140, 26]1.
The classical affine Gaudin model is defined by a collection of Poisson-commuting
Hamiltonians built from classical currents J ai with Kac-Moody Poisson brackets. The
1We will actually find that the quantum KdV integrable system can be recovered in a certain decoupling
limit from the affine Gaudin model, adjusting parameters in such a way that the total Kac-Moody currents
decouple and leave behind a coset model.
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where ki are the levels for the currents J ai .
The Lax matrix is used to define both the Poisson-commuting transfer matrices





and families of local Hamiltonian densities H(n)u (σ) labelled by exponents n of the affine
Kac-Moody algebra and zeros ζu of the twist function (4.10). In classical types, the H(n)u







of total degree n+ 1 in the currents J ai .
One of our main proposals is that the correct quantization of the affine Gaudin model
involves Kondo line defects defined by coupling a spin to a collection of quantum Kac-
Moody currents Jai . These Kondo lines are defined in the UV in the same manner as the
classical transfer matrices:








The couplings gi[z] need to be renormalized and acquire a scale dependence. It was conjec-
tured in [1] that the RG flow factors through a flow of the spectral parameter, so that the
spectral parameter may be identified with the (complexified) renormalization scale eθ via
dimensional transmutation. In other words, the RG flow defines a one-parameter family
of commuting line defects. The specific functional form of the couplings gi[z] along the
commuting family depends on the chosen renormalization scheme.
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The RG flow is physically rich and depends sensitively on the spin of the auxiliary sl2
generators ta and on the relative UV couplings. The endpoint is some IR-free line defect
whose nature can be predicted with the help of the ODE/IM correspondence. For special
choices of spin and couplings, the endpoint is an irrelevant deformation of a single identity







for some collection of bulk quasi-primaries O(n)u (σ) of dimension n+ 1.
Now we denote with u the choice of UV line defect flowing to the identity line. We
will see that this generalizes naturally the choice of a zero ζu for ϕ(z) above. A special
property of such deformations by bulk chiral currents is that there exists a renormalization
scheme where the path-ordered exponential becomes effectively an integration along sepa-
rate contours. Therefore the path-ordered exponential is essentially Abelian, and reduces
to the exponential of the zero-modes of the O(n)u (σ).
These IR effective line defects commute with the transfer matrices by construction and
thus the zero-modes of O(n)u can be identified with the quantum version of the classical
Hamiltonians H(n)u . With the help of a WKB analysis of the ODE/IM solution, we will
match the vevs of the zero-modes of O(n)u on eigenstates with the conjectural eigenvalues
of the quantum version of the H(n)u proposed in [145].
4.2 Opers, λ-opers and affine opers
In this section, for simplicity, we specialize to the case of sl2. The generalisation to sl3 will
be discussed in section 4.7. The main objective of this section is to introduce the family of
Schrödinger operators which provides the conjectural full ODE/IM solution of the Kondo
defects spectrum problem:
∂2x − λ−2P (x)− t(x), (4.15)
where P (x) = e2αx
∏N
a=1(x − za)ka and t(x) is an auxiliary meromorphic classical stress
tensor which will be determined by a solution of the Bethe equations.
We will motivate some of our definitions in analogy to the well-known correspondence
between the (non-affine) Gaudin model and opers with singularities of trivial monodromy
[146, 147, 148]. The latter is one of the most basic manifestations of the Geometric Lang-
lands correspondence and can be investigated with the help of supersymmetric gauge theory
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[149, 150]. It would be very nice to give a similar derivation of the ODE/IM proposal based
on gauge theory or string theory constructions.
4.2.1 sl2 opers
An sl2 oper is a complexified Schrödinger operator
∂2x − t(x) (4.16)
with a natural transformation law under a change of coordinate























We will always consider sl2 opers for which t(x) is a rational function and only allow
coordinate transformations which preserve this property.
We will typically denote a solution/flat section of the Schrödinger equation as ψ(x):
∂2xψ(x) = t(x)ψ(x) (4.19)
and the (constant) Wronskian of two solutions as
(ψ, ψ′) = ψ(x)∂xψ
′(x)− ψ′(x)∂xψ(x). (4.20)















where a(x) and b(x) are rational functions, modulo gauge transformations by unipotent
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upper-triangular matrices whose entries are rational functions. We can fix the gauge invari-
ance completely by bringing (4.22) to its unique canonical form (4.21) with stress tensor
given by
t(x) = b(x) + ∂xa(x) + a(x)
2. (4.23)
4.2.2 sl2 λ-opers
An sl2 λ-oper, or simply λ-oper, is a complexified Schrödinger operator with standard





The coordinate transformations act in the same way as for an sl2 oper so that t(x) is
a classical stress tensor and P (x) is a quadratic differential. We will always work with
λ-opers for which t(x) is a rational function on C but allow P (x) to be a more general
analytic function, typically with branch points or an essential singularity at infinity, but
whose logarithmic derivative is a rational function.
The data of a λ-oper can be encoded in a flat connection of the form
∂x +
(




More generally, an sl2 λ-oper is a flat connection
∂x +
(




where a(x) and b(x) are rational functions, modulo gauge transformations by upper-





for some rational function v(x). Every λ-oper admits a unique canonical form as in (4.25)
with stress tensor as in (4.23).












P (x)λ−1 + b(x)λ −a(x)
)
(4.29)





4.2.3 Miura opers and singularities of trivial monodromy
A Miura sl2 oper, or simply Miura oper for short, is a connection of the form (4.22) with







Its equivalence class modulo gauge transformations by unipotent upper-triangular ma-
trices defines an oper, with stress tensor t(x) = a(x)2 + ∂xa(x), which we refer to as
the oper underlying (4.31). The corresponding Schrödinger operator (4.16) factorises as
(∂x + a(x))(∂x− a(x)) and has an obvious solution ψ(x) = e
∫
a(x)dx which is an eigenline of
the monodromy around each singularity of t(x).
It is useful to allow the Miura oper to have apparent singularities where the monodromy




x− w +O(x− w). (4.32)
Another important type of singularity is one of the form
a(x) = − l
x− z +O(1) (4.33)
for a non-negative half integer l. Then
t(x) =
l(l + 1)
(x− z)2 + · · · (4.34)
and the Schrödinger operator (4.16) has a local solution with ±1 monodromy around z, of
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the form
ψ(x) ∼ (x− z)−l + · · · (4.35)
The Miura condition then gives a second local solution with ±1 monodromy around z, of
the form
ψ′(x) ∼ (x− z)l+1 + · · · (4.36)
It follows that the monodromy of any flat section around z must be ±1. Therefore z is a
regular singularity of trivial monodromy for t(x). One can also see this by noting that the







where r(x) = a(x) + l
x−z , which is manifestly regular at z for non-negative l.
A quick discussion of the term “trivial monodromy” is in order here. If l is allowed to
be half-integral, we have to consider the monodromy as living in PSL(2), so that ±1 is a
trivial monodromy. If l is restricted to be integral, then we can take the monodromy to be
valued in SL(2), and will still be trivial. This binary choice is a manifestation of Geometric
Langlands duality: PSL(2) opers are dual to the SL(2) Gaudin model, and vice versa.
4.2.4 Miura λ-opers and singularities of trivial monodromy








This is of the general form (4.26) and therefore a Miura λ-oper defines a λ-oper with stress
tensor t(x) = a+(x)
2 + ∂xa+(x). We refer to this as the λ-oper underlying (4.38). It can
be described as a complex Schrödinger operator




Crucially, the connection (4.38) is locally gauge equivalent (in PSL(2)) to a connection
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where a+(x) + a−(x) = −12
∂xP (x)
P (x)
. We refer to this connection as the dual of the Miura
λ-oper (4.38). Since it is of the general form (4.28) it also defines a λ-oper, which we call
the dual λ-oper underlying (4.38), with stress tensor t̃(x) = a−(x)
2 + ∂xa−(x). The latter
can also be described as a complex Schrödinger operator of the same form as in (4.39) with
a+(x)→ a−(x).
Since the Miura λ-oper (4.38) and its dual (4.40) are gauge equivalent, we therefore
identify a crucial property of λ-opers: the pair of λ-opers with stress tensors built from
a±(x), i.e. the λ-oper and the dual λ-oper underlying a given Miura λ-oper, have the same
monodromy (in PSL(2), unless P (x) is a perfect square).
If at some generic point w we have
a+(x) =
1
x− w +O(z − w) (4.41)
then it follows by the above arguments for singularities of Miura opers that the Miura λ-
oper built from a+(x) has an apparent singularity at w while the other Miura λ-oper built
from a−(x) has a regular singularity at w, which must necessarily have trivial monodromy
(in PSL(2)). The same argument applies if at a point w′ we have
a−(x) =
1
x− w′ +O(z − w
′) (4.42)
with the roles of the two Miura λ-opers (4.38) and (4.40) interchanged.
If at a zero z of order k of P (x) we have
a+(x) = −
l






x− z +O(1). (4.44)
As long as 0 ≤ l ≤ k
2
, the pair of Miura λ-opers both have trivial monodromy around z.
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where we wrote P (x) = (x − z)kq(x) with q(z) 6= 0 and r(x) = a+(x) + lx−z , which is
manifestly regular at z when 0 ≤ l ≤ k
2
.
A quick discussion of the term “trivial monodromy” is again in order here. If l is allowed
to be half-integral and k integral, we have to consider the monodromy as living in PSL(2),
so that ±1 is a trivial monodromy and gauge transformations can have a sign ambiguity.
If l is restricted to be integral and k even, then we can take the monodromy to be valued in
SL(2). This binary choice is presumably a manifestation of an affine Geometric Langlands
duality: PSL(2) λ-opers are dual to the affine SL(2) Gaudin model, and vice versa.
4.2.5 Opers with singularities of trivial monodromy and Bethe
equations
For a general oper, the condition for a regular singularity to have trivial monodromy is an
intricate polynomial constraint on the coefficients of the expansion of t(x) near the regular
singularity.
Given a Miura oper on C with a rank 1 irregular singularity at infinity and whose other
























These are the Bethe equations for a sl2 quantum Gaudin model with sites of spectral
parameters za, supporting sl2 irreps of dimension 2la + 1.
We call the overall residue of a(x) at infinity the weight at infinity of the Miura oper.
Since the underlying oper has trivial monodromy at all the za and wi we refer to it as
an oper with singularities of trivial monodromy. The eigenvalues of the quantum Gaudin
Hamiltonians can be extracted from the expression of t(x).
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4.2.6 λ-Opers with singularities of trivial monodromy and affine
Bethe equations
We are interested in the class of Miura λ-opers on C for which a±(x) take the same form





































































These ensure that the (dual) Miura λ-oper built from a+(x) (resp. a−(x)) has apparent
singularities at each wi (resp. w
′
i). The weight at infinity of the Miura λ-oper is the pair
of residues of a±(x) at infinity.
These are the Bethe equations for an affine sl2 quantum Gaudin model with sites of
spectral parameters za, supporting s̃l2 Weyl representations induced from sl2 irreps of
dimension 2la + 1, for WZW current algebras of level ka.
The λ-oper (resp. the dual λ-oper) underlying a given Miura λ-oper has regular sin-
gularities with trivial monodromies at the zeroes za of P (x) as well as at w
′
i (resp. wi),
for all values of λ. We, therefore, refer to the λ-oper and its dual as a pair of λ-opers with
singularities of trivial monodromy. They have interesting Stokes data at x =∞ which we
call the monodromy data of the pair of λ-opers.
The eigenvalues of the affine sl2 quantum Gaudin model transfer matrices, as well as the
quantum local Hamiltonians, can be extracted from the Stokes data in a manner described
in the remainder of the work.
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4.2.7 Weyl reflections
Given some sl2 oper with trivial monodromy t(x) = a(x)
2 + ∂xa(x) and α 6= 0, there must
be two canonical solutions which at infinity behave like e±αx times some analytic functions.
The one behaving as e−αx is the Miura eigenline, with logarithmic derivative a(x). The












with opposite weight at infinity to a(x). This gives an action of the Weyl group of sl2 on
the collection of Miura opers with the same stress tensor t(x). In particular, it acts as a
Weyl transformation on the weight at infinity of the Miura oper.
In terms of connections of the form (4.31), the above transformation a(x) → ã(x)
is implemented as a gauge transformation by a unipotent upper-triangular matrix which
preserves the Miura form of the connection. Explicitly, a gauge transformation of the





transforms it as a(x) → ã(x) = a(x) + f(x) provided f(x) is a (rational) solution of the
Riccati equation
∂xf(x) + f(x)
2 + 2a(x)f(x) = 0. (4.51)
If we have a Miura λ-oper with trivial monodromy, such that α± are sufficiently generic,
then we have two transformations, α+ → −α+ or α− → −α−, which map it to a different
Miura λ-oper, with the same P (x) and the same monodromy data, as either one of the
λ-opers is fixed by the transformations.
Explicitly, on a Miura λ-oper (4.38) or its dual Miura λ-oper (4.40) we can perform a










This produces a new pair of Miura λ-opers with a+(x) → ã+(x) = a+(x) ± f±(x) and
a−(x)→ ã−(x) = a−(x)∓ f±(x) provided that the functions f±(x) are (rational) solutions
of the Riccati equation
∂xf±(x) + f±(x)
2 + 2a±(x)f±(x) = 0. (4.53)
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These two reflections can be iterated to generate an interesting group: the Weyl group
of s̃l2. It acts as a Weyl transformation on the weight at infinity of the Miura affine oper.
More precisely, repeated reflections act as
· · · ←→ (α+ + 2α−,−α−)←→ (α+, α−)←→ (−α+, 2α+ + α−)
←→ (3α+ + 2α−,−2α+ − α−)←→ · · · (4.54)
and similarly on the weight at infinity.
4.2.8 Conjectural count of Bethe solutions
For generic values of α, the relation between opers with singularities of trivial monodromy
and the Gaudin model suggests that the number of solutions of the Bethe equations should
coincide with the graded dimension of the Gaudin Hilbert space, which is the product of
sl2 irreps of dimension 2la + 1, graded by total weight. A priori, this statement is rather
not obvious.
We expect a similar statement for the affine opers with singularities of trivial mon-
odromy: for generic values of α the number of solutions of the Bethe equations should
coincide with the graded dimension of the affine Gaudin Hilbert space, which is the prod-
uct of s̃l2 Weyl representations induced from sl2 irreps of dimension 2la + 1, for WZW
current algebras of level ka.
4.2.9 Special values of α±
The Weyl reflection is not well-defined for an oper with singularities of trivial monodromy
when α = 0, essentially because there isn’t a canonical choice of a second solution. Any
choice of solution will do, so we really get a CP1 family of opers with singularities of trivial
monodromy. Only one of these solutions is special, in the sense that it decreases at infinity
faster than the others, and will thus have a special weight.
In the dual Gaudin model, we are turning off a parameter that breaks the global sl2
symmetry. A whole sl2 irrep of eigenstates is represented by a single special oper with
singularities of trivial monodromy.
Something similar happens if α+ = n(α+ + α−) for any integer n. One of the Weyl
reflections in the chain breaks down, and instead, we get a continuous family of solutions.
In the dual affine Gaudin model, we are restoring one of the sl2 subgroups of the total affine
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s̃l2 symmetry. A whole sl2 irrep of eigenstates is represented by a single special affine oper
with singularities of trivial monodromy.
If we set both α± = 0, the whole Weyl chain breaks down and we get an intricate
continuous family of solutions. In the dual affine Gaudin model, we are restoring the
whole total affine s̃l2 symmetry. Essentially, the transfer matrices commute with the total
Kac-Moody currents and thus secretly live in the coset CFT.
4.2.10 WKB expansion and quasi-canonical form
The Miura λ-oper (4.38) and its dual (4.40) are locally gauge equivalent to a connection









where a0(x) = a+(x)+
∂xP (x)
4P (x)
. Following [133, 134], we will refer to this as a Miura s̃l2 oper.
We can consider the equivalence class of such a connection under gauge transformations



















where un(x) and v
±
n (x) are rational functions. This defines an affine sl2 oper, or more
precisely an s̃l2 oper for the untwisted affine Kac-Moody algebra s̃l2 associated with sl2.
We are working in the loop realisation of s̃l2 associated with the principal Z-gradation.
The relationship between the different opers described above is depicted in Fig. 4.1.
Note that the notions of λ-oper and dual λ-oper are naturally associated with the two
roots of the Dynkin diagram of s̃l2.
By allowing gauge transformations as in (4.56) one can bring the connection (4.55) to



















Figure 4.1: Different types of opers: The middle dotted arrows are local gauge trans-
formations by diagonal matrices. The right arrows correspond to working modulo gauge
transformations by upper and lower triangular matrices of the form (4.27) and (4.30),
respectively. The left arrow corresponds to working modulo gauge transformations by ma-
trices of the form (4.56).












Unlike the canonical form (4.21) of an sl2 oper as in (4.22), however, the quasi-canonical
form (4.58) of an affine sl2 oper is not unique. Indeed, the quasi-canonical form is preserved
by residual gauge transformations of the form (4.56) with u(x;λ) = 0 and v−(x;λ) =
v+(x;λ), the effect of which is
p(x;λ) 7−→ p(x;λ) + ∂xv+(x;λ). (4.60)

































In particular, by comparing this with the expression (4.25) for the λ-oper underlying the
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Miura λ-oper we started with, we recognize the equation for the WKB momentum
P (x)
λ2












which is used to study the λ→ 0 limit of the transport data of the λ-oper.
In particular, the contour integrals ∮
p(x;λ)dx (4.64)
control the WKB asymptotics of certain transport coefficients. They are also known to
match the eigenvalues of local integrals of motion for the affine Gaudin model [136, 145,
152].
4.3 Bethe states and transfer matrices
4.3.1 Some Kac-Moody conventions





(t1 ± it2), t0 = 1√
2
t3, (4.65)
which satisfy the relations
[t0, t±] = ±t±, [t+, t−] = 2t0. (4.66)


















= 2J0n+m + κnδn+m,0, (4.69)
for n,m ∈ Z. Let |l, κ〉 denote the ground state in the spin l module at level κ.
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Action of the spectral flow
Spectral flow [153, 154] is an automorphism of ŝl2 given, for α ∈ R, by
Uα : J
+








There is also an involutive automorphism induced by the Weyl group W(sl2) = Z2
w1 : J
+
n 7→ J−n , J−n 7→ J+n , J0n 7→ −J0n (4.71)
which satisfy
UαUα′ = Uα+α′ , U0 = w
2
1 = 1, Uαw1 = w1U−α. (4.72)
We therefore have Aut(ŝl2) = RoZ2. In particular, the even part is inner and corresponds
to the affine Weyl group W(ŝl2) = (2Z) o Z2. Consequently, the induced action by U2Z
maps each integral highest weight representation into itself, whereas more general Uα maps
between the (twisted) modules. For example,
U1 : j 7→
k
2
− j, j = 0, 1
2




4.3.2 The Bethe equations and Bethe vectors
Let us take the quadratic differential P (x) = e2xxκ. This should correspond to an affine
Gaudin model with a single site, i.e. an integrable Kondo problem in the SU(2)κ WZW
model. A generic state in the spin l module of the SU(2)κ WZW model which is singular

































with the Bethe roots wi and w
′






























It is useful to denote the set of all Bethe roots {wi} ∪ {w′i} collectively as {ti}. To
each Bethe root wi we associate the lowering operator Fwi = J
−
0 in s̃l2 and to each Bethe
root w′i the lowering operator Fw′i = J
+
−1. By analogy with the finite-dimensional case [155]
and based on the expression for the Bethe vector in affine Gaudin models with regular
singularities [156], we then conjecture that, associated with each solution of the Bethe
















This state is singular under the zero-mode sl2 subalgebra. Moreover, its Virasoro level is
equal to the number #w′ of Bethe roots w′i and its spin is l + #w
′ −#w.
The leading non-trivial term in the UV expansion of the transfer matrix is proportional
to the zero-mode quadratic Casimir T (2) = Ja0J
a
0 . Since (4.76) has definite spin it is an
eigenvector of T (2) with eigenvalue 2(l+#w′−#w)(l+1+#w′−#w). From the subleading




















We checked that this non-trivial operator is indeed diagonalized by the examples of Bethe
vectors in Subsection 4.3.3. It would be very nice to derive the Bethe equations directly
from the diagonalization of T (3) with the Bethe vector ansatz (4.76). Moreover, we conjec-
ture that the expectation value of T (3) in the generic eigenstate (4.76) is









A similar conjecture was made in [135] for the eigenvalue of the first non-local integral of
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motion of the affine s̃l2 Gaudin model describing quantum KdV theory as a coset CFT.
We also expect from the UV expansion of the corresponding λ-oper in Appendix D.4.2
that the eigenvalues of all the higher-order UV expansion coefficients T (n) of the transfer
matrix are given by supersymmetric polynomials in the Bethe roots {wi}∪{w′j}. This was
conjectured in [135] for the higher non-local charges of quantum KdV theory.
The expression for the next subleading term T (4) is much more complicated. We did
check in Appendix D.4 that the Bethe vector expectation value of the UV expansion of
transfer matrices matches the Stokes data of the corresponding λ-opers.
The multichannel case can be treated similarly. For the product of WZW model we
take the quadratic differential P (x) = e2x
∏
a(x − za)κa . We can then describe a generic
state in the tensor product of spin la modules which is singular under the total zero-mode



































where wi and w
′



































If we denote the set of all Bethe roots collectively as {ti} then we conjecture that the

















where the sum is over all partitions of the set {ti} into N ordered subsets (ta,1, . . . ta,ma)
with m1 + . . .+mN = m. It has Virasoro level #w
′ and spin
∑
a la + #w
′ −#w.
In the two-point case, the leading term in the UV expansion of the transfer matrix




2(l1 + l2 + #w
′ −#w)(l1 + l2 + 1 + #w′ −#w) on the Bethe vector (4.81). The next term
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n,2)− (z1Ja0,1 + z2Ja0,2)(Ja0,1 + Ja0,2),
We conjecture that its expectation value in the eigenstate (4.81) is given by the supersym-
metric polynomial in the Bethe roots
〈{ti}|T (3)|{ti}〉 = −2(l1 + l2 + 1 + #w′ −#w)
(
















#w′ = 1, #w = 0: The Bethe equation (4.75) is just κ
w′
+ 2 = 0. This is inconsistent if
κ = 0. When κ 6= 0 we have w′ = −κ
2
and the corresponding Bethe vector (4.76) is then
proportional to
|{w′}〉 ∝ J+−1|0, κ〉.
This is singular when κ = 0, corresponding to the fact that there are no solutions to the
Bethe equations in this case.
#w′ = 1, #w = 1: No solution, as it should be since there is no singlet state at level 1
in the vacuum module: J0−1|0, κ〉 = −12J−0 J+−1|0, κ〉 is a descendant.
Level 2 states:
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#w′ = 2, #w = 0: The Bethe equations (4.75) have solutions if and only if κ 6= 0, 1. The
Bethe vector corresponding to the cases κ 6= 0, 1 is proportional to
|{w′1, w′2}〉 ∝ J+−1J+−1|0, κ〉.
which for κ = 1 is singular and for κ = 0 is a descendant of the singular vector J+−1|0, 0〉.
#w′ = 2, #w = 1: The Bethe equations have a solution if and only if κ 6= 0,−1. The
corresponding Bethe vector is given by









































































J+−1|0, κ〉. In particular, when κ = 0
it is a descendant of the singular vector J+−1|0, 0〉.
The situation when κ = −1 is more subtle since we see that the state J+−2|0,−1〉 in the
spin 0 module of level −1 is not described by a solution of the Bethe ansatz. In the limit
κ → −1 of a solution of the Bethe equations for κ 6= −1, all the Bethe roots collide with








This is no longer of the form (4.74) since the residues at the origin are not given by the
pair (−l,−κ
2
+ l) = (0, 1
2
) corresponding to the highest weight of the vacuum module at
level κ = −1. However, the residues of (4.83) do correspond to a shifted Weyl reflection of
this highest weight. Indeed, the simple roots of s̃l2 act by shifted Weyl reflections on the
residues at the origin as






)←→ · · ·
Therefore the pair (4.83) describes a generalised Miura λ-oper in the sense of [133, 148].
We conjecture that the state J+−2|0,−1〉 is described by this generalized Miura λ-oper. This
is checked to fourth order in the UV expansion in Appendix D.4.
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#w′ = 2, #w = 2: The Bethe equations admit a solution if and only if κ 6= −2, 0. The
corresponding Bethe vector is proportional to
|{w′1, w′2, w1, w2}〉 ∝ Ja−1Ja−1|0, κ〉.
This is singular when κ = −2, the critical level, and for κ = 0 it is a descendant of the
















#w′ = 1, #w = 0: The Bethe equations (4.75) have a solution if and only if κ 6= 1, in
which case the Bethe vector is proportional to
|{w′1}〉 ∝ J+−1|12 , κ〉.
This becomes singular at κ = 1.
#w′ = 1, #w = 1: The Bethe equations (4.75) are inconsistent when κ = −2 and for κ 6=





























−1)|12 , κ〉 becomes singular when κ = −2.
Note that when κ = 1 we have the spin 1
2
state
|{w′1, w1}〉 = 23(J+−1J−0 + J0−1)|12 , 1〉 = 2J0−1|12 , 1〉+ 23J−0 J+−1|12 , 1〉. (4.84)
The second term on the right-hand side is a descendant of the singular vector J+−1|12 , 1〉 and
is therefore zero in the spin 1
2
module at level κ = 1.
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Level 2 states:
#w′ = 2, #w = 0: The Bethe equations (4.75) have no solution unless κ 6= 1, 2, in which












−1|12 , κ〉 becomes singular when κ = 2. When κ = 1 it is a descendant of
the singular vector J+−1|12 , 1〉.
#w′ = 2, #w = 1: The Bethe equations (4.75) have two inequivalent families of solutions:
(i) The first family is valid for κ 6= −1
2

















This is singular for κ = −1
2
. Moreover, it vanishes for κ = −2.



























J+−1|12 , 1〉 which is
thus a descendant of the singular vector J+−1|12 , 1〉. Likewise, when κ = −2 we obtain










0 )|12 ,−2〉 which is a descendant of the singular





In conclusion, we have the following cases:
• For κ 6= −2,−1
2
, 1 we have two spin 3
2
Bethe vectors w±.





−2|12 , 1〉 − 4J+−1(J0−1 + J+−1J−0 )|12 , 1〉.
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• For κ = −1
2






J+−2|12 , 1〉+ J+−1(J0−1 + J+−1J−0 )|12 , 1〉.
• For κ = −2 there are no spin 3
2
Bethe vectors.
#w′ = 2, #w = 2: There are again two inequivalent families of solutions:
(i) The first family is valid for κ 6= −2,−7
3










































κ2 − κ− 8 + (κ+ 3)
√







This vanishes when κ = −2. On the other hand, when κ = −7
3
we find
w+ = −J+−1J+−1J−0 J−0 |12 ,−73〉
which has zero norm.
















3κ+ 8 + 3
√


































−1 − 4J−−1J+−1 + 8J0−1J−0
)
J+−1|12 , 1〉
which is thus a descendant of the singular vector J+−1|12 , 1〉.
In conclusion, we have the following cases:
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• For κ 6= −7
3
,−2, 1 we have two spin 1
2
Bethe vectors w±.






























• For κ = −2 or κ = −7
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4.4 The UV expansion
Kondo line defects in
∏
i SU(2)ki WZW models are defined as the trace of the path ordered
exponential











where ta are the generators of the Lie algebra su(2) and the trace is taken in an su(2)
representation R, labeled by its dimension n from now on. The factor i in front of the
integral is
√
−1. The WZW currents are denoted as Jai (σ) for each SU(2) factor. The
integration is along the compact direction.
Following [1], we adopt the convention that the physical RG flows start from asymp-
totically free defects and the couplings grow in the positive real direction approaching the
infrared. Therefore the UV expansion is concerned with small positive gi. Perturbatively
in gi, we can expand the exponential
T̂n ({gi}) = n+
∞∑
N=1
iN T̂ (N)n , (4.86)
where each T̂
(N)
n depend on the set {gi}, and perform the loop integral. In doing so,
one carries out a careful and lengthy renormalization procedure since the currents don’t
commute with each other. This was done [1] following the prescription given in [90]. We
are interested in the expectation value of the Kondo line operator in a generic state |`〉,
with ` denoting the list of quantum numbers of the state. Details can be found in Appendix
D.4.
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If the twist α+ is nonzero, the Kondo line defect comes with a twist,



















Note that in order for (4.87) to make sense, the integrand inside the path ordered expo-
nential has to be single-valued. Therefore, the inclusion of the nonzero twist in the trace
forces us to work with the twisted affine Lie algebra. It is easy to see that this twisted
affine algebra is precisely the one we get by acting with Uα+ defined in (4.70b) on the
untwisted affine algebra ŝl2.
It was proposed2 in [1] that the expectation values in a state |`〉 of such a Kondo line
defect will coincide with the transport coefficients of the Miura λ-oper, where the quadratic




i SU(2)ki WZW and where t(x) is constructed









(x− zi)ki + t(x)
)
ψ(x). (4.89)
The UV perturbative expansion is available whenever the Stokes data for the Schrödinger
equation becomes close to the Stokes data for the simpler equation
∂2xψ(x) = e
2xψ(x). (4.90)















i is identified with an RG scale. When t(x) = 0, the Miura λ-oper
describes the vacuum state whereas non-trivial t(x) = a+(x)
2 +∂xa+(x) that we build from
2The vacuum module at k = 1 and other related ODEs have been proposed and studied in [95, 96, 97,
98, 99, 100, 101].
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the solution to the Bethe equations (4.48) describes a more general state |`〉.
Let ψ(x; θ) be the unique small solution, whose precise meaning is defined in the next
section, that decays exponentially fast along the ray of large real positive x+ θ. The nor-
malization is chosen to match asymptotically the WKB series in (4.106). By the ODE/IM
correspondence, we identify














As the transfer function Tn;`(θ) is independent of x, we can evaluate the Wronskian in
a convenient region where the explicit form of ψ is accessible. For the case of SU(2)k
chiral WZW model, this region is 1/g  −x  0. For ∏mi=1 SU(2)ki , one can define








for which the relevant region is
1/g  −x 0 (see Appendix F.3 of [1] for details). This allows for a systematic expansion
in powers of the gi.
In the same vein as in [116, 157], we can also define Q-functions, essentially as the
coefficients of ψ(x) in an expansion at large negative x. If the twist α+ in a+(x) is zero,
then the construction of Q-functions is given in [1] and reviewed in Appendix D.4. As a




























a form that is familiar from the integrability literature.
This turns out to be a useful tool in perturbative calculations as well. We can find
the expression for Q and Q̃ to sufficient order in g by comparing to a direct perturbative
evaluation of (4.91). For the ground state in a generic spin l module, the above claim has
been verified in [1]. In this work, we will present a few examples of the claim for excited
states in Appendix D.4.
4.4.1 ODE/IM for primary fields
We propose to identify the expectation values Tn;l[θ] on the su(2) WZW primary fields |l〉
with the transport data of the Schröedinger equation
∂2xψ(x) =
[






The second term is the standard angular momentum term [116], which accounts for different
highest weight modules. Again, the shift x→ x− 1
g















An important observation is in order. The above differential equation makes sense for all
values of l, and one can define small sections ψn at positive infinity and their Wronskians
Tn;l[θ] as for the l = 0 case. The regular singularity at x = −1g , though, generically
changes the overall monodromy structure of the differential equation: solutions are not
entire functions of x, but have a monodromy around x = −1
g
. The Tn;l[θ] functions do not
exhaust the monodromy data of the differential equation.
For applications to an su(2)k WZW model, we are interested in integrable modules
only, for which 0 ≤ l ≤ k
2
and 2l is an integer. It turns out that this is a very special
choice for the differential equation as well. Naively, a regular singularity such that 2l is
an integer will have a logarithmic monodromy. The order k zero of the regular part of the
potential, though, forces the monodromy to be simply (−1)l. In other words, the differential
equation has a regular singularity of trivial monodromy at x = −1
g
. This guarantees that
the differential equation has the same type of monodromy data as the l = 0, captured fully
by the Tn;l[θ] functions.
The WKB analysis also proceeds in much the same way as for the l = 0 case, except
that the local problem around x = −1
g
is modified. This has two consequences:




sin(2j + 1)(2l + 1) π
k+2
sin(2l + 1) π
k+2
(4.96)
which coincide with the expectation values of Lj in the primary tower of spin l.
 An extra (−1)l sign appears in the IR behaviour of certain Wronskians, which we
interpret as the expectation values of L k
2
in the primary tower of spin l.
The perturbative analysis requires some extra care, because the angular momentum
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In the matching region 1
g






[1 + (l + 1)gx]− Q̃`(geff)
2l + 1
gl[1− lgx]. (4.98)











+ q̃0 + q̃1geff(θ) + · · ·
)
(4.99)
and derive a perturbative expansion for Tn;l:






−1 + l + 2l2
)














+ 30k(q̃0(4l − 1) + θ(l + 1)(8l − 3))




l2 + l + 3
)















n (−1 + n2) and q̃0 = −k4 + (1 + l)(γ − log 2). We match it with the explicit
line defect calculations in Appendix D.3.
4.4.2 The coset scaling limit



















fixed will bring this to a λ-oper
which is naturally associated to integrable lines in a coset model.
Physically, we are sending the gi to infinity while keeping their ratios fixed and ad-
justing the RG flow scale. We expect the Kondo lines RG flow in that limit to admit an
intermediate regime where the line defects become effectively transparent to the overall
WZW currents, so that they can be identified with defect lines in a coset model. It would
be nice to explore this limit more carefully.
4.5 The IR expansion
The Kondo line defects Lj[θ], where j is the spin that labels the SU(2) representation and θ
is the spectral parameter, are asymptotically free line defects defined in a product of WZW
models. They have a non-trivial, possibly non-perturbative RG flow which can be explored
by looking at their action on the circle Hilbert space with the help of the ODE/IM cor-
respondence. In the UV, the action is given perturbatively by the corresponding operator
T̂j, defined in (4.85).
In the IR, the defects will flow to conformally-invariant defects. Because of their chiral
nature, in the IR they will commute with both holomorphic and anti-holomorphic stress
tensor and define topological line defects. A rich CFT such as the product of WZW models
can have a very large variety of topological line defects, which commute with the stress
tensor but with little else.
The ODE/IM correspondence, though, gives immediate evidence that the IR limit of
Kondo defects should be more special than that, and commute with all the Kac-Moody
currents. Indeed, we will see that the far IR limit of the ODE/IM solution is controlled by
a WKB leading answer which depends very little on the details of t(z), up to the choice
of li. In particular, they are blind to the details of the Bethe roots, which control which
current descendants one is taking expectation values on.
Line defects that commute with the whole current algebra of the product of WZW
models are referred to as Verlinde line operators. They are labeled by the Kac labels, i.e.
same as current algebra primary operator. They are products of individual Verlinde lines
in each WZW factor.
Denoted by Lj, with j = 0, 12 , 1, . . . , k2 , their expectation value in the vacuum state,
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often called the quantum dimension, is given by







In the ground state of spin l, or in any descendant of that, their expectation value is
〈l, k|Lj|l, k〉 = d(k)2j+1;l ≡
sin π
k+2





If we go to the IR, but not to the infinitely far IR, the Kondo line defects will be
described as IR free deformations of some sums of products of Verlinde lines. The defor-
mation can involve any SU(2)-invariant local operators supported on the Verlinde lines.
For generic Verlinde lines, there are many such operators, looking like descendants of chiral
primary fields of various spins. We will see that the subleading WKB corrections do gener-
ically involve fractional powers of the scale eθ which can be explained by the conformal
dimension of these operators.
As we mentioned in Section 4.1, something special happens when the far IR defect
is the identity line, or some other Verlinde line which does not support non-trivial chiral
primaries. In such a situation, the IR free deformation must involve the integral along
the line of SU(2)-invariant bulk chiral operators, starting with the stress tensor. The
expectation values of these deformed identity lines are simply the exponential of the zero-
modes of these bulk operators, which behave as local Hamiltonians for the affine Gaudin
model.
We will see below that the ODE/IM correspondence predicts such IR destiny for line
defects associated with pairs of Stokes sectors which are joined by a generic WKB line3.
The number of such pairs is precisely the same as the number of zeroes for ϕ(z), as
expected from the classical affine Gaudin model. The WKB expansion of these reproduces
the expectation values of the quantum local Hamiltonians.
4.5.1 Vacuum state t(x) = 0
Let us first focus on the case of single SU(2) and t(x) = 0. The Schrödinger equation takes
the form
∂2xψ(x) = e
2θe2x(1 + gx)kψ(x). (4.104)
3In the case of a single SU(2), there is one generic WKB line; see the end of Section 4.5.1.
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In this section, we are interested in the IR limit λ−1 = eθ → ∞, where Voros/GMN-style
WKB analysis is applicable. The analysis is essentially the same as in [1], except that we
are also interested in the sub-leading terms in the λ expansion.
We will briefly review the analysis and leave details in Appendix D.5. One starts by
reading off the quadratic differential P (x)dx2 = e2x(1 + gx)kdx2, which has a zero of order
k at x0 = −1/g and an exponential singularity at infinity. For any angle ϑ ∈ R/2πZ,





P (x)dx · ∂t
]
= 0, (4.105)
where ∂t is the tangent vector of the curve. One such line passes through any point in the
x plane. Generic WKB lines go to positive infinity in both directions, joining two Stokes
sectors there. Special WKB lines hit a zero of P (x) such as x = −1
g
or flow to negative
infinity. 4
The union of special WKB lines is called the WKB diagram/spectral network. ϑ is
chosen such that eθ lies in the half-plane centered on eiϑ, where the WKB approximation
gives the correct e−θ → 0 asymptotics. The structure of the spectral network governs
which solutions of the Schrödinger equation have a specific WKB asymptotic expansion.
In our current example, the structure of the WKB diagram is shown in Fig. 4.2. Special
WKB lines go towards positive infinity along the positive real x+ θ+ iπn, n ∈ Z direction.
There are k + 2 of them that are connected to the order k zero x0 = −1g . The remaining
special WKB lines go towards negative infinity with imaginary part shifted by ±π
2
k.
Next, one needs to find a set of solutions, referred to as small solutions, which decrease
exponentially fast along the Stokes lines towards positive infinity (and thus along WKB
lines asymptoting to them). In particular, we define ψ0(x) to be the small solution that de-







where Sasym(x, eθ) is the primitive of the WKB momentum, given by an asymptotic series
in large x and small e−θ. Although the WKB momentum is uniquely defined, its primitive
4Special WKB lines are also sometimes called Stokes lines. In the situation at hand, there are two
possible meaning for “Stokes”: it may refer to the asymptotic expansion of a solution at large positive x,
as in defining the Stokes data of the oper, or it may refer to the WKB asymptotic expansion at small λ. In
order to avoid confusion, we use the terms “WKB” exclusively for the latter and “Stokes” for the former.
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Different choices clearly lead to different normalization of the Wronskians, namely T func-
tions (4.92). This choice has the nice property later on that the exponent of (4.109) is zero
at the leading order. In a practical calculation involving subleading terms, one also needs
to make a choice for every order in e−θ.
Then for all n ∈ Z, we have a small solution ψn(x) ≡ ψ0(x; θ + iπn) along the large
positive real x+ θ + iπn direction.
Next, we want to use the WKB network to evaluate the WKB asymptotics of the
Wronskians. In the standard Voros/GMN-style WKB analysis, one studies Wronskians
between two of the small solutions joined by a generic WKB line. These Wronskians are
controlled by the contour integral along the WKB line of the WKB one form whose leading
term is
√
P (x)dx. This collection of Wronskians is incomplete, though, unless all zeroes
of P (x) are simple.
As has been developed in [1] and Appendix D.5, WKB analysis can be generalized
to study non-simple zeros. Roughly speaking, one also needs the information around the
matching regions, which, in the current example, are the order k zero x0 = −1g , and
the large negative x. Correspondingly, one can derive WKB asymptotics for Wronskians
between two of the small solutions joined by a special WKB line to the same zero, or to
negative infinity.
Following from the WKB diagram shown in Fig. 4.2 let us suppose, for convenience,
that the numbering of the special WKB lines that are connected to the zero at x = −1
g
is n0, n0 + 1, n0 + 2, . . . , n0 + k + 1. The precise value of n0 depends on the parity of k
and Im θ, which are given in [1] and are not important to us. There are three different
scenarios:
 Wronskians between two of the k + 2 small solutions whose special WKB lines are
connected to the zero, namely i(ψn, ψn′) for n0 ≤ n < n′ ≤ n0 + k + 1.
 Wronskians between small solutions whose special WKB lines are connected to large
negative matching region (to be made precise below), namely i(ψn, ψn′) for n < n
′ ≤
n0 or n0 + k + 1 ≤ n < n′ or n ≤ n0 < n0 + k + 1 ≤ n′.
 The remaining ones can be related to the first two scenarios using Plücker formula.
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In particular, to deal with the first case, it is important to study the local behavior
around the zero x0 = −1g . Locally around x0, a zero of order k, the stress tensor should
take the form yk + . . . , with y being the coordinate in the local coordinate system. Indeed,
one can always find the coordinate transformation x→ y(x) such that stress tensor takes
the form of
yk + ak−2γ
kyk−2 + · · ·+ ajγ2+jyj + · · ·+ a0γ2 (4.108)
where γ = e−θ
2
k+2 . Importantly there are k−1 coefficients aj = a(0)j +γk+2a(2)j +γ2(k+2)a(4)j +
. . . that are uniquely fixed in γk+2 asymptotics. One can find a set of nice solutions Ak;i(y)
to this local problem and evaluate the Wronskian perturbatively. The general procedure
to do this is described in Appendix D.5. On the other hand, Wronskians between small
solutions ψn(x) are equal to the Wronskians between the corresponding local solutions
Ak;i(y) with a careful treatment on the normalization of the solutions. We will only quote
the result here, leaving the details in Appendix D.5,














n − e− πik+2n
e
πi
k+2 − e− πik+2
. (4.110)
Subleading terms are computable order by order in γ. See Appendix D.5 for the general
prescription. There are two exceptions k = 1, 2 where we can calculate Wronskians exactly.
The important part is that the corrections to the Wronskians come in as integer power of
γ but start from γ2 order.
In the second scenario, the special WKB lines ‘meet’ at the large negative x. It turns
out, for some suitably chosen x−∞, a shift of the coordinate x→ δ = x−x−∞ will transform
the quadratic differential into
e2δ (1 + geff(θ)δ)
k . (4.111)
The details are given in Appendix D.5. Here, what matters to us is that x−∞ has a large
negative real part and in the IR limit θ →∞ we have





















and goes to 0 in the IR limit θ →∞. This is precisely the effective coupling for the infrared
free line defect, whose physical meaning will be given below in Section 4.5.3. For now, we
only need the fact that geff(θ)→ 0 as θ →∞. Therefore, we can study the Wronskians of
solutions in geff expansion.
In the leading order, the local solutions are given by Bessel functions. Therefore by
means of Bessel function identities and with normalization factors carefully taken into
account, the results are









(n′ − n) +O(g2eff)
]
(4.114)
whenever n ≤ n0 and n′ ≤ n0,









(n′ − n) +O(g2eff)
]
(4.115)
whenever n ≥ n0 + k + 1 and n′ ≥ n0 + k + 1, and







(n′ − n− k) +O(g2eff)
]
(4.116)
whenever n ≤ n0 and n′ ≥ n0 + k + 1.
In the third scenario, we can just use Plücker formula to reduce to the previous two
scenarios. Details can be found in [1].
Recall that the leading order of the second term agrees with the one from the UV
expansion and intuitively just counts the number of spacing between different special WKB
lines at the left-hand side of the special WKB diagram, see e.g. Fig. 4.2. The exponential
factor is the non-perturbative ground state energy shift.
As we discussed in Section 4.1 and at the beginning of this section, the vevs of local
integrals of motion for the affine Gaudin model are given by the Wronskians which corre-
spond to generic WKB lines. In the example at hand, there is only one such line depicted
by the dotted burgundy line in Fig. 4.2, corresponding to L k
2









) is controlled by the contour integral of the WKB momentum along
the generic WKB line, it doesn’t involve the local analysis around the zero or negative
infinity, hence it is simply organized by odd powers of e−θ.
4.5.2 t(x) 6= 0
When t(x) = a+(x)
2 + ∂a+(x) 6= 0, the evaluation of the Wronskians via WKB analysis is
basically the same as the previous section except for the following modifications.
In the first scenario of the previous section, namely, for the Wronskians of two solutions
whose special WKB lines are connected at the zero x = −1
g
, the local coordinate system
in general has an additional piece, compared to (4.108)
yk + ak−2γ
















The nonzero regular part of a+(x) has a smaller impact. It will change the coefficients
aj, the details of the map x 7→ y(x), and therefore the higher-order corrections. But
importantly, the corrections are still organized by integer powers of γ.
In the second scenario, where two special WKB lines are connected at the negative
infinity, we can again go to the coordinate in δ = x− x−∞ where the quadratic differential
reads
e2δ (1 + geff(θ)δ)
k + t
(




We are then in a situation very similar to the UV expansion. Therefore, the higher-order
corrections of the Wronskians come in powers of geff .
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4.5.3 Physical interpretation
According to the ODE/IM correspondence (4.92), which we repeat here, the expectation
value of the Kondo line operator in the state |`〉 is given by














where n = 2j + 1. We showed in Section 4.4 that the leading term in the UV expansion is
given by the dimension n of the representation, Tn;` ∼ n+ . . . .
We now provide the physical implication of the IR expansion we evaluated using WKB
analysis previously in this section. The IR expansion of Tn;`(θ) reviews an interesting
infrared structure. The leading order has been demonstrated in [1]. We will review briefly
now and explain how the structure of higher-order corrections we obtained in this section
fits in the paradigm.
Depending on the imaginary part of θ, and whether 0 ≤ 2j ≤ k or 2j > k, the RG flow
takes the Kondo line operator Lj[θ] to different IR line operators.
Firstly, if θ is real, or more precisely, valued in a strip around the real θ axis of width
about5 (n− k − 1)π, we have the physical RG flow6:
 For 0 ≤ j ≤ k
2
, over/exact-screening7, Tn;`(θ) ∼ d(k)2j+1;l, Lj flows to Lj,
 For j > k
2
, under-screening, Tn;`(θ) ∼ e−E(n,`,k)eθd(k)k+1;l(n−k), Lj flows to Lk/2⊗LIRj−k/2.
Second, if we increase the imaginary part of θ either positively or negatively, there is an
interesting sequence of transitions starting from | Im θ| ∼ (n−k−1)π
2
, the edge of the strip
mentioned above. Every time | Im θ| increases by π, we trade one unit of spin for the
topological defect with one unit of spin for the internal degrees of freedom. More precisely,






, s = k, k − 1, . . . , 0. After s decreases to zero, i.e. when | Im θ| is
large enough, we will have the circular RG flows where Lj flows to L
IR
j .
Since eθ labels the RG scale and θ →∞ is the deep infrared, we have just demonstrated
that the leading term of Tn;`(θ) simply tells us which infrared line defects we flow to starting
5This is true up to ±π/2, depending on the parity of k and n.
6Recall that eθ labels the RG scale, so the physical RG flow corresponds to real θ.
7This terminology is based on the intuitive physical picture that Kondo defect disappears in the IR









Figure 4.2: Blue curves are the Stokes diagram for k = 3 and ϑ = 0. There are five special
WKB lines connected to the zero of order k = 3. The rest of the special WKB lines connect
to the negative infinity. Double headed arrows indicate which two solutions are used in the
Wronskian i(ψn1 , ψn2) with n2 − n1 = n = 2j + 1 in different scenarios. The lower (upper)
end points to the special WKB lines associated to the small solution ψn2 (ψn1). Solid lines
(j = 1) depict scenarios 0 ≤ j ≤ k
2
. Colors (black, green and red) of the lines indicate
three scenarios as we shift Im θ: physical strip (Lj flows to Lj ), sequence of transitions






, s = 2j − 1, . . . , 1) and LIRj . Dashed lines (j = 2) depict scenarios
j > k
2
respectively. Colors (black, green and red) of the lines indicate three scenarios as





, s = k − 1, . . . , 1) and LIRj . The dotted burgundy line denotes the unique
generic WKB line that gives rise to the local integrals of motion.
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from Lj defined in the UV. Correspondingly, the far IR destiny of UV line defects can be
determined from some simple combinatorics from the topology of the WKB network.
Subleading terms are obviously due to the deformation that brings us away from the
deep IR. More precisely, we need to look at the RG flow a bit away from the deep IR.
In the case of the RG flow that flows to the Kondo line defect LIRj , an infrared free line
defect, the effective coupling geff(θ) is negative and becomes smaller in the IR. Therefore,
the corrections are expected to come in powers of geff , which is small and negative.
On the other hand, topological lines in the infrared are not free and appear in the RG
flow as strongly coupled infrared fixed points8. Nevertheless, we know a lot about the local
operators that are supported on the lines. Among them, it is the least irrelevant operator
that contributes the corrections the closest to the deep IR fixed point [21]. On a spin
0 < j < k
2
Verlinde line in chiral WZW, it is the WZW descendant of the spin 1 operator
of dimension 2
k+2
, denoted by Ja−1φ
a. It is a Virasoro primary of scaling dimension 1 + 2
k+2
and has zero one-point function. Then a simple dimensional analysis implies that there
will be corrections in powers of γ = e−θ(
2
k+2), starting from γ2. Another obvious candidate
JaJa has dimension 2, thus contributing corrections in integer powers of ~ = γ k+22 , which
is more irrelevant. Note that the spin 1 operator φa is not supported on the Verlinde line
L k
2
, obtained in the exact screening case. This is precisely what we found in the WKB
analysis around (4.108) and (4.109).
4.6 Some comments about the semiclassical limit
The RG flow of the Kondo defects is often non-perturbative. An important exception
occurs when the levels ki are large: in an appropriate RG scheme, the couplings remain
small all the way to the IR. It is useful to illustrate this in the N = 1 case.
We can start from the quadratic differential λ−2e2xxkdx2. The RG prescription we used






so that the quadratic differential becomes e2x−
2
g (gx)kdx2 which can be mapped by a trans-
lation to e2x(1 + gx)kdx2 and treated perturbatively. In these conventions, g is small as
λ 1 in the UV, but flows all the way to infinity in the IR as λ 1.
8Unless the levels ki are large, in which case the RG flow to a topological line can be perturbative. See
the next section.
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When k  1, these RG conventions are not very good. For example, even if g ∼ k−1
is small, (1 + gx)k ∼ egkx is not close to 1. Consider, instead, a different definition of
g where we employ both a translation and a scale transformation of x to arrive to some
e2α(g)x(1 + gx)kdx2. We can map this back to e2x−
2α(g)








If we select α(g) = 1 − k
2
g, then e2α(g)x(1 + gx)kdx2 ∼ e2xdx2 up to corrections of order
g2k, which are small even if g ∼ k−1.












which flows from g = 0 to g = 2
k
from the UV to the IR, so that the coupling is perturba-
tively small all the way.
This RG scheme also seems appropriate to make contact with the classical affine Gaudin










































and fixed points at z ∼ zi where gi is finite and small, while all other gj vanish.
4.7 Generalizations: sl3
The discussion in Section 4.2 of the affine sl2 opers, the Bethe equations, and WKB so-
lutions can be easily generalized to higher rank Lie algebras. We demonstrate the case of
sl3 in this section. We leave a proper discussion of the corresponding Kondo defects and
ODE/IM solutions to future work.
4.7.1 Basic Definitions
An sl3 oper is a complexified third order differential operator
∂3x − t2(x)∂x + t3(x) (4.129)
with a natural transformation law under a change of coordinate
∂3x − t2(x)∂x + t3(x) = (∂xx̃)2
(
∂3x̃ − t̃2(x̃)∂x̃ + t̃3(x̃)
)
(∂xx̃). (4.130)
We will work with sl3 opers for which both t2(x) and t3(x) are rational functions.
The data of an sl3 oper is equivalent to that of a flat connection
∂x +
0 t2(x) t3(x)1 0 0
0 1 0
 . (4.131)
More generally, an sl3 oper can be described as a flat connection of the form
∂x +
a(x) b(x) c(x)1 ã(x) b̃(x)
0 1 −a(x)− ã(x)
 . (4.132)
modulo gauge transformations by unipotent upper-triangular matrices. Any sl3 oper has
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a unique canonical form (4.131) where
t2(x) = a(x)
2 + a(x)ã(x) + ã(x)2 + 2∂xa(x) + ∂xã(x) + b(x) + b̃(x), (4.133a)
t3(x) = −(a(x) + ã(x))
(
a(x)ã(x) + ∂xa(x) + 2∂xã(x)− b(x)
)
− ∂2xa(x)− ∂2xã(x)− a(x)b̃(x)− ∂xb̃(x) + c(x). (4.133b)
An sl3 λ-oper is a complexified third order differential operator with a particular de-
pendence on the auxiliary complex parameter λ of the form




where t2(x) and t3(x) are rational functions. Equivalently, we can describe this as a flat
connection
∂x +
 0 t2(x)λ P (x)λ−1 + t3(x)λ2λ−1 0 0
0 λ−1 0
 . (4.135)
More generally, an sl3 λ-oper is defined as a connection of the form
∂x +
a(x) b(x)λ P (x)λ−1 + c(x)λ2λ−1 ã(x) b̃(x)λ
0 λ−1 −a(x)− ã(x)
 (4.136)
where a(x), ã(x), b(x), b̃(x) and c(x) are rational functions, modulo gauge transformations
by upper-triangular matrices of the form1 v(x)λ w(x)λ20 1 ṽ(x)λ
0 0 1
 (4.137)
where v(x), ṽ(x) and w(x) are rational functions. Every sl3 λ-oper has a unique canonical
form as in (4.135).
If we conjugate the connection (4.136) by cyclic permutation matrices then we obtain
two alternative formulations of the differential operator (4.134), leading to two alternative
(but equivalent) formulations of sl3 λ-opers. Specifically, an sl3 λ-oper can equally be
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described as a flat connection of the form
∂x +
 −a(x)− ã(x) 0 λ−1P (x)λ−1 + c(x)λ2 a(x) b(x)λ
b̃(x)λ λ−1 ã(x)
 (4.138)
modulo gauge transformations by matrices 1 0 0w(x)λ2 1 v(x)λ
ṽ(x)λ 0 1
 . (4.139)
Equivalently, an sl3 λ-oper can also be described as a connection of the form
∂x +
 ã(x) b̃(x)λ λ−1λ−1 −a(x)− ã(x) 0
b(x)λ P (x)λ−1 + c(x)λ2 a(x)
 (4.140)
modulo gauge transformations by matrices 1 ṽ(x)λ 00 1 0
v(x)λ w(x)λ2 1
 . (4.141)
The unique canonical form of an sl3 λ-oper in the second description (4.138) is given
by
∂x +
 0 0 λ−1P (x)λ−1 + t3(x)λ2 0 t2(x)λ
0 λ−1 0
 , (4.142)
and that of an sl3 λ-oper in the third description (4.140) reads
∂x +






4.7.2 Miura λ-opers and singularities of trivial monodromy
A Miura sl3 oper is a connection of the form
∂x +
a(x) 0 01 ã(x) 0
0 1 −a(x)− ã(x)
 (4.144)
with a(x) and ã(x) rational. Since it is of the general form in (4.132) it defines an sl3 oper
which corresponds to the differential operator (∂x + a(x))(∂x + ã(x))(∂x − a(x)− ã(x)).
There are two types of apparent singularities, corresponding to the two nodes of the
Dynkin diagram of sl3. These can be points w where
a(x) =
1
x− w + d+O(x− w), ã(x) = −
1
x− w + d+O(x− w) (4.145)
so that, in particular, the constant term of a(x)− ã(x) is zero, or points w′ where
a(x) =
0
x− w′ − 2d+O(x− w
′), ã(x) =
1
x− w′ + d+O(x− w
′) (4.146)
so that, in particular, the constant term of a(x) + 2ã(x) vanishes.








x− z +O(1) (4.147)
for some non-negative integers n1 and n2, then z is a regular singularity of the sl3 oper of
trivial monodromy. Indeed, one can bring the Miura sl3 oper to the form
∂x +
 r(x) 0 0(x− z)n1 r̃(x) 0
0 (x− z)n2 −r(x)− r̃(x)
 (4.148)
where r(x) = a(x) + 1
3
2n1+n2
x−z and r̃(x) = ã(x)− 13 n1−n2x−z , which are regular at z.
A Miura sl3 λ-oper is a connection of the form
∂x +
a1(x) 0 P (x)λ−1λ−1 ã1(x) 0
0 λ−1 −a1(x)− ã1(x)
 (4.149)
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where a1(x) and ã1(x) are rational functions. This is of the general form (4.136) and so a
Miura sl3 λ-oper defines an sl3 λ-oper with
t2(x) = a1(x)
2 + a1(x)ã1(x) + ã1(x)
2 + 2∂xa1(x) + ∂xã1(x), (4.150a)
t3(x) = −(a1(x) + ã1(x))
(




We refer to this as the sl3 λ-oper underlying (4.149). It can be described as a third order











There are two other gauge equivalent ways of presenting the same Miura sl3 λ-oper as
in (4.149), namely
∂x +
−a2(x)− ã2(x) 0 λ−1P (x)λ−1 a2(x) 0
0 λ−1 ã2(x)
 (4.152)





ã3(x) 0 λ−1λ−1 −a3(x)− ã3(x) 0
0 P (x)λ−1 a3(x)
 (4.153)




The Miura sl3 λ-oper (4.152) is of the particular form (4.138) so it defines a second sl3
λ-oper. Likewise, the Miura sl3 λ-oper (4.153) is of the form (4.140) and thus it also defines
a third sl3 λ-oper. Crucially, all three sl3 λ-opers share the same monodromy data since
they are gauge equivalent. This triality generalises the duality of sl2 λ-opers associated
with a given Miura sl2 λ-oper discussed in Section 4.2.4.
There are three types of apparent singularities, corresponding to the three nodes of the
Dynkin diagram of s̃l3. In particular, we can have the same types of singularities as for a
Miura sl3 oper in (4.145), namely points w where, cf. (4.145),
a1(x) =
1
x− w + d+O(x− w), ã1(x) = −
1
x− w + d+O(x− w) (4.154)
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so that a1(x)− ã1(x) has vanishing constant term, or points w′ where, cf. (4.146),
a1(x) =
0
x− w′ − 2d+O(x− w
′), ã1(x) =
1
x− w′ + d+O(x− w
′) (4.155)
so that a1(x) + 2ã1(x) has no constant term. Both of these singularities are absent from





x− w′′ + d+O(x− w
′′), ã1(x) =
0
x− w′′ − 2d+O(x− w
′′) (4.156)
so that 2a1(x) + ã1(x) has no constant term. The singularity (4.156) is not erased in the
canonical form of the Miura sl3 λ-oper (4.149). However, since it is of the form (4.147)
with n1 = n2 = 1, by the above arguments for Miura sl3 opers it follows that the sl3 λ-oper
underlying (4.149) has trivial monodromy at w′′.
In fact, singularities of both types (4.154) and (4.156) are absent in the canonical form
of the second Miura sl3 λ-oper in (4.152). Likewise, both singularities (4.155) and (4.156)
are absent in the canonical form of the third Miura sl3 λ-oper (4.152).









x− z +O(1) (4.157)
then provided n1, n2 ≥ 0 and n1 +n2 ≤ k, the underlying sl3 λ-oper has trivial monodromy.
Indeed, one can bring (4.149) to the form
∂x +
 r1(x) 0 (x− z)k−n1−n2q(x)λ−1(x− z)n1λ−1 r̃1(x) 0
0 (x− z)n2λ−1 −r1(x)− r̃1(x)
 (4.158)
where we have written P (x) = (x − z)kq(x) with q(z) 6= 0, r1(x) = a1(x) + 13 2n1+n2x−z and
r̃1(x) = ã1(x)− 13 n1−n2x−z , which are clearly regular at z.




−k + n1 − n2
x− z +O(1), ã2(x) =
1
3
−k + n1 + 2n2
x− z +O(1) (4.159)
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−2k + n1 + 2n2
x− z +O(1), ã2(x) =
1
3
k − 2n1 − n2
x− z +O(1). (4.160)
4.7.3 λ-Opers with singularities of trivial monodromy and affine
Bethe equations
A Miura sl3 oper on C with a rank 1 irregular singularity at infinity and whose other
singularities are all regular with trivial monodromy is of the form



































where the apparent singularities wi and w
′

































We are interested in the case of a Miura sl3 λ-oper with a rank 1 irregular singularity












































With P (x) = e(α1+α2+α3)x
∏











































The condition that wi and w
′
i are apparent singularities for the first Miura sl3 λ-oper (4.165)

































































4.7.4 WKB expansion and quasi-canonical form
The three Miura sl3 λ-opers (4.149), (4.152) and (4.153) are locally gauge equivalent to a
connection of the more symmetric form
∂x +





where a(x) = a1(x) +
∂xP (x)
3P (x)
and ã(x) = ã1(x). We refer to (4.170) as a Miura s̃l3 oper.
The underlying s̃l3 oper, or affine sl3 oper, is then defined as its equivalence class under
gauge transformations by matrices of the form
exp
 u(x;λ) v+(x;λ) w+(x;λ)v−(x;λ) ũ(x;λ) ṽ+(x;λ)
















Figure 4.3: The three different types of (Miura) sl3 λ-opers, labelled I, II and III, associated
with the three nodes of the Dynkin diagram of s̃l3. They all share a common s̃l3 oper which
describes the WKB momenta of the third order differential operator (4.134).





















































n (x) and w
±
n (x) rational functions. As we will show below,
the s̃l3 oper controls the WKB asymptotics of the λ-oper (4.134) underlying the Miura sl3
λ-oper (4.149); see Fig. 4.3.
Recall first that an s̃l3 oper can be brought to the quasi-canonical form [145]
∂x +








































where t2(x) and t3(x) are given by (4.150).
Just as in the sl2 case considered in Section 4.2.10, the quasi-canonical form (4.172) of
an affine sl3 oper is not unique. Indeed, it is preserved by residual gauge transformations
of the form (4.171) with u(x;λ) = ũ(x;λ) = 0 and v±(x;λ) = ṽ±(x;λ) = w∓(x;λ), the
effect of which is to transform the quasi-canonical form as
q1(x;λ) 7−→ q1(x;λ) + ∂xv+(x;λ), (4.175a)
q2(x;λ) 7−→ q2(x;λ) + ∂xv−(x;λ). (4.175b)
We look for flat sections of the sl3 λ-oper (4.134), i.e. solutions of the third order
differential equation (































where the normalization factor, fixed by requiring the Wronskian of the three solutions ψ1,
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ψ2 and ψ3 to be 1, is given by
A(x;λ) = 2p1(x;λ)
3 − 2p2(x;λ)3 + 3(p1(x;λ)− p2(x;λ))p1(x;λ)p2(x;λ)
+ 3p2(x;λ)∂xp1(x;λ)− 3p1(x;λ)∂xp2(x;λ). (4.176)




























The first few coefficients of the expansion (4.177a) are given explicitly by
p1,1(x) = P (x)
− 1














































and those of the expansion (4.177b) read
p2,1(x) = P (x)
− 1








p2,2(x) = P (x)
− 2






















































From this we find that the pair of WKB momenta p1(x;λ) and p2(x;λ) are related to
the coefficients of the quasi-canonical form (4.172) by














for some functions f1(x;λ) and f2(x;λ).
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Chapter 5
Conclusions and future directions
In the prior sections, we studied the close relation among integrable Kondo defect lines in
conformal field theories, affine opers, affine Gaudin models and the four-dimensional Chern
Simons theory.
We start by refining and extending the analysis of Kondo line defects in two-dimensional
conformal field theories. Following the quantization recipe given by [24], we explore the
properties of Kondo line defect in the perturbation theory. We extend their calculations to
the finite level and more generally to the multichannel cases and explicitly verify their RG
flows and various integrable properties. On the abstract level, we put Kondo line defect
in the larger context of chiral line defects, which are rigid topological and enjoy many
similar nice properties as the Kondo defects. We also emphasize many interesting physics
phenomena are not accessible from ultraviolet perturbation theory.
We then lift the Kondo defect to the construction of four-dimensional Chern Simons
theory, where the Kondo defects are realized by the Wilson lines in the bulk. This makes
the integrability of the Kondo defects manifest. As a result, we can readily understand
the commutation relation, the Hirota relation, etc. Note the construction of the four-
dimensional Chern Simons theory per se is interesting as it provides the first example
of the renormalization flow in the 4d CS. Classically, the holomorphic coordinate along
the holomorphic plane corresponds to the spectral parameter while we demonstrated that
in the quantum theory, it should be the primitive of the meromorphic one form that is
interpreted as the spectral parameter, instead of the coordinate.
We show that the most important step in the construction is to figure out the correct
choice of the meromorphic one form, which canonically defines a quadratic differential,
hence a second-order (holomorphic) differential operator. We conjecture such a map from
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a Kondo defect to a second-order differential operator should coincide with the notion
of ODE/IM correspondence discussed in the literature. This pathway through 4d Chern
Simons opens a new door of understanding the ODE/IM correspondence and provides a
recipe for constructing new examples. In the simplest cases like coset and SU(2)1, our
proposal reduces to the known correspondence in the literature. Based on this conjecture,
we propose new examples of ODE/IM correspondence, which passed many explicit checks.
We then extend the ODE/IM correspondence to excited states. This is made possible
by the fact that the second-order differential operators correspond precisely to the notion
of affine opers in the mathematical literature. We give a complete recipe for constructing
excited states ODE. The explicit one-to-one correspondence between the states and the
ODEs are also given based on the close relation with the affine Gaudin model, generalizing
the well-known oper-Gaudin correspondence. In particular, these are precisely the states
that diagonalize the Kondo line defect. We also point out that Kondo line defects are
precisely the transfer matrix of the affine Gaudin model, and the local integral of motion
comes from Kondo line defect with a particular property—they need to be IR free.
More directly, we propose the Stokes data of the ODE, with a natural choice of normal-
ization, exactly equals the expectation value of the Kondo line defect. As an application
of this idea, we extract the Stokes data in the infrared limit and give a prediction of the
corresponding expectation values. Among other things, we map out the phase diagram in
the infrared on the complex plane of the spectral parameter which exhibits an interest-
ing wallcrossing phenomenon. To this end, we develop the standard exact WKB analysis
to adapt to the more general scenario, which could have interesting applications in other
areas.
There are many interesting open questions and future directions:
1. Higher rank: It would be natural to extend our work to other Lie algebras [158,
159, 160]. The definition of the Kondo defects is valid for any Lie algebra, with an
important caveat: the matrices ta do not have to be generators of the Lie algebra,
they only need to transform in the adjoint representation of the global symmetry
group. The RG flow will thus involve extra couplings, controlling the specific choice
of ta. 4d Chern-Simons gauge theory predicts integrability for choices of couplings
related to representations of the Yangian. It would be nice to understand how these
structures manifest themselves in the affine Gaudin description. The definition of
affine opers with singularities of trivial monodromy should be possible for general
gauge groups and straightforward in type A. The precise correspondence between
the Stokes data and the UV labels of Kondo defects is less obvious. The IR WKB
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analysis is still possible, but will likely require some more refined techniques such as
spectral networks [89].
2. Non-integral levels: In sections 4.4 and 4.5, we made the assumption that all the
level ki in




are non-negative integers, which corresponds to the WZW model for the product
group
∏
i SU(2)ki . We can generalize to Kac-Moody algebras via replacing ki by
κi ∈ C. This forces us to study opers on a logarithmic covering space of the complex
plane. (It reduces to a finite covering when κi is rational.) Consequently, we have
more Wronskians of small solutions to study, both between the small solutions on
the same sheet and across different sheets. It would be interesting to work out some
examples and understand their relationship with the expectation values of the local
integrals of motions in the affine Gaudin model, which are conjecturally given by the
integrals of the WKB momentum [145].
3. Bulk deformation: Throughout this article, we considered Kondo line defects in
CFTs in the bulk. It is well-known, however, that the bulk theory can be deformed
in such a way that the integrable structure remains. Examples of such deformations
are given by JaJ̄a in the WZW model and Φ1,3 in minimal models. The transfer
matrices T̂j[θ] can be naturally extended as well in such a way that commutativity
and the fusion rules are still satisfied. Furthermore, there is evidence [161, 162, 163]
that the ODE/IM correspondence can be generalized as well to the so-called ‘massive
ODE/IM correspondence’. It is natural to expect that the P -sinh-Gordon equation
with an appropriate generalization of the potential P (x) = e2x
∏
i(x − xi)ki should
correspond to the integrable Gross-Neveu model.




ki →∏i(x−xi)ki mapping the Kondo problems to integrable defects in coset mod-
els. It would be nice to develop the relation further. Other choices of P (x) should
be relevant for integrable line defects in other 2d CFTs. A dictionary may be de-
veloped along the lines of [33] from a 4d Chern-Simons gauge theory perspective,
or equivalently [35], along the lines of [164] from the point of view of affine Gaudin
models.
5. Excited states oper from 4d CS: while we found an intriguing relation between
the ODE and the meromorphic one form in 4D Chern Simons theory. Such a relation
only holds on the level of the ground state. For the excited states, the additional
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singularities of trivial monodromy are introduced on top of the vacuum state ODE. It
would be very interesting to understand what they correspond to in the construction
of 4d Chern Simons.
6. String theory construction: one promising way of ‘deriving’ the ODE/IM corre-
spondence is to look at its string theory embedding. This would be parallel to the
construction that leads to the oper-Gaudin correspondence [125]. While the string
theory embedding of the simplest version of the 4d Chern Simons theory is known
[165, 166], we do not know what is the correct brane construction that gives rise to
the setup described in this thesis.
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Chapter 6
Abelian gauge theory at the
boundary
Boundary conformal field theories for a free d-dimensional bulk quantum field theory are
interesting theoretical objects. On one hand, the correlation functions of bulk local opera-
tors are controlled by the free equations of motion. In particular, they are fully determined
by the behavior near the boundary, which is encoded in some very simple bulk-to-boundary
OPE for the bulk free fields.
The free bulk-to-boundary OPE essentially identifies some special boundary local op-
erators as the boundary values of the bulk free fields and their normal derivatives. The
correlation functions of these boundary operators determine all correlation functions of
bulk operators. These boundary correlation functions, though, can in principle be as com-
plicated as those of any CFT in (d− 1) dimensions.
The case of four-dimensional free Abelian gauge theory (with compact gauge group) is
particularly interesting because the bulk theory has an exactly marginal gauge coupling.1
Furthermore, a BCFT defined for some value of the bulk gauge coupling can typically
1If the gauge group is compact, say U(1), the gauge field has an intrinsic normalization and thus the
coefficient in front of the bulk Lagrangian is canonically defined even if the bulk theory is free. Local
interactions between the gauge fields and any other degrees of freedom localized in non-zero co-dimension
obviously cannot renormalize the bulk gauge coupling. Furthermore, the strength of the interactions
between the gauge fields and such other degrees of freedom is controlled by the bulk gauge coupling and
by quantized gauge charges and thus cannot get renormalized. The only possible beta functions involve
gauge-invariant boundary local operators. This fact is often obfuscated in perturbative treatments and
then proven with the help of Ward identities, in a manner analogous to the non-renormalization of gauge
charges in QED [47, 48, 49, 50, 51, 52, 53].
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be deformed to a BCFT defined at a neighboring value of the bulk gauge coupling by
conformal perturbation theory in the gauge coupling. The leading order obstruction is
the presence of marginal boundary operators in the bulk-to-boundary OPE of the bulk
Lagrangian operators F 2 and F ∧ F , which can lead to a logarithmic divergence as the
bulk perturbation approaches the boundary. Generically, no such operators will be present
and the BCFT can be deformed.
In this section, we will discuss the properties of some standard BCFT’s which can
be defined in an arbitrarily weakly-coupled gauge theory, starting with free boundary
conditions and then including interacting degrees of freedom at the boundary. On general
grounds, we expect that any BCFT which can be defined at arbitrarily weak coupling will
take this form.
6.1 Boundary Conditions for 4d Abelian Gauge Field
6.1.1 Free Boundary Conditions and SL(2,Z) Action
Consider a U(1) gauge field Aµ on R3 × R+. We adopt Euclidean signature, and use
coordinates x = (~x, y) where x4 ≡ y ≥ 0 is the coordinate on R+, and ~x are the coordinates
on R3. We denote the components of x as xµ, µ = 1, 2, 3, 4, and those of ~x as xa, a = 1, 2, 3.
The field strength is Fµν = ∂µAν − ∂νAµ, its Hodge dual is F̃µν = 12ε ρσµν Fρσ and the self-
dual/anti-self-dual components are F±µν =
1
2
(Fµν ± F̃µν). They satisfy 12ε ρσµν F±ρσ = ±F±µν .
In the absence of interactions with boundary modes, by varying the action

























we find the bulk equation of motion 1
g2
∂µF



















d3~x δAa(τF−ya − τ̄F+ya) . (6.4)
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Our convention for the orientation is εabcy = εabc. In equations (6.2)-(6.4) we combined




. From eq. (6.4) we see that the possible
boundary conditions for the gauge field when no boundary modes are present are
 Dirichlet: δAa|y=0 = 0, which is equivalent to
(F−ya − F+ya)|y=0 = −F̃ya|y=0 = 0 ; (6.5)
 Neumann:








∈ R , (6.7)
we can write this condition as (Fya + iγF̃ya)|y=0 = 0, in particular for γ = 0 it
simplifies to the standard Neumann condition Fya|y=0 = 0.
It is convenient to introduce the boundary currents
2πiĴa = τF
−
ya(~x, y = 0)− τ̄F+ya(~x, y = 0) ,
2πiÎa = F
−
ya(~x, y = 0)− F+ya(~x, y = 0) .
(6.8)
in terms of which the Dirichlet condition is Î = 0, and the Neumann condition is Ĵ = 0.
On R4 this theory enjoys an SL(2,Z) duality group
τ → τ ′ = aτ + b
cτ + d
, a, b, c, d ∈ Z , ad− bc = 1 . (6.9)
The duality group acts on the fields as
F−µν → F
′−









When the boundary is introduced, the group SL(2,Z) also acts on the boundary conditions.
From (6.10) we see that the action on the boundary currents is
Ĵa → aĴa + bÎa ,
Îa → cĴa + dÎa .
(6.11)
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The Dirichlet and Neumann boundary conditions above are exchanged under the S
transformation τ → − 1
τ
, i.e. electric-magnetic duality. Indeed, the S transformation
exchanges Ĵ and Î.
However, comparing eq.s (6.5)-(6.6) and eq.s (6.10)-(6.11) we see that the general
SL(2,Z) transformation does not act within the set of boundary conditions that we de-
scribed above. This is because we assumed that no degrees of freedom are present on the
boundary, while the generic SL(2,Z) transformation requires the introduction of topolog-
ical degrees of freedom on the boundary, namely 3d gauge-fields with Chern-Simons (CS)
actions, coupled to the bulk gauge field through a topological U(1) current [5, 167, 168].
Note that even in the presence of these topological degrees of freedom the theory is still
free because the action is quadratic. Taking this into account, one finds that the most
general free boundary condition for the U(1) gauge field is
pĴa + qÎa = 0 , (6.12)
where p, q ∈ Z. This set of boundary conditions is closed under the action (6.11) of
SL(2,Z). We will refer to this more general free boundary condition as “(p, q) boundary
condition”. The (0, 1) and (1, 0) boundary conditions correspond to the Dirichlet and
Neumann boundary conditions above, respectively.
When we impose the (p, q) condition, the unconstrained components of the gauge fields
give a current operator on the boundary
p′Ĵa + q
′Îa (6.13)
with pq′ − p′q = 1, whose correlators are just computed by Wick contraction, i.e. the
boundary theory is a mean-field theory for this current. We can always shift (p′, q′) by a
multiple of (p, q), and this gives rise to the same current thanks to the boundary condition.
Since the above boundary conditions preserve conformal symmetry, we can regard this
system as a free boundary conformal field theory, and rephrase the boundary conditions in
terms of a certain bulk-to-boundary OPE of the field strength Fµν . Using the equation of
motion and the Bianchi identity one finds that the only primary boundary operators that
can appear in the bulk-to-boundary OPE of Fµν are conserved currents, see appendix E.2
for a derivation. The free boundary conditions described above correspond to having only
one conserved current in this OPE, which can be identified with p′Ĵa + q
′Îa. For instance,
for the Dirichlet (0, 1) boundary condition
Fµν(~x, y) ∼
y→0
−g2Ĵa(~x)2δa[µδν]y + . . . , (6.14)
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where the dots denote subleading descendant terms, and the square brackets denote anti-
symmetrization. The general (p, q) case can be obtained from the Dirichlet case by acting
with an SL(2,Z) transformation (6.10)-(6.11).
6.1.2 Two-point Function in the Free Theory
In this section we compute the two-point function 〈Fµν(x1)Fρσ(x2)〉 on R3 × R+ in the




∂µ〈Fµν(x1)Fρσ(x2)〉 = (δνσ∂ρ − δνρ∂σ)δ4(x12) , (6.15)
and the Bianchi identity
ετλµν∂λ〈Fµν(x1)Fρσ(x2)〉 = 0 . (6.16)
on y ≥ 0, and it also satisfies the boundary conditions at y = 0. We are denoting x12 ≡
x1 − x2.









where Iµν(x) = δµν − 2xµxνx2 . Starting from (6.17) and using the method of images we can
easily write down the two-point function in the presence of the boundary. The calculation
is showed in the appendix E.1.





(1− s v4)Gµν,ρσ(x12) + s v4Hµν,ρσ(~x12, y1, y2)
]
, (6.19)
Hµν,ρσ(~x12, y1, y2) ≡ 2
1
(x2)2
[X1µX2 ρIνσ(x12) +X1 νX2σIµρ(x12)
−X1µX2σIνρ(x12)−X1 νX2 ρIµσ(x12)] , (6.20)
for Dirichlet (s = 1) and Neumann (s = −1) conditions. Here Xi µ are the conformally
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covariant vectors [169]
Xi µ ≡ yi
v
ξ







, i = 1, 2 , s1 = −s2 = 1 , (6.21)







1− v2 . (6.22)













































Even though not manifest, it can be verified that Bose symmetry is satisfied in this ex-
pression. From now on we will drop the subscript R3 × R+.
It is also useful to rewrite this two-point function in terms of the self-dual/anti self-dual






ν] ± 12ε ρσµν ) . (6.24)
We introduce the following notation




ρσ Gµ′ν′,ρ′σ′ , (6.25)




ρσ Gµ′ν′,ρ′σ′ , (6.26)
and similarly for the structure H. The following identities hold
G±,± = 0 , (6.27)
G±,∓ −H±,∓ = 0 . (6.28)
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The result above is the field-strength two-point function in the free theory with Neumann
boundary conditions. As we argued in section 6.1.1, the result for the (p, q) boundary
conditions (6.12) simply follows from an SL(2,Z) transformation (6.10)-(6.11). As an

















6.1.3 Coupling to a CFT on the Boundary
Consider now a 3d CFT living on the boundary at y = 0. We assume that the CFT has
a U(1) global symmetry, with associated current ĴCFT a. We take the Neumann boundary
condition for the gauge field, which corresponds to a mean-field current operator Îa on
the boundary. The two sectors can be coupled in a natural way, simply by gauging the
U(1) symmetry via the y → 0 limit of the bulk gauge field. This amounts to adding the
boundary coupling ∫
y=0
d3~x ĴaCFTAa + seagulls , (6.37)
and restricting the spectrum of local boundary operators to the U(1) invariant ones.
Charged boundary operators can be made gauge-invariant by attaching to them bulk
Wilson lines. Therefore, it still makes sense to consider them after the gauging, but as
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endpoints of line operators rather than as local boundary operators.
The boundary coupling modifies the boundary condition of the gauge field to the “mod-
ified Neumann” condition
Ĵa ≡ ĴCFT a . (6.38)
Hence as a consequence of the interactions both Îa and Ĵa are nontrivial operators.
As we explained above τ is an exactly marginal coupling, but we should worry about
quantum effects breaking the boundary conformal symmetry by generating beta functions
for boundary interactions. If the original 3d CFT has no marginal operators, these bound-
ary beta functions start at linear order in the coupling and can be canceled order-by-order
in perturbation theory by turning on extra boundary interactions of order τ−1.2 Barring
other non-perturbative phenomena such as the emergence of a condensate, we expect a
BCFT to exist for sufficiently large τ , with conformal data perturbatively close to that of
the original CFT. We denote this BCFT with B(τ, τ̄).
If the original 3d CFT has marginal operators the situation is more subtle: turning on
boundary couplings λ̂ will produce a beta function of order λ̂2 for the marginal operators.
This may or not have the correct sign to cancel the τ−1 contributions. If it does not,
we do not expect any unitary BCFT to exist, though one may be able to produce some
non-unitary “complex” BCFT with complex couplings.
Conversely, suppose that we are given a BCFT B(τ, τ̄) defined continuously for arbi-
trarily weak gauge coupling. If B(τ, τ̄) is an interacting boundary condition, we expect
that if we take the gauge coupling to 0 the properties of B(τ, τ̄) will approach those of a
3d CFT with a U(1) global symmetry.
As we will discuss later in this section, the bulk correlation functions are determined by
the boundary correlation functions of the two conserved boundary current Îa and Ĵa defined
in eq. (6.8). Due to the boundary condition (6.38), at weak coupling, Ĵa is inherited from
the boundary degrees of freedom, and the corresponding charge is carried by the endpoints
of bulk Wilson lines ending at the boundary. On the other hand, Îa is analogous to
the “topological” charge in three-dimensional U(1) gauge theories and the corresponding
charge is carried by the endpoints of bulk ’t Hooft lines ending at the boundary.
When the coupling is turned off, the conformal dimension of endpoints of ’t Hooft lines
blows up and the 〈ÎaÎa〉 correlation functions go to zero. The Îa current decouples from the
2E.g. if the theory on the boundary is a free scalar field, loop corrections can generate the operator
φ2 on the boundary with coefficient ∼ τ−1Λ2UV , where ΛUV is the cutoff, but the only implication of this
term is that the tuning of m2 needs to be adjusted at order τ−1.
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BCFT correlation functions as they collapse to the correlation functions of the underlying
3d CFT T0,1[B] (this is the CFT that we denoted with T∞[B] in the introduction).
6.1.4 Boundary Propagator of the Photon
In order to compute corrections to boundary correlators and beta functions of boundary
couplings in perturbation theory at large τ , we need the propagator of the gauge field
between two points on the boundary. Since we are perturbing around the decoupling limit,
this can be readily obtained from the knowledge of the two-point function in the free
theory (6.23). Recall from the discussion around eq. (6.14) that in the free theory Fµν has
a non-singular bulk-to-boundary OPE. So the boundary two-point function of the operator
Fab is obtained by specifying the indices to be parallel in eq. (6.23), and then taking the
limit in which both insertion points approach the boundary. When taking this limit, we







and its derivatives. Even though usually we only compute correlators up to contact terms,
these kinds of contact terms in the two-point functions of 3d currents do actually contain
physical information [170]. In this context, they encode the θ-dependence of the boundary
two-point function of Fab. Relatedly, they are also needed to obtain the correct boundary
propagator of the photon.
To obtain the (ab, cd) components of the two-point function (6.23) we need the compo-




















Here G3dab,cd denotes the same structure as in eq. (6.17) with the replacement of Iµν by the
3d analogue




On the other hand the only non-zero component of the structure H in the limit y1,2 → 0 is
Hya,yb, hence the H structure completely drops in the calculation of the propagator. The
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result is













It is convenient to go to momentum space, by applying a Fourier transform with respect
to the boundary coordinates




〈Fab(~p, 0)Fcd(−~p, 0)〉ei~p·~x12 . (6.44)
We obtain














We can finally determine the propagator of the gauge field between two-points in the
boundary by imposing that the exterior derivative reproduces the two-point function (6.45).
The result is




δab − (1− ξ)papb~p 2





The parameter ξ is not fixed by requiring consistency with eq. (6.45), and parametrizes a
choice of gauge. From the structure of the propagator, we see that the natural perturbative
limit is g2 → 0 with γ fixed, which means τ → ∞ with a fixed ratio γ between the










is a polynomial in γ of degree n.
Relations to Large-k and Large-Nf Perturbation Theories
Recall that a 3d Abelian gauge field a with CS action i k
4π
∫









We see that the contact term in eq. (6.45) produced a term in the boundary propagator
(6.46) that is identical to the CS one. In particular, from the perturbation theory that
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we will consider one can immediately recover results for large-k perturbation theory in

















Indeed, in the limit g2 →∞ only the θ-term is left in the bulk action, and the model that
we are considering is equivalent to a CS theory on the boundary, with k = θ
2π
. The only
role played by the bulk, in this case, is to allow generic real values of the CS coupling.
We can also compare to the limit of large number of matter flavors Nf , in which observ-
ables at the IR fixed point of 3d Abelian gauge theories can be computed perturbatively in
1/Nf . In this regime, after resumming bubble diagrams, one finds the following “effective”





|~p | . (6.50)
The proportionality constant depends on the details of the theory. The resulting “non-
local” propagator has precisely the same form of the boundary propagator (6.46) in the
case γ = 0.3 Hence, once again, the two types of perturbation theories inform each other,
and results for one case can be applied in the other case as well. Compared to the large-k
perturbation theory, here additional care is needed, because the order at which we are
computing a certain observable in the 1/Nf -expansion does not coincide with the number
of internal photon lines in the corresponding diagram, owing to the fact that diagrams with
a larger number of internal photon lines can get an enhancement by a positive power of
Nf from loops of matter fields. Nevertheless, single diagrams computed in one context can
be used in the other context, and we will see an application of this observation later. A
generalization of the large-Nf limit is obtained by taking both Nf and k large, with a fixed
ratio, and was studied recently in [63]. In this case, one finds a propagator that contains
both terms in eq. (6.46), and the same comments about the relation of the two types of
perturbation theory apply.
3The two types of non-locality have different physical origins, in our setup, the non-locality on the
boundary is due to the existence of the bulk, while in the large-Nf limit it emerges due to the resummation
of infinitely-many Feynman diagrams. The fact that the resulting two-point functions of the field strength
have the same power of momentum is of course no surprise because that is just fixed by the scaling
dimension of conserved currents in 3d.
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6.1.5 Exploring Strong Coupling
As the coupling is increased, the two currents Îa and Ĵa should be treated on an even
footing. Indeed, they are rotated into each other by the SL(2,Z) group of electric-magnetic
dualities of the bulk theory. Assuming no phase transitions, as we approach cusps τ → − q
p
where the dual gauge coupling becomes weak in some alternative duality frame, we expect
dual statements to be true: the pĴ+qÎ current should decouple from the BCFT correlation
functions as they collapse to the correlation functions of a new 3d CFT Tp,q[B], which gives
the dual weakly coupled description of the original BFCT.
Using the notion of duality walls [167, 168], one can argue that Tp,q should be obtained
from T0,1 by Witten’s SL(2,Z) action on 3d CFTs equipped with a U(1) global symmetry
[5]. This involves coupling T0,1 to a certain collection of 3d Abelian gauge fields with ap-
propriate Chern-Simons couplings. This statement requires some care and several caveats
about the absence of phase transitions as we vary τ .
In an optimal situation where these phase transitions are absent, this picture implies
that the data of B(τ, τ̄) will approach the data of an infinite collection of 3d CFTs Tp,q
as τ → − q
p
, sitting in the same universality classes as certain 3d Abelian gauge theories
coupled to T0,1. This is depicted in fig. 6.1. If we “integrate out” the bulk and restrict our
attention to the 3d boundary, what we just described can be stated as the existence of a
family of non-local 3d conformal theories (i.e. with no stress-tensor in the spectrum) that
continuously interpolate between different local 3d CFTs. More precisely, in the decoupling
limit, the 3d theory is a direct product of a 3d CFT and a non-local sector associated with
the boundary condition of the free bulk field. This is reminiscent of the construction of
[171, 172, 173] in the context of the long-range Ising model.
Let us mention a possible mechanism for a phase transition. As we change continuously
τ from the neighbourhood of the “ungauged cusp” T0,1 towards the “gauged cusps” Tp,q,
the dimension of boundary operators are nontrivial functions of τ . A scalar boundary
operator Ô might become marginal at a certain codimension 1 wall in the τ -plane. This
possibility is depicted in fig. 6.2. In perturbation theory in the vicinity of the wall, we can
repeat the logic that we used in the subsection 6.1.3 when discussing perturbation theory
around T0,1 in presence of boundary marginal operators. Namely, the boundary marginal
coupling λ̂ will generically have a non-trivial beta function, which depends both on λ̂ and
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Figure 6.1: The family of conformal boundary conditions B(τ, τ̄) labeled by the variable
τ in the upper-half plane and by a 3d CFT T0,1 with U(1) global symmetry. At the
cusp at infinity the current Îa decouples and we are left with the local 3d theory T0,1
on the boundary, with U(1) current Ĵa. Approaching this cusp from T -translations of the
fundamental domain amounts to adding a CS contact term to the 3d theory, or equivalently
to redefine the current Ĵa by multiples of the current Îa that is decoupling. This is the T
operation on T0,1 in the sense of [5]. In the favorable situation in which no phase transitions
occur, the BCFT continuously interpolate to the cusps at the rational points of the real
axis τ = −q/p, where again the bulk and the boundary decouple and we find new 3d CFTs
Tp,q. These theories are obtained from T0,1 with a more general SL(2,Z) transformation,
that involves coupling the original U(1) global symmetry to a 3d dynamical gauge field.
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real B(⌧, ⌧̄)
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real or complex B(⌧, ⌧̄)
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 ̂(⌧, ⌧̄) = 3
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Tp,q
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Figure 6.2: A cartoon of a possible phase transition at strong coupling. A scalar boundary
operator becomes marginal at a certain curve in the τ plane, i.e. setting ∆̂(τ, τ̄) = 3
we find solutions in the upper-half plane. In conformal perturbation theory from a point
on the curve, the beta function takes the form (6.51). We might be unable to find real
fixed points for the marginal coupling. In such a situation, B(τ, τ̄) can only be defined
as a complex BCFT. Assuming that we were able to define B(τ, τ̄) as a real BCFT in
perturbation theory around τ → ∞ by continuity such a real BCFT is ensured to exist
in the full region above the wall, but we might be unable to continue it beyond the wall
without introducing complex couplings (or breaking conformality).
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τ , and whose leading contributions are 4
βλ̂(τ, τ̄ , λ̂) = b(F−)2,Ô δτ + b(F+)2,Ô δτ̄ + CÔÔÔλ̂
2 + . . . . (6.51)
Here we are perturbing around a point τ0 on the wall, the coefficient b’s and C are (up to
numerical factors) the bulk-to-boundary OPE coefficients [174], and the OPE coefficient of
the boundary conformal theory, respectively. These OPE coefficients are functions of τ0.
Depending on τ0 and on the various OPE coefficients, setting βλ̂ = 0 one might or might
not be able to find a real solution for λ̂. If a real solution can be found perturbing away
from the wall in a certain direction, by continuity B(τ, τ̄) defines a real BCFT in a region
of the τ plane on that side of the wall. Otherwise, on a side of the wall B(τ, τ̄) exists only
as a non-unitary “complex” BCFT.
6.1.6 Two-point Function from the Boundary OPE
In section 6.1.2 we computed the two-point function of the field strength in free theory using
the method of images. We will now compute it in the more general case with interactions
on the boundary. We will see that it can be fixed completely in terms of the coefficient
of the two-point function of the boundary currents. The method that we will use is an
explicit resummation of the bulk-to-boundary OPE.
As a consequence of the interaction, the bulk-to-boundary OPE of the field strength
contains two independent primary boundary operators, both of them conserved currents,
rather than just one like in the free case. The leading terms in this OPE are
Fµν(~x, y) ∼
y→0
V̂ a1 (~x)2δa[µδν]y − iεabcV̂2 c(~x)δa[µδν]b + . . . . (6.52)
The complete form of the above (including all descendants) can be found in (E.15). The
boundary currents V̂1 and V̂2 can be expressed in terms of Ĵ
a and Îa as follows







V̂ a2 = −2πÎa . (6.54)
4Note that this expression for the beta function is valid also in the decoupling limit τ →∞. Indeed in
that limit b(F−)2,Ô ∝ τ−2 and b(F+)2,Ô ∝ τ̄−2, from which we recover that the leading contributions from
the bulk gauge fields are of order τ−1 and τ̄−1.
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If the 3d CFT that the gauge field couples to has parity symmetry (i.e. symmetry under
reflection of one of the coordinates) then the full boundary CFT B(τ, τ̄) admits such a
symmetry when restricted to θ = 0. Under this symmetry V1 transforms like an ordinary
vector, while V2 transforms like an axial vector. We can extend this symmetry to the more
general case θ 6= 0 by viewing it as a spurionic symmetry that flips the sign of θ.
Plugging the bulk-to-boundary OPE in the two-point function, one obtains the bound-
ary channel decomposition. In this case, since only two boundary primaries appear in the
OPE, we can explicitly resum the contributions from all the descendants. The result can







































(c11(τ, τ̄) + c22(τ, τ̄)), α2 =
1
2
(c11(τ, τ̄)− c22(τ, τ̄)) , α3 = −c12(τ, τ̄) . (6.56)
where
〈V̂ ai (~x)V̂ bj (0)〉 = cij(τ, τ̄)
I3d ab(~x)
|~x|4 + contact term . (6.57)
We see that eq. (6.55) is written explicitly in terms of data of the boundary conformal
theory. For the time being, we can ignore the contact term in the current two-point function
because it cannot contribute to the two-point function of Fµν at separated points.
To make the action of SL(2,Z) more transparent we will also rewrite the above results











(V̂1 − iV̂2) = −
2π
Imτ




(V̂1 + iV̂2) = −
2π
Imτ
(Ĵ − τ̄ Î) . (6.60)
An SL(2,Z) transformation acts on V̂± in the same way as it acts on F±. In particular
under an S transformation V̂+ → τ̄ V̂+ and V̂− → τ V̂−. Using the structures introduced in
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section 6.1.2, the result (6.55) can be rewritten in more compact form
〈F+µν(x1)F+ρσ(x2)〉 = (α2 + iα3) v4H++µν,ρσ(~x12, y1, y2) , (6.61)
〈F−µν(x1)F−ρσ(x2)〉 = (α2 − iα3) v4H−−µν,ρσ(~x12, y1, y2) , (6.62)
〈F+µν(x1)F−ρσ(x2)〉 = α1G+−µν,ρσ(x12) , (6.63)
〈F−µν(x1)F+ρσ(x2)〉 = α1G−+µν,ρσ(x12) . (6.64)
Note that α2 ± iα3 = 2c±± while α1 = 2c+− = 2c−+. In this basis the SL(2,Z) action on
the above two-point functions can be immediately read from (6.10).
While in this subsection we discussed the two-point function of Fµν , clearly a similar
computational strategy could be used for an arbitrary n-point function, therefore reducing
any such bulk correlation functions to correlators of the boundary currents Ĵ , Î. Of course
generically for n > 2 these correlation functions are not just captured by the coefficients
cij, because they are sensitive to the full spectrum of boundary operators entering in the
OPE of the currents.
6.1.7 One-point Functions from the Bulk OPE
When x212  y2 we can expand the two-point function (6.55) in the bulk OPE limit, which








(δµρδνσ − δνρδµσ)F 2(0) +
1
12
εµνρσFF̃ (0) + . . . , (6.65)
where we neglected spinning bulk primaries (since they do not acquire vev) and descen-
dants, and we used the shorthand notation F 2 ≡ FµνF µν and FF̃ ≡ FµνF̃ µν .
Plugging the bulk OPE into the l.h.s. of (6.55) one obtains the following bulk channel
decomposition of the two-point function
















+ . . . , (6.66)
where . . . denote subleading descendant terms, and we parametrized bulk one-point func-
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tions as
〈O(~x, y)〉 = aOy−∆O . (6.67)
Comparing (6.66) and (6.55) (see appendix E.3 for details) we obtain a constraint from
the contribution of the identity




and the following expressions for the one-point functions5
aF 2(τ, τ̄) =
3
8









aFF̃ (τ, τ̄) = i
3
4
c12(τ, τ̄) . (6.70)
This shows that the bulk one-point functions of F 2 and FF̃ are determined by the constants
cij. Note that these relations are compatible with the (spurionic) parity symmetry, because
aFF̃ and c12 are odd, while all the other coefficients are even. What we discussed here is
a very simple example of the use of the crossing symmetry constraint on bulk two-point
functions to determine data of BCFTs [175]. The constraint can be solved exactly in this
case because the bulk theory is gaussian.
Equivalently, in selfdual/antiselfdual components
aF 2±(τ, τ̄) =
3
16
(c22(τ, τ̄)± 2i c12(τ, τ̄)− c11(τ, τ̄)) = −
3
4
c±±(τ, τ̄) . (6.71)
Note that due to the constraint in eq. (6.68), the three entries of the matrix cij actually
only contain two independent functions of the coupling. In the appendix E.4 we show how
to express cij (and also the possible contact terms in (6.57)) in terms of two real functions
cJ and κJ of (τ, τ̄), which are the coefficients in the two-point function of Ĵ .
5Note that aF 2 ∈ R while aFF̃ ∈ iR. To see this, it is useful to think about these coefficients in radial
quantization, as the overlap between the state defined by the local operator F 2/FF̃ and the state defined
by the conformal boundary condition. Applying an inversion, the overlap gets conjugated. Hence the
reality conditions stated above simply follow from the fact that the operator F 2/FF̃ is even/odd under
inversion.
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6.1.8 cij(τ, τ̄) in Perturbation Theory
Having derived the bulk one-point and two-point functions in terms of the coefficients
cij(τ, τ̄) in the two-point function of the boundary currents, we will now give the leading
order results for these coefficients in perturbation theory in τ−1.
Note that thanks to the modified Neumann condition, at leading order Ĵ is identified
with the U(1) current ĴCFT, whose two-point function can be parametrized as





















|τ |2 − 4





|τ |4 +O(|τ |
−3) , (6.73)












|τ |4 +O(|τ |
−3) . (6.74)
c11(τ, τ̄) is obtained by c22(τ, τ̄) using (6.68). Note the compatibility with the (spurionic)
parity symmetry, under which both Reτ and κ
(0)
J flip sign, and c22 (c12) is even (odd,
respectively).






= 0 . (6.75)
An explanation of this relation, and also a reason why it must hold to all orders in pertur-
bation theory, will be provided in section 6.2.
Going to higher orders in τ−1, the correlators of Ĵ , and in particular the coefficients cJ
and κJ , will start deviating from those of the CFT. When the CFT is free, these corrections
can be computed by ordinary Feynman diagrams on the boundary. We will see examples
of this in the following. In the more general case of an interacting CFT, these corrections
can be computed in conformal perturbation theory, by lowering an insertion of the bulk
Lagrangian (6.2) integrated over the region y ≥ 0. It would be interesting to characterize
the CFT observables that enter the subleading orders of this perturbation theory. We leave
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this problem for the future.
6.1.9 Displacement Operator
In every BCFT with d-dimensional bulk, there exists a boundary scalar operator of pro-
tected scaling dimension d, the so-called displacement operator. It can be defined as the












D̂(~x) + . . . . (6.76)
There is a Ward Identity associated to this operator, namely∫
dd~x〈D̂(~x)O1(~x1, y1) . . . On(~xn, yn)〉 = (∂y1 + · · ·+∂yn)〈O1(~x1, y1) . . . On(~xn, yn)〉 , (6.77)






and the quantity CD̂ is an observable of the BCFT.
It follows from (6.76) that the displacement operator is the restriction of the component
Tyy of the stress-tensor to the boundary. In the theory that we are considering the bulk



















(|τ |2Î2 + Ĵ2 − 2Reτ ÎĴ) = Imτ
4π
(V̂ 21 + V̂
2
2 ) . (6.80)
The right-hand side of (6.80) contains products of two boundary operators at the same
point, that are defined through a point-splitting procedure, similarly to the products on
the right-hand side of (6.79). Such a point splitting makes sense for arbitrary τ even
though generically the boundary currents are not generalized free fields. This is because
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Figure 6.3: Diagrams for the two-point function of the displacement operator. The leading
order contribution (a) is the square of the two-point function of the topological current Î.
At next-to-leading order we have the diagrams (b.1)-(b.2)-(b.3) that are also sensitive to the
electric current Ĵ . The shaded blobs denote insertions/correlators of Ĵ in the undeformed
CFT.
their dimension and the dimension of D̂ are protected, and the contribution of D̂ in their
OPE is non-singular, so after subtracting the contribution of the identity and possibly
of additional operators of scaling dimension < 4 we can always take the coincident-point
limit.
We can use the expression (6.80) to obtain the first two orders in the perturbative
expansion of CD̂ universally in terms of the two-point function of the CFT current (6.72).
The leading order contribution to CD̂ at large τ comes from the contraction of the Î currents
in the Î2 term, and is therefore proportional to the square of c22 at leading order. At next-
to-leading order there is a contribution from the correction to c22, and a contribution from









J +O(|τ |−2) . (6.81)
Even though the 3d CFT sector decouples from the bulk in the limit τ → ∞, and in
particular it has a conserved 3d stress tensor, the displacement operator still exists within
the sector of boundary operators coming from the free boundary condition of the bulk
Maxwell field, and in particular CD is finite in this limit. Plugging Re τ = 0 and the value
of c
(0)





, we find perfect agreement
with [52].
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6.1.10 Three-Point Function 〈V̂iV̂jD̂〉
Some of the distinctive features of the conformal theory living on the boundary of B(τ, τ̄)
are
 the presence of a scalar operator of dimension 4, the displacement operator D̂ ; this
feature is common to all conformal boundary conditions ;
 the presence of the two U(1) currents V̂1 and V̂2 .
We will now show that the displacement operator D̂ appears in the OPE of the currents,
with a matrix of OPE coefficients that can be fixed in terms of the coefficients of the bulk
one-point functions aF 2 and aFF̃ , and the coefficient CD̂.
To show this, we consider the three-point correlator between the field strength and the
displacement operator
〈Fµν(x1)Fρσ(x2)D̂(~x3)〉 . (6.82)
We compute this three-point function in two OPE channels for Fµν(x1)Fρσ(x2). In the
boundary channel y1,2 → 0, using the OPE (6.52) this three-point function can be fixed
in terms of the OPE coefficients 〈V̂iV̂jD̂〉 that we want to determine. On the other hand,
in the bulk OPE channel x12 → 0 this three-point function can be computed in terms
of the bulk-boundary two-point functions 〈O(x1)D̂(~x3)〉 between the displacement and the
operators O in the bulk OPE of two F ’s. The last step of the argument amounts to relating
the latter two-point function to the one-point function of O if O is a scalar operator, or to
CD̂ if O is the stress-tensor.
The coefficients appearing in the three-point function are [176, 177]













the parity-even/odd OPE coefficients in the conventions of [177], and x̂a = xa/|~x|. Re-








are odd under a spurionic parity transformation, while the others are
even.
The details of the calculation are showed in the appendix E.5, and here we will just
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ijD̂− = 0 . (6.87)
The parity-odd three-point structures are all set to zero. The spurionic parity symmetry is
again satisfied because λ
(1)
12D̂+








Going to the basis in which the matrix of current-current 2-pt functions is the identity
U liU
k
j clk = δij , (6.88)



























a2F 2 − a2FF̃ . (6.90)
Recall that aF 2 ∈ R and aFF̃ ∈ iR, so A is real and ≥ 0. Seemingly the upper entry has
a pole at A = 3
4π2
, which corresponds to the value at the decoupling limit. However recall
from (6.81) that CD̂ → 6π4 in the decoupling limit, so that actually the entry is finite in
the limit.
The upshot of this analysis is that the OPE coefficients between two currents and the
displacement can be completely characterized in terms of the two positive quantities A and
CD̂, that can be taken to effectively parametrize the position on the conformal manifold.
It would be interesting to derive these relations from more standard analytic bootstrap
techniques, along the lines of [178, 179, 180].
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6.2 Free Energy on a Hemisphere
In this section, we study the hemisphere free energy for the conformal boundary conditions
of the U(1) gauge field.
Following [181], to any given conformal boundary condition for a CFT4 we can assign











ZS4 denotes the sphere partition function of the CFT, while ZHS4 denotes the partition
function of the theory placed on a hemisphere, with the chosen boundary condition on the
boundary S3. In writing (6.91) we discarded power-law UV divergences and focused on
the universal finite term. Conformal symmetry ensures that the coupling to the curved
background can be defined via Weyl rescaling.






























g(x)〈iF F̃ (x)〉S4 . (6.92)
Using a Weyl transformation the one-point functions can be obtained from those on R3×R+
as













Here x is a point on the hemisphere, Ω(x) is the Weyl factor induced by the stereographic
projection, and u(x) denotes the chordal distance between the point x and the boundary S3.
The shifts A and Ã stand for a scheme-dependent contribution to the one-point function,
due to the ambiguity in the definition of the theory on the curved background: we can
always add local counterterms given by a scalar density of dimension four built out of the
background curvature, multiplied by the real or imaginary part of the marginal coupling
τ , and integrated in the interior of the hemisphere. On the other hand, if we compute
the partition function on S4 in the same scheme, the one-point functions on S4 receive
contribution only from those counterterms because on R4 one-point functions must vanish,
and there is a relative factor of two because in this case the counterterm is integrated over
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the whole sphere. Hence
〈F 2〉S4 = A , 〈FF̃ 〉S4 = Ã , (6.94)
such that the ambiguity precisely cancels in (6.92). Here we see the virtue of the choice of
normalization in (6.91).
The remaining integral on HS4 has a UV divergence when the point x approaches the
boundary S3. We introduce a UV regulator ε  1 and restrict the integral to the region
















As implicit in the definition of F∂, we will neglect the power-law UV divergent term and


















i aFF̃ = −
π
8
c12(τ, τ̄) . (6.97)
We used the relations (6.68) to rewrite the result in terms of the two-point functions of
the conserved currents. A consequence of this equation is that the relation (6.75) must be
valid to all orders in perturbation theory, or more generally whenever F∂ is well-defined.
Plugging (6.73)-(6.74) in (6.96)-(6.97) and solving the equations we find the following





















|τ |2 +O(|τ |
−2) . (6.98)
The first term, which diverges for τ → ∞, is the value of F∂ for a free Maxwell field
with Neumann boundary conditions [181]. Matching eq. (6.98) with the value of F∂ for
a decoupled system of a Maxwell field with Neumann conditions and a 3d CFT on the
boundary, we find that the constant C, that remained undetermined by the differential
constraint, is in fact the S3 free energy F0,1 of the theory T0,1.
Using an SL(2,Z) transformation, the same asymptotic behavior holds in the vicinity
of any cusp point, upon replacing τ with the transformed variable τ ′ that goes to∞ at the
selected cusp and identifying C with the S3 free energy of the decoupled 3d CFT living at
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+ Fp,q +O(|τ ′|−1) . (6.99)
where τ ′ = aτ+b
pτ+q




















log |q| , (6.100)
−1
4












log |p| . (6.101)










attains the finite value
1
2
log |q|+ Fp,q , (6.103)









log |p|+ Fp,q . (6.105)
Hence the function F∂(τ, τ̄) contains information about the S
3 free energies of an infinite
family of 3d Abelian gauge theories, namely all the theories obtained by applying SL(2,Z)
transformations to T0,1.
We note in passing that the shift by 1
2
log |q| in eq. (6.100) has a nice interpretation
in terms of the S3 free energy for a pure CS theory. Indeed, starting with a 4d gauge
field with Neumann condition, applying the transformation ST k, i.e. τ ′ = − 1
τ+k
, and
taking the decoupling limit τ ′ → ∞, we are left with a pure CS theory at level k on the
boundary. Hence, the free energy F∂ in this limit should be the sum of the contribution
of the decoupled 4d gauge field with Neumann boundary condition, and the contribution
from the CS theory at level k, which is 1
2
log |k|. This is precisely what eq. (6.100) gives.
Similarly eq. (6.101) can be interpreted by starting with a 4d gauge field with Dirichlet
boundary condition, whose partition function is the left-hand side of (6.101), applying
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ST kS, i.e. τ ′ = τ−kτ+1 , and going to the decoupling limit. Again, we find a decoupled 4d
gauge field with Neumann boundary condition, and a CS theory at level k on the boundary.
The shift by 1
2
log |p| in eq. (6.101) precisely reproduces the 1
2
log |k| contribution of the
CS theory.
6.3 A Minimal Phase Transition
In this section we will study a non-trivial BCFT which conjecturally describes a second-
order (boundary) phase transition between two free boundary conditions (p, q) and (p′, q′)
of the 4d gauge field, with pq′ − p′q = 1. In particular, the conjectural BCFT should have
a single relevant boundary operator, which can be turned on to flow to either of these free
boundary conditions in the IR, depending on the sign of the coupling. We will assume that
this BCFT exists for all values of the gauge coupling τ , with no further phase transitions
as a function of τ .
Without loss of generality, we can pick two canonical duality frames where the phase
transition interpolates between Dirichlet and Neumann boundary conditions or vice versa.
We can also pick two duality frames where the phase transition interpolates between Neu-
mann and (1, 1) boundary conditions or vice versa.
 If we go to weak coupling in the former duality frames, the boundary degrees of
freedom should describe a phase transition between phases with spontaneously broken
or unbroken U(1) global symmetry. We expect that to be described by a critical O(2)
model.
 If we go to weak coupling in the latter duality frames, the boundary degrees of freedom
should describe a phase transition between two gapped phases with unbroken U(1)
global symmetry, but background Chern-Simons coupling which differs by one unit.
We expect that to be described by a massless Dirac fermion.
Keeping track of the duality transformations between the different frames, we can
assemble an overall picture.
 Denote as τDN the gauge coupling associated to the description as a phase transition
between Dirichlet and Neumann boundary conditions, so that one “O(2) cusp” is at
τDN →∞.
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 Then τND = −1/τDN is the coupling which is weak at the other O(2) cusp, at
τDN → 0.
 Shifting the θ angle by 2π gives an alternative description as a transition between
Dirichlet and (1,−1) boundary conditions, with coupling τDN ′′ = τDN − 1. Dually,
we get a transition between Neumann and (1, 1) boundary conditions, with coupling
τNN ′ = −τ−1DN ′′ = 11−τDN which is weak at the “Dirac fermion” cusp, τDN → 1.
 If we had shifted the θ angle in the opposite way, we would arrive to a transition
between Neumann and (1,−1) boundary conditions, with coupling τNN ′′ = −τ−1DN ′ =
− 1
1+τDN
which is weak at the second “Dirac fermion” cusp, τDN → −1.
In the following, we will do most of our calculations in a perturbative expansion around
a “Dirac fermion” cusp. The correct boundary theory is actually a Dirac fermion dressed
by half a unit of background Chern-Simons coupling [182, 183]. It is convenient to absorb
that background Chern-Simons coupling into an improperly-quantized shift of the θ angle,
so that the gauge coupling is denoted as τ = τNN ′− 12 = 12 1+τDN1−τDN . Therefore, denoting with
ψ the Dirac fermion, the action that we consider is





d3~x iψ̄ /DAψ . (6.106)




Essentially by construction, the picture is compatible with a well-known duality web
of particle-vortex, fermion-boson and fermion-fermion dualities [70], which inspired this
investigation. In particular, thanks to the particle-vortex duality between the O(2) model
and the gauged O(2) model [184, 185], or equivalently thanks to its fermionic version [186],
in this case we have a Z2 subgroup of SL(2,Z) that is a duality of B(τ, τ̄), i.e. it leaves
invariant both the bulk and the boundary condition. This subgroup acts on τ = τNN ′ − 12
as
τ → − 1
4τ
. (6.107)
It is interesting to note that the self-dual point τ = i
2
, i.e. τDN = i, is an extreme of
F∂. In our formalism, this is a straightforward consequence of the differential equations
(6.96)-(6.97), once we set c11 = c22 =
2
π Imτ
and c12 = 0 – as dictated by self-duality and
equation (6.68).6
6Alternatively, we can implement the reasoning of [187] to show that this property follows from the
emergent Z2 symmetry of the system at the self-dual point.
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Figure 6.4: The upper-half plane of the gauge coupling τDN , i.e. in the duality frame in
which at τDN → ∞ we find the O(2) model on the boundary. Thanks to particle-vortex
duality, the cusp in the origin τDN = 0 also gives a decoupled O(2) model on the boundary.
Thanks to the boson-fermion duality between U(1)1 coupled to a critical scalar and a free
Dirac fermion, the cusps at τDN = ±1 give a free Dirac fermion.
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Figure 6.5: The upper-half plane of the gauge coupling τ = τNN ′ − 12 , i.e. in the duality
frame in which at τ →∞ we find a free Dirac fermion on the boundary. Thanks to fermionic
particle-vortex duality, the cusp in the origin τ = 0 also gives a free Dirac fermion on the
boundary. Thanks to the boson-fermion duality between U(1) 1
2
coupled to a Dirac fermion
and the O(2) model, the cusps at τ = ±1
2
give the O(2) model.
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Before proceeding, let us mention some of the previous literature on this theory, and
comment on the relation to the results that we will present in the rest of this section. The
interplay between the 3d dualities and the 4d electric-magnetic duality in the setup with
a 3d Dirac fermion coupled to a bulk gauge field was investigated in [70, 71, 72, 73, 74].
In particular [73, 74] studied the transport properties of the boundary theory at the self-
dual point. For the theory with an even number of Dirac fermions on the boundary, the
two-loop two-point function of the boundary current Ĵ was obtained in [47] (see also [48,
49, 50, 51]) while the Weyl anomalies (or equivalently the two- and three-point functions
of the displacement operator) were computed to next-to-leading order in [52, 188] (for the
supersymmetric version of the theory see [189]). The point of view of boundary conformal
field theory was first adopted in this theory in [52, 188], but these papers do not consider
the action of electric-magnetic duality and the existence of multiple decoupling limits.
Besides the transport coefficients and the Weyl anomalies, other boundary observables
such as scaling dimensions of operators, or the hemisphere free-energy, were not studied
before. Since the duality explained above only exists for the theory with one Dirac fermion,
we will first concentrate on this case. Later we will also consider the theory with an even
number 2Nf of fermions, both at large Nf and in the special case 2Nf = 2.
6.3.1 Perturbative Calculation of Scaling Dimensions
We will compute the anomalous dimensions of the first two fermion bilinear operators Os
of spin s, namely








up to two-loop level. Note that in the limit τ → ∞ of decoupling between bulk and
boundary (O2)ab becomes a conserved current, namely the stress-tensor of the 3d free-
fermion CFT.
The anomalous dimension can be obtained from the renormalization of the 1PI corre-
lator of the composite operator with two elementary fields
〈Os(q = 0)ψ(−p)ψ̄(p)〉1PI . (6.110)
We employ dimensional regularization and minimal subtraction, i.e. we set d = 3− 2ε and
keep the codimension fixed = 1, expand the dimensionally-continued loop integrals around
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ε = 0, and reabsorb the poles in the renormalization constants
OB = ZOO , (6.111)
ψB = Zψψ , (6.112)
where the subscript B denotes the bare operators.
Even though the correlator in (6.110) involves the operator ψ that is not gauge-
invariant, it is still sensible to renormalize it. The resulting renormalized correlator, as
well as the renormalization constant Zψ, both depend on the choice of gauge-fixing, but
the renormalization constant ZO of the gauge-invariant operator does not, hence we can
extract physical information from it.
The renormalization constants admit the loopwise expansion (at small g2 with fixed γ)








where δZ(n) is a polynomial in γ of degree ≤ n, and furthermore by invariance under space
reflections only even powers of γ are present. The n-loop term δZ(n) contains divergences
up to ε−n, but the familiar RG argument constrains all the coefficients in terms of the ones
at lower loop order, except that of the ε−1 divergence.





The dependence on the renormalization scale µ is through the d-dimensional coupling
gB = µ
εg . (6.115)
In the latter equation we do not need to include a renormalization of the coupling because,





To compute (6.110) we use the Feynman diagrams in fig.6.8, computed in momentum
space, and for simplicity we take the composite operator to carry zero momentum. The
Feynman rules given in fig.6.6.
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Figure 6.6: Feynman rules. Πab is defined in (6.46).
Figure 6.7: Feynman rules for the zero-momentum insertions of the composite operators.
Note that there are two vertices associated to O2.
We performed the calculation up to two loops. See appendix E.7 for more details





















































where we denoted δZs ≡ δZOs . Note that indeed δZ0 and δZ2 do not depend on the gauge-
fixing parameter. As a check, we also verified that the operator O1 = ψ̄γ
aψ does not get
renormalized, i.e. we explicitly computed the renormalization up to two-loop order and
found δZ1 = 0, as expected for a conserved current. On the other hand, note that δZ2 6= 0.
This is a manifestation of the fact that the boundary degrees of freedom do not define a
local 3d theory once we couple them to the bulk: the conservation of the boundary would-
be stress-tensor is violated at g 6= 0, and the system only admits a stress-tensor in the
bulk. This means that the short operator of spin 2 must recombine into a long conformal
multiplet. In the appendix E.6, we show that this mechanism can be used to compute the
one-loop anomalous dimension, and we use this to check the Feynman diagram calculation.
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Figure 6.8: One loop and two loops diagrams. We sum over all possible insertions of the
composite operators on the internal fermion lines, and also on vertices in the case of O2.























|τ |4 +O(|τ |
−3) . (6.121)
From these results, we can immediately recover the anomalous dimensions for the 3d gauge
theory U(1)k coupled to a Dirac fermion at large k as explained in section 6.1.4. Since
this is a local 3d theory, we expect γ2 = 0 and indeed this is what we obtain from (6.121).






in agreement with [190].7
6.3.2 Perturbative F∂
Thanks to the differential equation (6.96)-(6.97), and to the relations derived in appendix
E.4, the computation of the hemisphere free energy is reduced to the computation of the
two-point functions of the boundary current Ĵ . Up to next-to-leading order, we already
wrote the universal formula (6.98) for the hemisphere free energy in terms of the two-point
function of the current ĴCFT of the unperturbed CFT. In this particular setup where the
boundary theory at τ →∞ is a free Dirac fermion, we can do better without much effort,
because the correction to the current two-point function, given by the two diagrams in fig.
7In [191] there appears to be a sign mistake in the two-loop diagram that we denoted with (b.2) in fig.
6.8. This mistake leads to a different result for this anomalous dimension given in [192]. Upon correcting
that sign, we find perfect agreement with our result. We thank E. Stamou for helping us with this check.
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Figure 6.9: Leading corrections to the boundary current two-point function for the Dirac
fermion.
6.9, already exists in the literature. For the parity even part of the two-point function,
we can either extract the value of these diagrams from the large-Nf calculation of [62],
using the similarities between the two perturbative expansions that we explained in 6.1.4,
or alternatively use the computation performed directly in the mixed-dimensional setup in
[47, 50].8 The parity-odd part can be obtained from the large-k calculation in [193]. The
sum of the diagrams in fig. 6.9 is the next-to-leading order correction for the one-photon
irreducible two-point function, which we denote by Σ, see appendix E.4 for more details.
Due to the shift in the real part of τ , i.e. τ = τNN ′− 12 , we have that κΣ vanishes at leading
order in perturbation theory, or equivalently κ
(0)














|τ |2 +O(|τ |
−2) . (6.124)














|τ |2 +O(|τ |
−2) . (6.126)
8In comparing with [47, 50] one needs to take into account that they consider a 3d interface with the
gauge field propagating on both sides, rather than a boundary. The propagator of the photon restricted
to an interface has a factor of 12 compared to the case of the boundary.
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Plugging these values in the formulas (E.31)-(E.37) for c22 and c12, and solving the differ-















(368− 45π2)(Imτ)2 + (144 + 45π2)(Reτ)2
2304|τ |4 +O(|τ |
−3) . (6.127)
We fixed the integration constant by comparing with the decoupling limit, so that FDirac








6.3.3 Extrapolations to the O(2) Model
We can now attempt to extrapolate the perturbative results obtained above around the
Dirac fermion cusp to the O(2) cusp (see fig. 6.5), to obtain the data of the O(2) model.
The O(2) model, while being strongly coupled, is a well-studied theory via a variety of
techniques, so that we can compare our extrapolations to the known data. Even though
so far we only obtained the first two orders in perturbation theory, and one might be wary
to already attempt an extrapolation, we will see that the results we obtain are compatible
with the known data. We view this as an encouraging indication that the perturbative
technique that we are presenting here can indeed be a useful tool to obtain data of 3d
Abelian gauge theories, and as a motivation to try to obtain more precise predictions by
going to higher orders.
In order to extrapolate, we need to apply a resummation technique. The nice property
of our setup is the duality τ ↔ τ ′ = − 1
4τ
, which means that the perturbative expansions
obtained above also tell us about the behavior of the observables around τ ′ →∞, i.e. the
second Dirac fermion cusp. To leverage on this, the idea is to use a “duality-improved”
Padé approximant, i.e. a function with a number of free parameters that we can fix by
matching to the perturbative result at τ → ∞, and that is invariant under a duality
transformation.
Similar resummations were studied in the context of perturbative string theory [195]
and N = 4 super Yang-Mills (SYM) in [196]. In particular [196] introduced Padé-like
approximants with the property of being invariant under a subgroup of SL(2,Z), and we
will borrow their method. Note that the perturbative results of the previous subsections,
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expressed in terms of gs = g











































and f∂ is the boundary free energy where the contributions from free gauge field as well as
the constant term have been subtracted. The expressions above all have the pattern
a gs(1 + b gs +O(g2s , g2sθ2)) , (6.132)
which can be approximated by the manifestly duality-invariant interpolation functions
written in [196]. At this order, there are two of their functions that we can use, the
integral-power Padé F1(gs, θ) and half-integral-power Padé F2(gs, θ), defined by
F1(gs, θ) =
h1















s + (S · gs)−1/2
) . (6.134)
where S · gs is the new gauge coupling under the transformation τ → − 14τ , which reads
explicitly





The unconventional negative power in the above two Padé approximant was devised in
[196] to remove the θ dependence in the Taylor expansion. This is appropriate to match
our perturbative expansion up to the order we are considering, because the θ-dependence
starts at the subleading order g3s . On the other hand, while the perturbative expansion
of N = 4 SYM is independent of θ to all orders in perturbation theory, and therefore in
that context it is desirable to have an ansatz whose Taylor expansion does not contain θ,
in our setup observables do depend on θ even in perturbation theory. Indeed, by taking
a different scaling such as gs small with γ =
θgs
4π2
fixed, rather than θ fixed, we would
have a non-trivial dependence on γ already at the order we are considering, and with this
scaling we could not match the observables with the Taylor expansion of the approximants
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2 + γ1 3 + γ2 f∂
ε expansion 1.494 — 0.124
Bootstrap 1.5117(25) — —
F1(gs =∞, θ = π) 1.406 3.635 1.039
F2(gs =∞, θ = π) 1.560 3.391 0.166
Table 6.1: Comparison of the extrapolations with the known data: for the energy operator
we are quoting the value from the conformal bootstrap [6], and from the ε-expansion [7].
For the sphere free energy we are comparing to the value from the ε-expansion in [8].
(6.133)-(6.134). The upshot is that in order to use the duality-improved approximants
from [196] we are forced to consider the expansion at small gs with θ fixed, and doing so








|τ |4 terms. It would be desirable to find an ansatz that is: (i) duality
invariant; (ii) has a final limit to the real τ axis (or at least to the O(2) cusp); and (iii)
can be matched with the perturbative expansion at small gs and γ fixed (at least up to the
order g2s at which the observables are currently known).
By matching the coefficients in the expansion up to the order g2s , we find the unknown
coefficients hi to be




In the table 6.1 we show the resulting values of the approximant extrapolated at the O(2)
point. The fermion-mass operator is mapped to the energy operator of the O(2) model,
whose dimension can be obtained for instance from the conformal bootstrap [6], or from the
ε-expansion [7]. The spin 2 operator is expected to approach the conserved stress-energy
tensor on the boundary in the decoupling limit, hence the dimension should approach the
protected value ∆2| cusp = 3. As for the hemisphere free energy, one needs to subtract
a finite contribution coming from the decoupled gauge field at the O(2) cusp, and the
remaining constant gives the sphere free energy of the O(2) model. To our knowledge, this
has only been computed using ε-expansion [8].
We see that both ansatzes give good approximations for the dimension of the energy
operator, and in particular F2 is quite close to the values obtained with the other methods.
For the other two observables, we see that the ansatz F2 also gives compatible results,
while F1 is not as good. In fig.6.10 we show the plots of the approximants at θ = π, i.e.



























Figure 6.10: Extrapolations of the scaling dimensions from the Dirac fermion point
(tan−1(gs) = 0) to the O(2) point (tan
−1(gs) = π/2).
6.4 Other Examples
6.4.1 2Nf Dirac fermions at large Nf
In this section we consider the coupling of 2Nf Dirac fermions to the bulk gauge fields, all
with the same charge q = 1, and we take the limit of large Nf with λ = g
2Nf fixed. For
simplicity we take θ = 0. We will see that computing observables in 1/Nf expansion, and
later taking the limit λ → ∞, one can recover the 1/Nf expansion in QED3. This would
be the expected result if we would take g2 → ∞ first, obtaining the decoupling limit in
which on the boundary we have QED3 with 2Nf flavors, and later take Nf large. Hence,
the observation here is that these two limits commute. This is interesting because order
by order in 1/Nf we can explicitly follow observables as exact functions of λ, and see how
they interpolate from the “ungauged cusp” at λ = 0 to the “gauged cusp” at λ =∞.
To derive that the limits commute, it is sufficient to observe that in the limit of large Nf
with λ = g2Nf fixed we can obtain an effective propagator for the photon by resumming








































Figure 6.11: Extrapolations of the free energy from the Dirac fermion point (tan−1(gs) = 0)
to the O(2) point (tan−1(gs) = π/2).
+
+ +   . . .
Figure 6.12: The diagrams that contribute to the boundary propagator of the photon in
the limit Nf →∞ with λ = g2Nf fixed.













which coincides with the effective propagator in QED3 at large Nf . It follows that com-
pared to the large-Nf expansion of QED3, in this setup the diagrams that compute 1/Nf
corrections are simply dressed by a factor λ/(λ+8) for each photon propagator. In particu-
lar the 1/Nf -expansion of observables, e.g. boundary scaling dimensions, will approach the
corresponding value in large-Nf QED3 upon taking the limit λ→∞. However, recall that
in the 1/Nf -expansion diagrams that contribute at the same order might have different
number of internal photon lines, so we cannot just replace 1/Nf with 1/Nf × λ/(λ + 8)
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everywhere to obtain the exact dependence on λ of a certain observable.
Let us now consider the two-point function of the boundary current Ĵ , and obtain from
it the hemisphere free energy at large Nf . We can obtain the 1/Nf correction to the one-
photon irreducible two-point function of Ĵ —computed by the diagrams in Fig. 6.9 with
the effective photon propagator (6.138)— by taking the result of the large-Nf calculation

































We can now plug c22 in the differential equation (6.96), appropriately rewritten in terms




















Recall that the arbitrary integration constant is fixed by matching with the decoupling
limit. In the decoupling limit F∂ is the sum of a contribution from the free fermions on
the boundary, namely 2NfFDirac, and a contribution from the boundary value of the gauge
field with Neumann condition, that we discussed in section 6.2. The latter contribution is
only a function of g2, and when rewritten in terms of λ it gives a log(Nf ) constant term.
Hence we need to include such a dependence on Nf in the integration constant, and this is
how we obtain the log(Nf ) term in (6.142). Similarly, we find that a λ-independent term
of order 1/Nf needs to be included in the integration constant, to ensure that the 1/Nf
correction vanishes when λ = 0. The general lesson here is that when we integrate the
equation in the λ variable, the integration constant required to reproduce the decoupling
limit will be a non-trivial function of the parameter Nf .
From the λ→∞ limit of (6.142) we can extract the sphere free-energy QED3 at large
Nf . More specifically, the latter is obtained by subtracting to the λ → ∞ limit of the
free energy the contribution of the Neumann boundary condition of the bulk gauge field
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Both the logarithmic and the constant terms reproduce perfectly the result of [197]. To




correction was not computed before.
As we will now briefly review, the free-energy as a function of Nf can be used to diagnose
the IR fate of QED3. For Nf smaller than a critical value N
c
f the theory is conjectured to
flow to a flavor-symmetry breaking phase rather than to the conformal phase that exists at
large Nf . A possible scenario for the transition is that the IR scaling dimension of singlet
four-fermion operators would cross marginality [198, 54, 58], implying that the IR fixed
point that exists at large Nf merges at Nf = N
c
f with a second fixed point in which the
quartic operators are turned on, and they both disappear [55, 199]. After the transition
they can still be interpreted as complex fixed points [200, 201]. This scenario was recently
investigated in [65, 66] using largeNf techniques and in [202] using the conformal bootstrap.
This merger/annihilation scenario, together with the monotonicity of the sphere free-energy
along RG, was used in [55] to constrain N cf : assuming that FQED3 can still be interpreted
as the free-energy of the nearby complex fixed point when Nf < N
c
f , the existence of the
RG flow from the vicinity of the complex fixed point towards the symmetry breaking phase
requires that FQED3 > FG.B. for Nf < N
c
f . Here FG.B. = (2N
2
f +1)Fscalar is the free energy of
the Goldstone bosons in the symmetry-breaking phase. As an application of the calculation
above, we can now run this argument using the large-Nf approximation for FQED3 in eq.
(6.144). It turns out that the coefficient of the 1/Nf term is numerically very small, i.e.
∼ 0.02, so for the interesting values of Nf of order 1 it does not affect significantly this
test, and the resulting estimate is N cf ∼ 4.4. For this value of Nf , the 1/N2f corrections
that we are neglecting in (6.144) are quite small, and assuming that the smallness of the
coefficients persists at higher orders this suggests that the estimate might be reliable.
6.4.2 Complex Scalar
In section 6.3 we studied the case of a free fermion on the boundary, and we saw that one of
the gauged cusps corresponds to theO(2) Wilson-Fisher model. This is a consequence of the
boson/fermion dualities that relate a gauged fermion to a critical scalar, or a gauged critical
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scalar to a free fermion [70]. These dualities can be seen as the low-rank analog of the large-
N regular fermion/critical scalar dualities in CS-matter theories [203, 204, 205, 75]. Besides
the Wilson-Fisher fixed point, the scalars also admit the Gaussian fixed point consisting
of N free complex scalars. Likewise, the theory of N Dirac fermions is conjectured to
have a second fixed point with quartic interactions turned on, i.e. the UV fixed point of
the Gross-Neveu model. The corresponding CS-matter theories are also conjectured to
be dual in a level-rank duality fashion, giving the so-called regular boson/critical fermion
duality. There is a large amount of evidence for this duality at large N , and its extension
to finite N was recently studied in [206, 207]. It is not clear whether the duality still
holds when N = 1. Assuming it does, it would have a nice manifestation in our setup: by
starting with a free complex scalar on the boundary, one would find that the cusp at τ = 1
corresponds to the Gross-Neveu CFT with 1 Dirac fermion.9 One crucial new ingredient of
the regular boson/critical fermion dualities is the existence of additional sextic couplings
that are classically marginal and potentially lead to multiple fixed points that can be
mapped across the duality.
With this motivation in mind, we will now consider the setup with a free complex scalar
on the boundary, coupled to the bulk gauge field. The action is








The couplings |φ|2 and |φ|4 are fine-tuned to zero. This fine-tuning might need to be
adjusted as a function of the bulk gauge coupling. At least for τ large enough, these
operators are relevant and correspondingly the beta function is linear in the couplings,
so this adjustment is possible. On the other hand, the beta function for the classically
marginal operator |φ|6 will start quadratically in ρ and we need to check the existence of
(real) fixed points.
We list the Feynman rules in the Fig. 6.13.
To compute the β function of ρ we need to renormalize the six-point vertex. We use
the same approach as in the fermion case, i.e. we dimensionally regularize by continuing
the dimension of the boundary to d = 3 − 2ε, keeping the codimension fixed = 1. The
boundary action in renormalized variables is∫
y=0
dd~x |DφB|2 + ρB|φB|6 =
∫
y=0
dd~x Z2φ|Dφ|2 + Zρρµ4ε|φ|6 , (6.146)
9The Gross-Neveu CFT is expected to exist also for a small number N of Dirac fermion, the UV
completion being provided by a Yukawa theory. See [208] for a recent study in ε-expansion.
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Figure 6.13: Feynman rules with the complex scalar on the boundary
where the subscript B denotes the bare variables. Fig. 6.14 shows the diagrams that







Figure 6.14: One loop diagrams that contribute to the wave-function renormalization.
There are three types of diagram contributing to the six-point vertex counterterm,















+O(ρ3, ρ2g2, ρg4, g8) . (6.148)
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Figure 6.15: Diagrams contributing to O(g6) in βρ.
Figure 6.16: Diagrams contributing to O(ρ2) and O(ρg2) in βρ.


























+O(ρ3, ρ2g2, ρg4, g8) . (6.150)
Up to this order we find: a zero at ρ = ρ+∗ > 0 from the first two terms, and since
ρ+∗ = O(g2) the third term is negligible; and a zero at ρ = ρ−∗ from the second and the













The derivative of βρ is positive at ρ
+
∗ and negative at ρ
−
∗ . Hence we have found that
perturbatively around large τ there exists a fixed point ρ = ρ+∗ which is IR stable and
gives a scalar potential bounded from below. The fixed point ρ−∗ on the other hand is only
physical for 1− 3γ2 < 0, because otherwise it gives the wrong sign of the scalar potential,
and it is unstable in the RG sense.
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Having checked the existence of the fixed point in perturbation theory, we proceed to
consider the anomalous dimension of boundary operators in this theory, similarly to what
we did in section (6.3.1) for the fermion case. We consider the mass-squared operator
O = |φ|2. Its anomalous dimension can be obtained from the renormalization of the 1PI
correlator of the composite operator with two elementary fields
〈O(q = 0)φ(−p)φ̄(p)〉1PI . (6.152)
The one-loop (two-loop) diagrams contributing to the three-point function (6.152) are
showed in Fig.6.14 (Fig.6.17, respectively).














Figure 6.17: One loop and two loops diagrams
Differently from the fermion case, we were not able to evaluate all of the dimensionally
regularized integrals coming from the two-loop diagrams of Fig. 6.17. See the appendix E.7
for the details. Knowing the two-loop anomalous dimension would enable extrapolation
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to τ = 1 that could be compared with the known estimates of the mass operator in the
Gross-Neveu CFT. This is therefore an interesting direction left for the future.
6.4.3 QED3 with Two Flavors
In this section, we will discuss a realization in our setup of QED3 coupled to two Dirac
(complex two-component) fermions of charge 1. There are several reasons why this is an
interesting theory: it is conjectured to describe the easy-plane version of the “deconfined”
Néel-VBS quantum phase transition in antiferromagnets [209], and enjoy an emergent
O(4) symmetry [210, 211]; while initially believed to be a second-order transition, recent
evidence from simulations of the spin system on the lattice [212] and from the conformal
bootstrap [213] suggest that this is actually a weakly first-order transition, which can
still be compatible with the QED description if the latter has a complex fixed point with
O(4) symmetry (see section 5 of [201] and [65]); it is conjectured to enjoy a self-duality
[210, 211, 214, 76] and a fermion-boson duality [215].
A simple way to realize QED with two flavors in our setup would be to put the CFT of
two Dirac fermions on the boundary, and couple a bulk gauge field to the U(1) symmetry
that gives charge 1 to both of them. However in this case we only expect a weakly coupled
cusp at τ → ∞. For the purpose of attempting an extrapolation from weak coupling, it
would be desirable to have additional weakly coupled cusps, as in the example of section
6.3. With this idea in mind, a more promising approach is to consider a generalization of
the former set-up in which we have two Maxwell gauge fields in the bulk and two Dirac
fermions on the boundary, namely two decoupled copies of the theory of section 6.3. By
performing an S-duality for either of the two gauge fields separately we find again two free
Dirac fermions on the boundary. On the other hand, using the larger electric-magnetic
duality group that exists for a theory of two gauge fields, we can also go to a duality frame
where in the decoupling limit we have precisely QED with two flavors on the boundary.
In the rest of this section we will first review electric-magnetic duality for multiple
Maxwell fields, and then show how to get QED with two flavors starting with two copies of a
bulk gauge field coupled to a boundary Dirac fermion. The task of performing perturbative
calculations of observables in this theory is left for the future.
Multiple Maxwell Fields
The action of free bulk U(1)n gauge theory is determined in terms of n Abelian gauge fields
AI , such that F I = dAI and an n × n symmetric matrix of complexified gauge couplings
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τIJ




























and we introduced F±,Iµν =
1
2
(F Iµν ± 12εµνρσF I,ρσ). This theory enjoys
an Sp(2n,Z) duality group













∈ Sp(2n,Z) . (6.158)
This duality group is generated by the three types of transformations obtained in [216, 217],







where I the n× n identity and B is a symmetric




I − J −J
J I − J
)
,
where J = diag(j1, j2, . . . , jn) and ji ∈ {0, 1}.







, where U ∈ SL(n,Z) generate the rotations A′ = U−1TA.
(6.161)
In the rest of this section we will be focusing on the case of n = 2. Following [216] we
10More precisely, these elements generate Sp(2n,Z)/ ∼, where we identify S ∼ −S.
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0 1 0−1 1
 . (6.163)
Furthermore we use the succinct notation S[1, 0], S[0, 1] to denote the gauging of A1,
A2 (respectively) and T [m,n] for the introduction of the Chern-Simons terms mA1dA1 +
nA2dA2.
Targeting two-flavor QED
We now have all the tools to obtain two-flavor QED3 via an Sp(4,Z) action from a theory
of two free fermions. The action of two-flavour QED3 is [211]
11
















where A′I=1,2 are bulk U(1) gauge fields while a is a 3d spinc connection. The gravitational


















11Here we are using a different charge normalization compared to [211]. For example, the lowest charged
gauge invariant operator is the meson ψ̄iψj , which has charge 1 under gauge field A
′
1 in our case but
charge 2 under the gauge field X in [211]. Our choice is necessary if we want to start from (6.166), because
Sp(4,Z) respects the charge normalization. The difference between the charge-two theory and charge-one
theory is that the former has fewer monopole operators. Starting with the charge-one theory, we can gauge
Z2 ⊂ U(1)J , where U(1)J is the magnetic U(1) global symmetry. This has the effect of changing the gauge
group G = U(1) to G̃ such that G̃/Z2 = G. For example, in this case G = U(1), and we gauge Z2 ⊂ U(1)J ,
then the new gauge group is G̃ = U(1) but with the replacement of the gauge field Aµ → 2Aµ, namely all
the particle charges are multiplied by 2 [218, 9]. In this way, we obtain the charge-two theory.
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which is well-defined for a spinc connection a.
12
We want to target this action via an Sp(4,Z) transformation from
S[AI , τIJ ] +
∫
∂M
(iψ̄1 DA1ψ1 + iψ̄2 DA2ψ2) , (6.166)
where AI=1,2 are spinc connections. To this end, we can start from a rotation of the gauge

















−τ ′12(τ ′21+1)+(τ ′11−1)τ ′22
τ ′11−1
−(τ ′12+1)τ ′21+(τ ′11−1)τ ′22
τ ′11−1




























by which we mean τ12 − τ22 = τ21 − τ22 = τ11 − 1 − τ22 = 0 is satisfied while taking the
limit τ22 →∞.
Let us also write down explicitly the self-dualities of the theory (6.166).14 Recall from
section 6.3 that




12In the sense that this combination of boundary CS term is independent of the choices of different
extensions of the boundary into bulk mod 2πZ
13We follow the notation in [70] that the minus sign in S2 = −1 denotes charge conjugation.
14Note that here we are not shifting the definition of the bulk coupling τ by 1/2 as we did in (6.106).
So the transformation is the same as the one presented in [70] instead of the transformation τ ′ = −1/4τ
that we had in the previous section.
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and




are equivalent when τ ′ = ST−2ST−1 ◦ τ = (τ − 1)/(2τ − 1). Applying this to either A1
or A2 in (6.166), we obtain that the decoupling limits in the two following duality frames
also correspond to two free Dirac fermions
τ ′′IJ = S[1, 0]T [−2, 0]S[1, 0]T [−1, 0] ◦ τIJ , (6.173)
τ ′′′IJ = S[0, 1]T [0,−2]S[0, 1]T [0,−1] ◦ τIJ . (6.174)























To summarize, we showed that the theory (6.166) of two bulk gauge fields coupled to
two Dirac fermions has two additional duality frames (6.175) in which the boundary the-
ory is still the free theory of two Dirac fermions, and a duality frame (6.170) in which the
boundary theory is QED3 with two flavors. Clearly, additional duality frames correspond-
ing to QED3 with two flavors can be obtained by applying the transformation (6.168) to
either of the additional free-fermions points. This is a promising setup to study QED3 with
two flavors via extrapolation from the weakly-coupled points.
6.5 Conclusions and future directions
We conclude by discussing some directions for future investigation.
 A universal feature of the setup considered in this work is the existence of bulk line
operators, whose endpoints may be attached to boundary charged operators. It is
possible to assign conformal dimensions to the local operators at the location where
the line defect ends on the boundary, and these dimensions can be computed per-
turbatively. Similarly to cusp anomalous dimensions, they are functions of the angle
between the defect and the boundary. Starting with the dimensions of the endpoints
of ’t Hooft lines (and ’t Hooft-Wilson lines) around τ → ∞ with a certain CFT on
the boundary, it would be interesting to attempt an extrapolation to the cusps on
the real axis, where they approach the dimensions of local monopole operators in the
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gauged version of the initial CFT. Concretely, in the example of section 4, from the
dimension of the endpoint of a ’t Hooft line around the Dirac fermion point one can
attempt to recover the scaling dimension of the spin operator of the O(2) model.
 It would be interesting to perform perturbative calculations of anomalous dimensions
and of the free energy in the theory with two bulk gauge fields presented in section
6.4.3, and attempt an extrapolation to QED3 with two flavors. In particular, it is
possible to use our setup to test whether this theory exists as a real CFT, by studying
the dimension of four-fermion operators and checking whether they cross marginality
before we reach the QED cusp, leading to the “phase-transition” described in section
6.1.5.
 In the model considered in section 6.3 we have only used the two-sided extrapolations
to give estimates for the O(2) model. However there are infinitely many other cusps
on the real axis where strongly-coupled CFTs live, and they are of course amenable to
the same extrapolation technique. These theories typically take the form of QED-CS
theories, and they also describe interesting phase transitions [219]. A direction for
the future would be to use our method to give estimates for the observables of these
theories.
 Finally, dualities analogous to the one considered in this work exist for N = 2 gauge
theory. One of the simplest examples is the so-called triality [220, 221, 222, 223]
generated by ST transformation [217, 224], with (ST )3 = 1. It would be interesting
to see how the triality can improve the extrapolation. Thanks to supersymmetric
localization the boundary free energy and dimensions of chiral endpoints of line op-
erators are exactly computable [181]. For many other interesting observables, such
as the conformal dimensions of operators analogous to O0, which are non-protected,
one has to resort to Feynman diagrams.
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We will follow the convention from [225, 90]. We choose orthonormal basis {ta}, namely
Killing form K(ta, tb) = δa,b, so adjoint indices can be raised and lowered freely. Note that
we define the Killing form with a normalization constant,





fabcfabd = h∨ψ2δab (A.2)
where ψ2 is the length squared of the longest root, which account for the arbitrary normal-
ization of the generators. We will choose ψ2 = 2, unless otherwise stated, and structure
constant fabc is defined in
[ta, tb] = ifabctc (A.3)
Using the definitions above, we are ready to list some useful identities for su(2). Rep-
















αjIRj (δabδcd + δadδbc) +
1
2
βjIRj (δacδbd) , (A.6)
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with
C2(Rj) = j(j + 1)ψ


















(j(j + 1)− 2). (A.9)
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Appendix B
Perturbative analysis of Ising line
defect
Consider the defect Lagrangian given in [108], where a Majorana fermion γ is introduced
as an auxiliary defect degree of freedom within a massless free fermion bulk. As we are




























ψ(x, 0)γ(x) = 2πRg
∑
n>0
(b−nγn − γ−nbn) (B.4)
where n are positive half-integers. Taking the vacuum expectation value of its exponential,
the surviving contribution is exp(2πRg2
∑
n>0 γ−nγn). Combining with the kinetic term
contribution exp(
∑
n>0 nγ−nγn) (with an appropriate relative normalization constant) and
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where we normalized the answer correctly in the UV and included a constant counterterm.









If we evaluate vevs on states other than the vacuum, the exponential is modified as
exp(2πRg2
∑
n>0 εnγ−nγn) where εn = −1 for occupied states. A finite collection of factors
in the answer is modified to m+1/2−2πRg2. Similarly, in the Ramond sector one replaces
m+ 1
2
with m+ 1 and includes a zeromode contribution.
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Appendix C
Perturbative analysis of WZW line
defects
C.1 Perturbative analysis of WZW line defects
We study chiral line defects in su(2) WZW models, which are defined as









where g is the dimensionless coupling, ta are generators of su(2) in representation R, and









with coordinates s = τ + iσ on the cylinder. The modes obey the typical commutation




n+m + knδabδn+m,0. We will
follow the Lie algebra conventions from [225, 90]. For completeness, we also review them
in Appendix A.
1The roman letters a, b, c, d will be reserved for group theory indices.
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C.1.1 Definition of the quantum operator T̂R



















a1(σ1) · · · JaN (σN).
In the above classical expression for the line operator, the currents are not ordered.
However, a quantum line operator requires an regularization scheme which prescribes an
appropriate ordering for the currents which is consistent with the desired properties of
T̂R. Furthermore, the currents themselves must be regularized, which can be done by
assigning a cutoff on the mode expansion of J(σ). In doing so, we follow the regularization
prescription given in [90].
However, our treatment differs from [90] in the computation of the operator, where
we need to compute the full expression of the normal-ordered operator to O(g4) rather
than just the leading contributions in the classical limit κ → ∞. We also keep track of
the length scale R of the cylinder, which allows us, as we will describe below, to make
connections, to thermodynamic Bethe ansatz, Hirota relations and computations from
ODE/IM correspondence.
We now review the regularization prescription used in [90]. As part of the regularization
scheme, a current ordering is chosen to respects the desired symmetries of the quantum line
defect. It is reasonable to assume T̂R to be invariant under the following transformations:
(1) cyclic permutations of the inserted currents and (2) reversing the orientation of the
defect combined with taking R to its conjugate representation R̄. A current ordering















Ja1(σ1) · · · JaN (σN)+cyclic+reversal
]
.









By expanding the currents into modes, each contribution to T̂R becomes the product of
four terms which can be independently evaluated: the group theory factor, appropriately-
ordered modes, products of regulators e|ni|ε/2R, and integrals over σi. The integrals over
σi yield delta functions on which only certain terms for which the sums of the mode
numbers are equal to zero are supported. Note that this implies translation invariance of
the operator along σ direction.




R = dimR, T̂
(1)



































































































−(|m|+|n|)ε/R + cyclic + reversal
]
(C.3)
This is the same expression in [90]. Note that up until now, no knowledge of the repre-
sentation R, namely TrR(tatbtc . . . ) have been used, except for the cyclic properties of the
trace.
The last ingredient we need is the renormalization scheme, i.e. the prescription of
removing the short distance cutoff ε and replacing bare couplings with renormalized cou-
plings. As in [90], there are two types of local counterterms involved, the identity operator
1 and the marginal operator t · J . The effects of 1 and t · J are, respectively, to multiply
the result by an overall factor eRG(g,ε) and redefine the coupling g to F (g, ε), where G(g, ε)
and F (g, ε) are power series in g. For the reason that will be clear soon, it is very helpful
to make the renormalization scheme explicit and generic, as we will do in the next section.
C.1.2 Computation of normal-ordered line operator
To facilitate our calculations later, we will first normal order the expressions (C.3). It is
done by moving all positive modes to the right of the negative modes. Specifically, we need
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to use the commutation relation repeatedly such that the subcripts of Jn are in ascending
order.2 In the case of equal subscripts equal n, we define normal ordered expression to be
totally symmetric. For example,
JanJ
b








n . . . J
am
n . We include 1/m! in the symmetrization.
We then proceed with the renormalization by removing counterterms proportional to
R and performing the following redefinition in the coupling:
g → gλ+ g2λ2
[




+ 4(log ε)2 − (2k + 4C0) log ε+D
]
+ · · · ,
where g on the right hand side is the renormalized coupling. C0 and D are arbitrary
renormalization scheme constant that depend possibly on the representation but not on ε.
We also include λ to possibly rescale the coupling. The renormalized and normal-ordered










































































n : − : Ja−nJ b−mJamJ bn :
]
2The normal-ordering procedure is relatively straightforward and yet very tedious. The strategy is
reorganizing and relabeling the summations so that the sums run over positive indices and subsequently
applying the affine Kac-Moody commutation relations. In particular, for the terms with sums over two in-
dices which appear at O(g4), after organizing the summations such that all indices run over positive indices









for proper normal ordering. Furthermore, at some point of the normal-ordering procedure, modes such as
Jm−n or Jn−m as well as Jn,J−n, Jm, or J−m will be present in the same term. This suggests that a fur-






























































































































































k2 − 6k(1 + logR)
]}
, (C.5)
where the representation of su(2) are labelled by the half-integer j and xj is half of the
Dynkin index defined in Appendix A. : : denotes the normal ordering operation, where an
equal fraction of each ambiguous combination is taken in a symmetric manner when there
are ambiguities (i.e. when there exist modes with same mode numbers). One can consider
the leading terms in k to verify that its large k limit matches with the result given in [90].
C.1.3 Verification of the commutativity and Hirota relation
As explained above (2.23) and the footnote in Section 2.4.1, we identify 2πR = eθ and
verify directly that T̂
(N)
j all commute. Therefore we have
[T̂j[θ], T̂j′ [θ
′]] = 0, (C.6)




]T̂j[θ − iπ2 ] = 1 + T̂j+ 12 [θ]T̂j− 12 [θ], (C.7)

















































































where the superscripts ± indicate shifts in the argument by ± iπ
2
.
It turns out (C.7) is satisfied if
D = D0 −
4π2
3
j(j + 1) (C.11)
where D0 and C0 are arbitrary constants that are independent of the representation j and
ε, which we choose the arbitrary constant D0 = −5π
2
6
and C0 = 0.
Note that due to commutativity (C.6), in the common eigenspace, we can just deal
with eigenvalues of T̂j(θ) and their functional relations. Nevertheless, we chose to verify
the operator version of the Hirota relation, which is a stronger equation.
C.1.4 Expectation values
Let us compute the expectation value between primary states in representation l. We follow
again the normalization in [225], where Ja0J
a
0 = 2l(l + 1) when acting on a primary state
|l〉. The renormalized expectation value, which follows directly from the normal-ordered
operator, is
〈Tn(g,R)〉l = n
− g2λ2xj[8π2l(l + 1)]
+ g3λ3xj[32π
2l(l + 1) logR + 8π2k − 16π2C0l(l + 1)]
− g4λ4xj
[
96π2l(l + 1)(logR)2 − 16π2
(





















+180(C0 − 2)k + 45k2
) ]
,
We can also calculate the expectation value over excited states. This will be done in a
future paper.[2]
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C.1.5 Beta function and effective coupling
Beta function can be found to be
β(g) ≡ ∂g
∂ log Λ
= 2λg2 + 2kλ2g3 + · · · . (C.12)
The ratio c1
c20
from β(g) = c0g
2 + c1g
3 + · · · is independent of the renormalization scheme
and equals k
2
. In accordance with the discussion in Section 2.4.1, we will choose λ = −1
2
.
It is not hard to see that any constants or higher order terms in the beta function can
be arbitrarily adjusted by redefining g. In particular, we fix it to be






which give rise to a scale via dimensional transmutation.
µ = e−1/ggk/2
through dimensional transmutation. Since µ enters into any observable computed using
T̂j only through the combination Rµ, the result is only dependent on e
θe1/gg−k/2. This
combination can be used to define the effective coupling geff(θ) by
e−1/geff(θ)g
k/2
eff (θ) = e
θe−1/ggk/2.
C.1.6 generalisation to multiple su(2)
The computations above can be easily generalized to
∏
i su(2)i defined by

















Generators in the mode expansion of the current satisfy Kac Moody algebra and commute







−1fabcJ ci,n+m + κinδabδn+m,0) (C.16)
After performing the integrals over σ, we get the operator T
(N)
R , which is to simply modify








































−|n|ε/R + cyclic + reversal
]
(C.18)
To demonstrate the computation, it is enough to take an example of su(2) × su(2). We
renormalize T̂
(N)
R up to N = 4 in the same manner as in the last section
3, where renormal-
ization is done by performing the following redefinition of the coupling
g1 →g1 + g21(−2 log ε+ C1) + g1g2C3 + g22C5 + g31
(
4 log2 ε− 2(k1 + 2C1) log ε+D1
)
+g21g2(−4C3 log ε+D3) + g1g22
[
− 2(2C5 + k2) log ε+D5
]
+ g32D7 + . . .
g2 →g2 + g22(−2 log ε+ C2) + g1g2C4 + g21C6 + g32
(
4 log2 ε− 2(k2 + 2C2) log ε+D2
)
+g22g1(−4C4 log ε+D4) + g2g21
[
− 2(2C6 + k1) log ε+D6
]
+ g31D8 + . . .
(C.19)
where Ci and Di are arbitrary constants independent of the cutoff ε. Beta function is then









1g2 − (C3 − 2C5 − k2)g1g22 − 2C5g32
]
+ . . . (C.20)









2 − (C4 − 2C6 − k1)g21g2 − 2C6g31
]
+ . . . (C.21)
As we discussed in Section 3.5.1, DE/IM predicts that there exists a renormalization scheme

















+O(g41, g31g2, g21g22, g1g32, g42) (C.22)
3The results are too cumbersome to be presented here. Contact the author if you would like to grab a
beer and drink over it.
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and a similar expression for βg2 . This fixes the renormalization constants
λ = −1
2
, C5 = C6 = 0, C3 = k2, C4 = k1 (C.23)
The expectation value of T̂n over WZW primary states can be easily computed
〈l1, l2|Tn(g1, g2, R)|l1, l2〉 = n− 8π2xjλ2
(






− 2C1g21l1(g1l1 + g1 + g2l2) + g31k1
− 2g2(C2g2l2(g1l1 + g2l2 + g2) + g1(g1l1(k2 + k2l1 + k1l2) + g2l2(k1 + k2l1 + k1l2)))
+ 4 logR
(










+ · · · (C.24)
where a WZW primary is labeled by two half integers |l1, l2〉. We do not show the full
result here to fourth order in the total couplings g1, g2 but the full result in terms of




D.1 Exact solutions of the harmonic oscillator ODE
In this section we study Wronskians of exact solutions of the ODE for Ising model discussed
in 3.3
e−2θ∂2xψ(x) = (x
2 − 2)ψ(x) (D.1)










w = 0 (D.2)
It is related to the Whittaker and Watson’s parabolic cylinder functions, commonly used






. It has the property that if U(a, z) is a
solution to (D.2), U(a,±z) and U(−a,±iz) are also solutions and all of them are entire
functions of a and z. Given the large z asymptotics
U(a, z) ∼ e− 14 z2z−a− 12 + . . . , |phase(z)| < 3
4
π (D.3)
we identify ψ0, the small solution along the ray of e












and infinite other solutions
ψn(x; θ) ≡ ψ0(x; θ + iπn) (D.5)
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With the help of the Wronskians


















We obtain the results in 3.3

















where t(x) is a reference stress tensor and U(x) a quadratic differential. When we have
singularities, t(x) should not be more singular than U(x).
The solutions and transport coefficients for the corresponding Schröedinger equation
have a very rich asymptotic behaviour as ~→ 0. This has been studied by a vast literature
on the WKB approximation, culminating in the Voros analysis [81, 80, 79]. Useful insights
can also be inherited by the WKB analysis of the Lax connection of Hitchin systems[88, 89],
with the help of a certain “conformal limit” [118].




]. The “GMN-style” WKB analysis focusses
on the complement Sϑ of the “spectral network” Sϑ of flow lines
e−iϑ
√
U(x)dx ∈ R (D.11)
originating from the zeroes of U(x).
We will focus on situations where U(x) has at least one regular or irregular singularity,
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so that the flow lines generically end at the singularities. Each point xp away from Sϑ
belongs to a flow line which goes from a singularity to a singularity. We can associate to
xp two “small solutions” ψ
xp
± (x), defined up to rescaling, which are the parallel transport
along the flow line of solutions which decay to zero as they approach the two singularities
along the flow line.
For convenience, denote as ψa(x) the collection of small solutions which are selected at
the singularities by the above procedure. These will include all the ψxsi (x) at all irregular
singularities and one of the two monodromy eigenvectors ψxs± (x) at the regular singularities.




± (x) ∼ ψaxp± (x) (D.12)
with some normalization coefficients we will now estimate.
A straightforward WKB analysis indicates that ψ
xp
± (x) are “WKB solutions” in the




































+ ~p1(x) + ~3p2(x) + · · · (D.15)
We can compare the relative normalization of ψ
xp
± (x) and ψaxp± (x) and thus compute
the asymptotic behaviour of the Wronskians




where the two small solutions are compared along the flow line passing by xp.
The Wronskian is controlled by the integral of p(x; ~) along the flow line. In particular,
the leading asymptotics are controlled by the periods of ydx on the spectral curve y2 =
U(x).
We can think about p(x; ~) as the Jacobian of a local coordinate transformation which
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maps the Schröedinger operator to ∂2s − 1. It can be thus defined as an actual function as
p(x; ~) =









D.2.2 Simple zeroes vs higher order zeroes
If U(x) has only simple zeroes, the GMN-style analysis is sufficient to completely charac-
terize the asymptotics of the transport data, as the (cross-ratios of) Wronskians along flow
lines are a complete collection of local coordinates on the space of flat connections.
If U(x) has higher-order zeros, then the Wronskians along flow lines are not enough
and we need to compare solutions in the neighbourhood of the zeroes by a more refined
analysis, which we will develop below. Even for simple zeroes, this analysis is an important
sanity check on the GMN-style analysis.
Comparison at a simple zero
Near a simple zero x1, we should be able to find a local coordinate s such that the
Schrödinger operator has the Airy form ∂2s − s. In such a local coordinate, the solu-
tion that fast decays along the positive real axis is given by Airy function
√
2πAi(s) with



















which have Wronskian W (Aia(s),Aia+1(s)) = −i.





Aia (s(x; ~)) (D.20)
The local coordinate must solve the equation














Using the asymptotics of the Airy functions we can match the ψx1a (x) with the small
solutions in the contiguous regions of Sϑ, i.e the three ψa(x) associated to the three sin-
gularities reached by the flow lines originating at x1. The Wronskians evaluated at x1
obviously coincide with the Wronskians evaluated in the contiguous regions of Sϑ.
Comparison at a zero of order n
Near a zero xn of order n, we should be able to find a local coordinate s such that the
Schrödinger operator has the form ∂2s − sn. In such a local coordinate, a solution which


































Setting n = 1, we have A1;a(s) = Aia(s). Because An(s) only involves powers s
k(n+2) and








where Fn and Gn involve respectively the s
k(n+2) and sk(n+2)+1 powers. It follows that









The Wronskian of consecutive solutions is −i. With this, we can compute (An;a, An;b) for
any a and b.




An;a (s(x; ~)) (D.27)
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which satisfy the same linear relations. We can match them to the n + 2 solutions ψa(x)
associated to the n+ 2 singularities reached by the flow lines originating at xn.
D.2.3 Examples:
Quadratic potential
~2∂2xψ(x) = (x2 − E)ψ(x) (D.28)
where E > 0. There are two first order zeros at x = ±
√
E and one irregular singularity at
x = ∞. There are four anti-Stokes lines connected to the infinity, so three are four small
solutions. We will normalize (and regularize) these four solutions, according to the recipe
in the general discussion above. Let’s start with ψ0(x), which is defined to be, up to the
overall normalization, the unique solution that decays exponentially fast towards infinity
along the positive real line. Let I0(x) be an anti-derivative of
√
x2 − E, in an angular
sector around the infinity that contains the positive real line, then the statement of the








for any x on the WKB flow lines connected to the positive infinity. One might want to
























































Figure D.1: WKB diagram for the differential equation (D.28). Generic flow lines and
WKB lines are colored blue and red respectively.
where I1(x) is defined in the same way as I0(x) except L is taken towards infinity in the
direction
√
~e− iπ2 . And we get two more constants C1 and D1 we need to fix. We fix them
once and for all by defining C0 = 1, D0 = −14 (E + 2E log 2− E logE) and for n ∈ Z
ψn(x; ~) ≡ ψ0(x; ~e−iπn) (D.34)
It is easy to check that ψn(x; ~) satisfy the differential equation (D.28) and decrease expo-
nentially fast along rays of direction
√
~e− inπ2 . (D.34) fixes Dn such that their dependence
will drop out in calculating wronskians. This amounts to fixing the ambiguity of the ground
state energy in the T functions. The choice of Ci is determined by matching the Wronkians
with the standard normalization of T functions. We can then compute the asymptotics of
the Wronskians. For example,
(ψ0, ψ1) ∼ −ie
1
~ (I1(x)−I0(x)) = −i (D.35)
evaluated at any point in the sector S0, where the asymptotics of both ψ0 and ψ1 are
valid. We therefore just obtained the central result of Wronskians: it is controlled by the
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(vanishing) contour integral from one asymptotic infinity to another





















The Wronskian is independent of x and asymptotic in ~. Similarly, we have
(ψn, ψn+1) ∼ −ie(−1)
n 1
~ (In+1(x)−In(x)) = −i (D.37)
We can now calculate the cross ratio
χγ ≡
(ψ0, ψ1) (ψ−1, ψ2)















y2 − E = e−2πi E2~ (D.40)
We can confirm we have the correct Wronskians from a different perspective, discussed
in the previous section, namely by comparing the asymptotics with the local solutions
around zeros and evaluate the Wronskians using local solutions. Let’s illustrate how it
works. Around the zero x =
√
E, the Schrodinger equation is linearized as
∂2sψ(s) = sψ(s) (D.41)
where s = α(x−
√
E) and α = (2
√
E/~2)1/3. Three nice local solutions are given by Aia(s)
defined in (D.19). Compare the normalization between Aia(s) and ψn(x) in the region
where both asymptotics (D.18) and linearized differential equation (D.41) are valid , we
have
ψn(x) ∼ α−1/2Ain(αx), n = −1, 0,+1 (D.42)
Since (Ain,Ain+1) = −i, we therefore arrive at the same expression (D.37). The same is
true around the other zero x = −
√
E.
To evaluate (D.38), we need to know the relation between ψ3 and ψ−1. Note that
the differential equation (D.28) is regular in the whole complex plane, so its solutions are
entire functions, as we have found explicitly in Appendix D.1. 1 Therefore when we do the
1There is no problem with all the square root in the asymptotic expressions above since they are only
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analytic continuation, there is no true monodromy but only formal monodromy coming
from the asymptotics2. For example, ψn and ψn+4 are proportional to each other since
both are the (unique) fast decreasing solution along the ray of
√
~e− inπ2 and the relative
coefficient is given by the formal monodromy
ψn+4(x) = e
−2πiΛ0ψn(x), n ∈ odd (D.43)
where Λ0 = −12 − E2~ is the exponent of the formal monodromy. When n is even, we just
replace ~→ −~.
We are now ready to evaluate the spectral coordinate,
χγ ≡
(ψ0, ψ1) (ψ−1, ψ2)
(ψ−1, ψ0) (ψ1, ψ2)
∼ −e2πiΛ0 = e−2πi E2~ (D.44)
which agree with (D.40).
We can also take E to be zero, namely
~2∂2xψ(x) = x2ψ(x) (D.45)
Two first order zeros collapse into a single second order zero. Our GMN-style analysis
(D.31)-(D.44) still applies, namely the only spectral coordinate χ ∼ 1. To carry out the
second perspective, we need to compare four small solutions ψn to the local solutions A2;a
defined in (D.24) around x = 0, a second order zero.
∂2sψ(s) = s
2ψ(s) (D.46)
where s = ~−1/2x. We therefore have the identification
ψn(x) ∼ ~1/4A2;n(~−1/2x) (D.47)






− gx3 − E)ψ(x) (D.48)
expected to be valid in a particular angular sector. The examples in this article are (D.18) and (D.3)
2One can calculate the monodromy explicitly and see it is indeed trivial.
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Figure D.2: WKB diagram for the differential equation (D.48). Generic flow lines and
WKB lines are colored blue and red respectively.On the left, E > 0 and there are three
simple zeros. On the right, E = 0 and there are one simple zero and one second order zero.
For simplicity, let’s assume g and E are real positive. When g is small enough, we have
three zeros on the real axis denoted as x±, x1, which in small g are
x± ∼ ±
√











~ I0(x;D0), ψn(x; ~) ≡ ψ0(x; ~e−iπn) (D.50)
where Q(x) = x
2
2






















Again, we have (ψn, ψm) = −i, whenever ψn and ψm are connected to the same zero and
n < m. We have two spectral coordinates χA and χB, which are controlled by the contour
integral along cycles γ1 and γ2 for the exactly same reason in the quadratic case.
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Let’s see what happens if we take E = 0, where two zeros x± collide. We still have a
closed contour γ1, which can be shrunk to a point. So we have χA = 1. On the other hand,
we have problems evaluating the other spectral coordinate χB using GMN-style approach,
since ψ2 and ψ4 are not connected by flow lines. This is where our second perspective is
useful. (ψ−1, ψ2) can be evaluated from the Wronskians of local solutions around the zeros.
Specifically, we choose D0 in I0(x) such that it matches exactly to the nice solution around
the simple zero x1. We therefore have (ψ−1, ψ0) = (ψ0, ψ1) = (ψ1, ψ2) = −i. ψ−1 and ψ2
will be matched with the local solutions around the double zero,



















Therefore we have our second spectral coordinate
χB ≡
(ψ0, ψ1) (ψ−1, ψ2)












If all three zeros collide, spectral coordinate can be then evaluated using local solutions
{A3,a} to be






The same result can also be found via symmetry consideration discussed in [226, 88].
D.2.4 WKB analysis for the WZW ODE/IM
Matching around the zero:
Because of our choice of normalization of the small solutions, involving the integral of
the WKB momentum starting from x = −1
g
, the small solution connected to the zero will











(n′−n) − e− πik+2 (n′−n)
e
πi
k+2 − e− πik+2
≡ d(k)n′−n (D.56)
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whenever n0 ≤ n ≤ n0 + k + 1 and n0 ≤ n′ ≤ n0 + k + 1.
Matching around the negative infinity:
We will use the Lambert W function W (z), which is defined to be the principal solution
of z = W (z)eW (z).
We can expand the potential around x = x0, with real part of x0 assumed to be large
negative:






where δ ≡ x− x0 is small. If x0 is chosen such that 2θ + 2x0 + k log(1 + gx0) = 0, namely











the potential behaves like e2δ around x0. The choice of imaginary part of x0 is not unique.
The possible choices lie on the special WKB lines. Let us choose one above the real axis,
and label the line on which x0 lies, to be nx0 .
Therefore we would like to match the solutions in the large negative region around x0
to solutions of the local equation
∂2δψ(x0 + δ) = e
2δψ(x0 + δ) (D.59)
Because we normalize the small solutions as in (3.49), the WKB parallel transport of









computed along a contour which passes above the real axis. That evaluates to




































for a WKB line above the real axis, i.e. n ≤ n0, where the relative coefficients are fixed by
requiring ψn to decrease asymptotically fast along the corresponding special WKB lines.
Note the shift nx0 in the coefficient from (3.59). For a WKB line below the real axis, i.e.




















x)) = 1, we finally estimate






2 mk(g)(n′ − n) (D.65)
whenever n ≤ n0 and n′ ≤ n0.
Similarly, we have






2 mk(g)(n′ − n) (D.66)
whenever n ≥ n0 + k+ 1 and n′ ≥ n0 + k+ 1. Notice the change in the phase factor in the
exponential.
Finally, if n ≤ n0 and n′ ≥ n0 + k + 1 we get








eθmk(g)(n′ − n− k). (D.67)
Note that nx0 doesn’t appear in any of the Wronskian, as expected.
If n = n0 and n
′ = n0 + k + 1 we have
i(ψn0 , ψn0+k+1) ∼ 1 = d(k)k+1 (D.68)
from both estimates. This is an useful sanity check.
If a Wronskian does not belong to the above ranges we can use Plücker formulae to
relate it to the ones that belong to the above ranges and obtain the WKB asymptotics.
One can easily get convinced that all Wronskians can be obtained this way. For example,
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say that n0 ≤ n ≤ n0 + k + 1 and n′ ≥ n0 + k + 1. Then we can write
i(ψn, ψn′) = −(ψn, ψn′)(ψn0 , ψn0+k+1) = −(ψn0 , ψn)(ψn0+k+1, ψn′)− (ψn, ψn0+k+1)(ψn0 , ψn′)
(D.69)
















2 eθmk(g)(n′ − n0 − k) (D.70)
Notice that either of the two exponential factors is trivial, as either (−1)n0+k+1+(−1)n′ = 0
or (−1)n0+k + (−1)n′ = 0. The two summands will exchange dominance whenever e−iπk2 eθ
becomes pure imaginary.
Similarly if n ≤ n0 and n0 ≤ n′ ≤ n0 + k + 1 we can write
i(ψn, ψn′) = −(ψn, ψn0)(ψn′ , ψn0+k+1)− (ψn, ψn0+k+1)(ψn0 , ψn′) (D.71)














2 eθmk(g)(n0 + 1− n) (D.72)
Finally, we should specify the value of n0:
 If k is odd, the WKB analysis jumps whenever eθ is pure imaginary. Real θ is not
“special” and can be used as a starting point for the WKB analysis. Then n0 = −k+12 .
 If k is even, then the WKB analysis jumps whenever eθ is real. If we sit at θ with
imaginary part iπ
2
then n0 = −k2 − 1, while if we sit at θ with imaginary part −iπ2
then n0 = −k2 .
D.3 Perturbative solutions of ODE
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D.3.1 SU(2)k vacuum expectation value
The Schrodinger equation for the vacuum expectation value of line defects in the su(2)k
WZW model is





ψ(x; θ − iπn
2





is defined as the Wronskian of the wavefunctions with shifted θ arguments; by general
arguments this quantity is independent of x. The label n in this section is equal to the
dimension of the representation of SU(2) and is related to the spin label j in the direct
perturbative line defect calculation by n = 2j + 1.
The differential equation can be rearranged such that it only depends on a particular
combination of g and θ. Upon shifting x by −1/g,
g−ke2/ge−2θ∂2xψ(x) = x
ke2xψ(x),
so the wavefunction after the shift of x only depends on the combination gk/2e−1/geθ. It is




geff(θ) = g + θg
2 + θ(θ − k
2





)g4 + · · · .
Since Tn(θ) is independent of x, the perturbative regime to be compared with the direct
two-dimensional line defect computation can be characterized by the asymptotics of the
wavefunction at large negative x. In this limit, the wavefunction ψ(x; θ) exhibits simple
linear behavior in x and can be parametrized up to exponential corrections as
ψ(x; θ) ∼ −Q(θ)(x+ 1
g
)− Q̃(θ)


















In the above, we included the shift of x so that both Q and Q̃ are functions of geff(θ) only.




(1 + q1geff(θ) + q2geff(θ)






+ q̃0 + q̃1geff(θ) + · · · )
such that the ψ asymptotics receive geff-corrections to its slope as well as to its constants.
In fact, normalizing the T function as T1 = 1 determines the expansion coefficients of Q in




kn(n2 − 1)g3 + π
2
24
kn(n2 − 1)(3k − 6θ − 2q̃0 + 8q̃1)g4 + · · · .
To determine the coefficients, we proceed with the systematic order-by-order solution of
the Schrodinger equation.
Let us express the wavefunction ψ(x; θ) as a series ψ =
∑∞
i=0 g
iψi in g and perform a
weak coupling expansion of the Schrodinger equation around UV fixed point g = 0:
O(1) : e−2θ∂2xψ(0) = e2xψ(0)
O(g) : e−2θ∂2xψ(1) = e2x(ψ(1) + kxψ(0))
and so on. We only require up to O(g) to compare with the direct perturbative calculation.
The ambiguities in the solutions ψ(i) coming from the integration constants are fixed by
imposing that the solution decays exponentially and it does so in a very particular manner
as to agree with the WKB asymptotics given in the main body of the text.
As explained in the main body of the text, the unique solution at O(1) satisfying these






The large negative x behavior of ψ(0)(x; θ) is
ψ(0)(x; θ) ∼ − 1√
π
(x+ θ + γ − log 2)
and so q̃0 = −k4 + γ − log 2.
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The solution at O(g), up to an integration constant c(θ), is



















In the equation, I0(e
x+θ) diverges exponentially at large positive x, so upper limit of the
first integral in the above has been chosen such that the solution decays exponentially in
that limit. It is possible to fix the remaining constant c(θ) as at O(1) such that the total
solution matches with the WKB asymptotics. However, a simpler way (which works at
least at this order) is to notice that our asymptotic parametrization of ψ in terms of Q, Q̃
picks out a coefficient multiplying x which is constant and is in particular independent of




. Note further that only K0(e
x+θ) contributes
a term proportional to x (more precisely, − x√
π
) in the limit x → −∞. It follows that,
according to our parametrization of the wavefunction, c(θ) must be chosen such that the
integral multiplying K0(e
x+θ) is equal to 1/4 at x → −∞. We can simply take such a
condition to be the definition of c(θ), and this renders the precise form of c(θ) unnecessary.
The large negative x behavior of ψ(1) is then












+ γ − log 2).









k − θ − 1− γ + log 2)g4 + · · · .
It is possible to choose a renormalization scheme in the direct two-dimensional calculation
such that the vacuum expecation value of the line defect in the SU(2)k WZW model
matches with the above result from the Schrodinger equation. Namely, a shift of the
coupling as
g → λg + λ2g2(−2 log ε+ k − 2γ − 2 log π) + · · ·
with 2πR = eθ and the choice λ = −1/2, results in the above formula for Tn. Constants
in the expectation value which are independent of θ can always be accounted for by trivial
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shifts of the coupling. However, it is still nontrivial that q̃1 can directly be verified to be
independent of θ and the precise θ dependence matches as this term is robust to local
counterterms. Hirota bilinear relations are satisfied rather trivially at the level of the
vev, as there is no nontrivial n dependence apart from that coming from an overall Dynkin
index factor. However, Hirota is nontrivial at the level of the expectations between primary
states, which we now proceed to show.
D.3.2 SU(2)k expectation value between primaries









yields the solution whose Wronskian give rise to the T function Tn,l(θ) := 〈T̂n(θ)〉l =
〈l|T̂n(θ)|l〉 evaluated between primary states with level l. Tn,l(θ) are defined again in terms












An asymptotic parametrization of ψl(x; θ) can be determined by analyzing the solutions
to the degenerations of the Schrodinger equation at x → −∞ and at g → 0, and then
carefully matching the solutions in the regime of interest 1/g  −x  0. The resulting
parametrization is
ψl(x; θ) ∼ −
x
2l + 1

























+ q̃l,0 + q̃l,1geff(θ) + · · · ).
































k(2l2 + l − 1)− 4l
(








45k2(l2 − 1)− 30k[(l + 1)(8l − 3)θ + (4l − 1)q̃l,0]
+ l(l + 1)[7π2l2 + 27π2l + 26π2 − 3(l2 + l + 3)π2n2 + 180θ2]
+ 120lq̃l,0(q̃l,0 + 3θ) + 120q̃l,1(2l − 1)
]
g4 + · · · .





l as before and obtain an order-by-order weak coupling
expansion of the differential equation. As is easy to see, the l-dependent term drops out
and we end up with the same equations up to O(g) as in the vev case:
O(1) : e−2θ∂2xψ(0)l = e2xψ
(0)
l





and so on. Note that the equations do receive contributions from the l-dependent term
starting at O(g2), though we won’t need them for the purposes of comparing to the line







(1). The only difference then is the parametrization of the










3k2 − 8l(l + 1)[π2 + 6(γ − log 2)2]− 24k[3 + 2l + (l + 2)(γ − log 2)]
]
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45k2(4l(l + 1)− 5)
+ 4l(l + 1)[7π2l(l + 1) + 36π2 − 3(l(l + 1) + 3)π2n2 + 180(θ + γ − log 2)2]
+ 120k[3θ + 3− γ(8l(l + 1)− 3)− 3 log 2− 4l(l + 1)(2θ + 1− 2 log 2)]
]
g4 + · · · .
Now we must verify from the results of the direct line defect calculation that (1) a
renormalization scheme can be chosen such that the it matches the above Tn,l(θ) from
the Schrodinger analysis and (2) the renormalized result satisfies Hirota bilinear relations.
Both are nontrivial statements, respectively as local counterterms cannot depend on θ or
l and as Tn,l(θ) has a nontrivial n dependence.
With some work, both (1) and (2) can be verified to hold, where the Schrodinger solution
determines a unique renormalization scheme for the defect. The shift in the coupling
g → λg + λ2g2
[




4(log ε)2 − 2(3k − 4γ − 4 log π) log ε+ k2
− 2k(2 + 3γ + 3 log π) + π
2
3
(2− n2) + 4(γ + log π)2
]
+ · · ·
with λ = −1/2 in the perturbative calculation yields an expectation value matching Tn,l(θ),
and the result satisfies Hirota.
D.3.3 Multichannel expectation values
In the multichannel Kondo problem with m channels, i.e.
∏m
i=1 su(2)ki , we are interested in
studying the perturbative sector where all couplings gi with i = 1, 2, · · · , n become small.
Therefore a convenient thing to do is to have an overall small constant g which encodes




expansion can be done with respect to a single infinitesimal parameter g and other finite
parameters zi can be used to index the positions of the individual couplings.There should
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be, however, one constraint as there are now a total of m + 1 parameters (g, zi). We take
this to be, e.g.
∑














indicating that the (inverse of) g is the mean of (inverses of) gi.























, works as well but we proceed with u
rather than ũ.


























This indicates that the solutions only depend on zi and the following combination which
can be absorbed into an effective coupling geff(θ):
e−1/geff(θ)geff(θ)
∑







The effective coupling geff(θ) now depends on m as well as θ. Its expansion in g is
geff(θ) = g + θg




















g4 + · · · .
The g-expansion of the Schrodinger equation to O(g) does not depend on u. Hence the
asymptotic solutions ψ(0) and ψ(1) of ψ =
∑
i g
iψ(i) are equal to that for the vevs of the
single-channel Kondo problem, with k substituted for
∑
i ki.
For the rest of this subsection, we focus on the case m = 2, or su(2)k1 × su(2)k2 , for
simplicity. As was done for the single-channel primaries, the asymptotic parametrization
of the multichannel solution ψ in terms of Q,Q̃ can be determined by analyzing the large
negative x limit of the Schrodinger equation, i.e. the limit where only the u-dependent
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terms survive, and then considering the solution in the regime 1/g  −x 0. This yields
the parametrization
ψ(x; θ) ∼ − 1




































+ q̃0 + q̃1geff(θ) + · · · ).
The multichannel function Tn(θ) is defined similarly as for the single-channel primaries,
with the replacement l→ l1 + l2.
As before, the normalization T1 = 1 expresses qi in terms of q̃i and perturbative solutions











2)− 24(k1 + k2)[(γ − log 2 + 2)(l1 + l2 + 2)− 1]
+ 6k1k2 − 8(l1 + l2)(l1 + l2 + 1)[π2 + 6(γ − log 2)2]
]
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These coefficients suffice to determine the multichannel Tn(θ) function
Tn(θ) = n− g2
[1
6





π2n(n2 − 1)(k1(2l21 + (4l2 + 2)l1 + 2l2(l2 + 1)− 1)
+ k2(2l2 + 2(l
2
1 + 2l2l1 + l1 + l
2





n(n2 − 1)[−30k1(4(l1 + l2)(−3k2(l1 + l2 + 1) + 8(l1 + l2 + 1)t
+ 4(l1 + l2 − (l1 + l2 + 1) log(4))) + 15k2 + 16l1 + 16l2
+ 4γ(8l2 + 8(l
2
1 + 2l2l1 + l1 + l
2
2)− 3)− 12t− 12 + log(4096))
− 120k2(4(l1 + l2)(2(l1 + l2 + 1)t+ l1 + l2 − 2(l1 + l2 + 1) log(2)) + 4l1 + 4l2
+ γ(8l2 + 8(l
2
1 + 2l2l1 + l1 + l
2
2)− 3)− 3t− 3 + log(8))
+ 45k21(4l
2
1 + (8l2 + 4)l1 + 4l2(l2 + 1)− 5) + 45k22(4l21 + (8l2 + 4)l1 + 4l2(l2 + 1)− 5)
+ 4((l1 + l2)(l1 + l2 + 1)(π
2(−3(l21 + 2l2l1 + l1 + l22 + l2 + 3)n2 + 7(l1 + l2)2
+ 7l1 + 7l2 + 36) + 180(t+ γ − log(2))2]
]
. (D.73)
Comparing with the perturbative defect calculations, the following renormalization scheme
with the shifts
g1 → λg1 + λ2g21[−2 log ε− 2γ + k1 − 2 log π − 2z1] + λ2g1g2[k2]
+ λ3g31[4(log ε)
2 − 2(−4γ + 3k1 − 4 log π − 4z1) log ε+D1]
+ λ3g21g2[−4k2 log ε+D3] + λ3g1g22[−2k2 log ε+D5] + λ3g32[D7]
g2 → λg2 + λ2g22[−2 log ε− 2γ + k2 − 2 log π − 2z2] + λ2g2g1[k1]
+ λ3g32[4(log ε)
2 − 2(−4γ + 3k2 − 4 log π − 4z2) log ε+D2]
+ λ3g22g1[−4k1 log ε+D4] + λ3g2g21[−2k1 log ε+D6] + λ3g31[D8]
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with λ = −1/2 and the conditions
D1 +D3 +D5 +D7 =− 4k1z1 − 2k2z1 − 2k2z2 + γ(−6k1 − 6k2 + 8(z1 + log π))







+ 4z21 + 2z1 + 2z2 + 8z1 log π + 4γ
2 + 4 log2 π
D2 +D4 +D6 +D8 =− 4k2z2 − 2k1z2 − 2k1z1 + γ(−6k2 − 6k1 + 8(z2 + log π))







+ 4z22 + 2z2 + 2z1 + 8z2 log π + 4γ
2 + 4 log2 π
matches multichannel Schrodinger analysis and the result satisfies Hirota bilinear relations.
In the above, the two auxiliary variables z1 and z2 can be identified by the condition
z1 + z2 = 0.
D.4 Details of UV expansion for excited states
In this appendix, we verify the claim (4.92) for a few examples explicitly by working
perturbatively in g to O(g4). Next, based on these examples, we summarize a general
recipe in the case of zero twist α+ = 0. We then end this section with some remarks and
checks with nonzero twist.
D.4.1 Examples of UV perturbative matching
Let us perform a perturbative UV analysis of the proposed excited state Schrödinger equa-
tions and compare them to SU(2)k WZW line defects evaluated between certain excited
states. We use the Chevalley basis rather than the orthonormal basis used in [1]. To



























We will consider the following states as examples:
J+−1|0, k〉, J+−2|0, k〉. (D.76)
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+ (x) = −
1











respectively. Note, however, that the state J+−2|0,−1〉 is a special case of (D.77) since, as





The left hand side of the claim (4.92) is an obvious, alebit tedious, task, namely to
compute the g expansion of the expectation value of the operator T̂n(θ) in a certain state.
This operator was calculated in the Appendix E of [1]. Note that if we normalize the




〈0, k|J−r T̂n(θ)J+−r|0, k〉 (D.80)















= 1 + 〈Tn+1(θ)〉r〈Tn−1(θ)〉r (D.81)
holds.4
Finding the g expansion of the Wronskian on the right hand side of (4.92) is not obvious.
In [1], we proposed an approach based on a combination of various limits. The basic idea
consists of two steps: (1) analyze the solution of the Schrödinger equation in the regime
1/g  −x and −x 0 separately and (2) match the solutions in the intermediate region
1/g  −x 0.
We can recycle many of the result from [1] as modifications of the Schrödinger equation
3In this appendix only, we write the excited expectation values with angled brackets to emphasize
that 〈Tn(θ)〉r are quantities which are directly evaluated from the defect operator computed in [1]. The
quantities we write as Tn(θ) in the perturbative analysis below correspond to the Wronskian result we
obtain from the Schrödinger equation.
4One could choose not to use the normalization 1rk in (D.80), but the Hirota relations would then have
(rk)2 in place of 1 and the following perturbative analyses acquire extra normalization factors.
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by the potential terms do not contribute to the perturbative expansion of the differen-
tial equation at O(1) and O(g). Hence, we may use the direct evaluation result of the
wavefunction in [1] given by
ψ = ψ(0) + gψ(1) + · · · (D.82)
with
ψ(0)(x; θ) ∼ − 1√
π
(x+ θ + γ − log 2)




(x− θ − 2− γ + log 2)
at large negative x. Also, we introduce the effective coupling geff(θ) defined by [1]
geff(θ)
k/2e−1/geff(θ) = gk/2e−1/geθ (D.83)
with the g expansion














g4 + · · · . (D.84)
J+−1|0, k〉, one w′, no w








We propose that this equation encodes the excited line defect expectation value 〈Tn(θ)〉1.
The perturbative analysis as an expansion in g is done after shifting x→ x+ 1/g.
The asymptotics of ψ can be determined by carefully analyzing the solutions of the
Schrödinger equation in the regime 1/g  −x  0. Doing so, the wavefunction can be
parametrized as
ψ(x; θ) ∼ − 1
3g2
























+ q̃0 + q̃1geff(θ) + · · ·
)
. (D.87b)
Before the shift x→ x+1/g, the dependence of ψ on g and θ combine into geff(θ) such that
ψ becomes a function of x and geff only. The explicit g dependence in the parametrization
of ψ above comes purely from the shift x→ x+ 1/g.
As the general analysis in the next subsection will suggest, the difference #w′ − #w
is responsible for the various factors present above. The overall coefficient 1/3 in the
asymptotics of ψ arises via the combination (2(#w′ − #w) + 1)−1, as does the overall
power of g
±(#w′−#w)
eff in the expression of Q, Q̃.




























The coefficients qi can be expressed in terms of q̃i by imposing the condition T1 = 1. The
explicit expression of Tn(θ) up to O(g
4) requires the knowledge of q̃0 and q̃1. Comparing



















− γ2 − (log 2)2.
The full expression for Tn(θ) to O(g
4) is then













π2n(n2 − 1)[195k2 − 120k(5θ + 1− 5 log 2)− 24γ(25k
− 24θ + log 16777216) + 8π2(10− 3n2) + 288(θ − log 2)2 + 288γ2]
]
+O(g5).
This expression satisfies the Hirota bilinear relations and has been verified to match the
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perturbative line defect computation for 〈Tn(θ)〉1 in a suitable renormalization scheme,
where g is shifted as
g → λg + λ2g2
[




2 log ε(−3k + 2 log ε+ 4γ + 4 log π) + (k − 4)k
− 6k log π + γ(8 log π − 6k) + 1
6
π2(n2 + 1) + 4γ2 + 4(log π)2
]
+O(g4)
with λ = −1/2.
J+−2|0, k〉, two w′, one w




8(k2 + k(4x+ 5) + 4(x2 + x+ 1))
(k2 + 4kx+ k + 4x(x+ 1))2
]
ψ(x; θ). (D.89)
We propose that this equation encodes the excited line defect expectation value 〈Tn(θ)〉2.
As in the previous case, the wavefunction can be parametrized
ψ(x; θ) ∼ − 1
3g2






(1 + k + 2x)g], (D.90)
where Q(geff) and Q̃(geff) are as in (D.87). The expression for Tn(θ) in terms of Q, Q̃
remains the same as in (D.88). Comparing the parameterization of ψ in terms of Q, Q̃














− 3k(15k + 64 + log 256)− 8
(




























− 72(−2γ − 2θ + 1 + log 4)2 − 195k2




This expression satisfies the Hirota bilinear relations and has been verified to match the
perturbative line defect computation for 〈Tn(θ)〉2 in a suitable renormalization scheme,
where g is shifted as
g → λg + λ2g2
[












(−198 + 3i)k + 4π2(n2 + 1) + 3
(




− 6k + 8γ + (4 + 2i)
)
log(πε)− 6γk + 4 log(ε) log(π2ε) + 4γ2 + (4 + 2i)γ
]
+O(g4)















































− 288γ2 − 24γ(24θ + 13− 24 log 2)
+ 3
(













6(log 2− γ)2 + π2
)
+ 24(3γ + 5− 3 log 2) + 3
)
.
D.4.2 A general perturbative prescription
One can easily see the pattern of the steps in the previous example and might wonder
if it is possible to perform the perturbative analysis in a uniform way without specifying
particular values for w′i and wi, i.e. without solving the Bethe equations explicitly. Here
in this section, we provide such a recipe for zero spin and zero twist.
In considering the Schrödinger equation in the regime 1/g  −x  0, one first solves
the equation with just the potential terms and then expands in g until one has O(x)
contributions. That is, for (#w′,#w) = (p, q) we take (after shifting x 7→ x + 1/g) the g


















Notice that one exact solution of such an equation is∏q
i=1(x+ 1/g − wi)∏p













+ · · ·
]
. (D.96)
Expanding up to the order shown is sufficient for p > q, but one needs to consider an O(g2)
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term for p = q. Here, we concern ourselves with just the p > q cases as the p = q case is
treated in a similar but more involved way.
The solution above is that proportional to Q̃ of the previous subsection. An exact
second solution turns out to be more elusive, but this can be overcome by the fact that
we only need the perturbative form of second solution. The second solution can then be















i.e. the shifted Wronskian of the wavefunction, is normalized as
Tn(θ) =
i

























Doing so, one finds that the parametrization of the wavefunction for the cases p > q
becomes
ψ(x; θ) ∼ − 1










































+ q̃0 + q̃1geff(θ) + · · ·
)
.
We see that q̃0 and q̃1, determined by comparison to the direct perturbative g expansion
of the Schrödinger equation, will only depend on the difference of sums of w′’s and w’s.
The analysis in this subsection can be generalized to other spin modules and those with
twists.
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D.4.3 nonzero twist α+ 6= 0
Mimicking the case of α+ = 0, we proceed with the UV expansion as follows. We are
interested in the ODE
∂2xψ(x) =
[
e2x+2θ(1 + gx)k + t(x)
]
ψ(x) (D.99)
Consider the matching region 1
g






The solution is given by
ψI(x) = Kα+(e
x+θ) ∼ Γ(−α+)2−1−α+eα+(x+θ) + Γ(α+)2α+−1e−α+(x+θ), x→ −∞ (D.101)
Recall Miura part t(x) = a+(x)
2 + ∂xa+(x), takes the form
a+(x) = −α+ −
l
x+ 1/g
+ . . . (D.102)
where α+ is generic enough.







whose solutions are given by
ψII(x) = c1Γ(α+)2
α+−1e
∫ x dx′ a+(x′) + c2Γ(−α+)2−1−α+e∫ x dx′ ã+(x′) (D.104)
where ã+(x) is defined to be the Weyl reflection of a+(x), i.e. ã+(x) = a+(x) + f [a+(x)],
where for any given function a(x), we define
f [a(x)] ≡ e
−2
∫ x dx′a(x′)∫ x
dx′e−2
∫ x′ dx′′a(x′′) . (D.105)

















− θ + . . . . Thus it is very natural to define




1 + q1geff + q2g
2
eff + . . .
]
,






















nπ(2l − kα+) cos(nπα+) + 2(q1 − q̃1) sin(nπα+)
)
+ . . . (D.109)







D.5.1 General remarks and organizations
Given a sl2 λ-oper, the goal of this appendix is to develop techniques to evaluate the Stokes
data, namely the Wronskians between certain solutions (referred to as small solutions
defined below) to the corresponding Schrödinger equation. Our formalism is based on the
WKB analysis, which culminates in the Voros analysis [79, 80, 81, 82, 83, 84, 85, 86, 87,
88, 89]. We refer readers to the appendix of [1] and references therein for a review of WKB
analysis and other related recent progress. Contrary to the common wisdom, we will find
that in the general situation including the examples in this article, the standard WKB
analysis will not provide a complete collection of Stokes data, which we briefly review
below.
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ψ ≡ T (x)ψ(x) (D.111)





Here we start with brief definitions of two main players, Stokes diagrams and small solu-
tions. Other relevant notions will be explained wherever needed.
T (x) and P (x)dx2 are referred to as the stress tensor and the quadratic differential
respectively. We will briefly review the analysis. For any angle ϑ ∈ R/2πZ, ϑ-WKB lines





P (x)dx · ∂t
]
= 0 (D.113)
where ∂t is the tangent vector of the curve. One such line passes through any point in the
x plane. a WKB curve is special if it ends on a zero of P or on an asymptotic region of
exponentially fast decrease for P . The union of all special WKB lines is called a WKB
diagram/spectral network. See Footnote 4.
For each singularity of P (x), we can define a set of small solutions. In particular,
for each special WKB line coming into the singularity, we define a small solution to be
the unique solution (up to normalization) that decays exponentially fast approaching the
singularity along the corresponding special WKB line. We will choose the normalization
such that asymptotically near the singularity, it matches with the WKB solutions ψWKB± (x).
The definition of the WKB solutions and the associated WKB coordinate system will be
given in Section D.5.2.
We would like to find the Wronskians between small solutions. The standard GMN/Voros-
style WKB analysis is interested in contour integrals along the generic WKB lines connect-
ing every pairs of Stokes sectors, while, importantly, staying away from the zeros of the
quadratic differential P (x). They are indeed all we need to provide a complete collection
of Wronskians when all zeroes of the quadratic differential P (x) are simple. However,
more generally, the collection is not complete and we also need information from the local
analysis of the matching region.
An example where we need a generalized WKB analysis would be a polynomial oper
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with non-simple zeros. And the zeros are the matching region we need to understand.
More precisely, for each zero of P (x), we can define a local coordinate system and nice
local solutions therein. Let’s consider first t(x) = 0. For each zero x0 of order n, we want








where ỹ(x0) = 0 + O(~2). We also require the (possibly nonzero) subleading ~ terms in
ỹ(x) are regular at x0.
Generically one can’t find ỹ(x) such that the stress tensor takes exactly the form ỹ
n
~2 .




n−2 + · · ·+ a1ỹ + a0. (D.116)
The constant coefficients can be determined order by order in ~,
am = a
(0)
m + ~2a(2)m + ~4a(4)m + . . . (D.117)
In particular when n = 1, namely, around a simple zero, there always exists a coordinate
system such that the stress tensor takes the form ỹ~2 . We can also write y = ~
− 2
n+2 ỹ, in
which the stress tensor takes the form
yn + an−2~
2n
n+2yn−2 + · · ·+ aj~
2j+4
n+2 yj + · · ·+ a0~
4
n+2 . (D.118)
We will discuss how to find such a local coordinate system and nice local solutions defined
in there, as well as the cases with t(x) 6= 0, in Subsection D.5.2.
Another example of the matching region is the negative infinity of the oper with ex-
ponential potential. The details on how to deal with such matching region is given in
Subsection D.5.7.
We will first describe three different coordinate systems in detail and the transformation
between them in Section D.5.2. Next in Section D.5.3, we will explain why the WKB
analysis away from the zeros is not enough and what information from the local analysis
is crucial to give a complete collection of Wronskians/Stokes data. We then give a general
recipe for evaluating the Wronskians by incorporating the missing local information while
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deferring the local perturbative analysis of extracting the local information to Section
D.5.5.
In order to verify our proposed recipe, we carry out numerical computations. The
method of numerical implementation is given in Section D.5.4.
Finally, we apply the generalized WKB analysis to the nice examples at hand including
polynomial oper with non-simple zeros in Section D.5.6 and the exponential case that
describes the chiral WZW model in Section D.5.7.
D.5.2 Coordinate systems
We would like to define interesting local coordinate systems with good ~→ 0 asymptotics.
There are a few useful coordinate systems we will use frequently in this thesis:
 the original one, denoted as x, where T = 1~2P (x) + t(x),
 the local coordinate around a zero, y or ỹ, where T = yn + . . . or ỹ
n
~2 + . . . ,





Near each (Stokes sector of a) singularity a of the quadratic differential P (x)dx2 we can
find a solution ψWKBa which decreases exponentially fast approaching the singularity. It is

































= T (x). (D.120)
The one form pasya (x)dx is also referred to as the WKB one form. If we write p
asy
a (x) in ~
asymptotics as
pasya (x; ~) =
pasy−1 (x)
~
+ ~pasy1 (x) + ~3p
asy
3 (x) + · · · (D.121)
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the equation (D.120) can then be written as a recursive equation for pn(x). The leading
term is given by pasy−1 (x) ∼
√
P (x).
For a polynomial singularity at x = ∞, the asymptotic expansion sasya (x) involves
increasingly negative powers of x, with coefficients which are Laurent polynomials in ~. In
order to fix the normalization at x =∞ we only need to worry about powers of x greater
than −1, so the last two terms are unimportant. For a singularity of odd degree, the
expansion involves fractional powers of x and thus sasya (x) can be chosen unambiguously
to have no constant term. For a singularity of even degree, there will be a log x term and
we will have to make some choice. Of course, sometimes there are some natural nonzero
choices of the constant as well. See, for example, Section D.5.6. For more generic cases,
we will fix the constant terms of sasya (x) on a case-by-case basis.
Once we fix the constant term in sasya (x), the normalization of the WKB solutions ψ
WKB
a
is then fixed. This then further fixes the normalization of the small solutions, which, as we
defined in section D.5.1, are normalized to match the WKB solutions asymptotically near
the singularity.
Although we defined sasya (x) only as an asymptotic series, it is easy to produce actual
functions which have such an asymptotic expansion: given any other solution5 ψ∗ which is







Redefinitions of ψ∗ by multiples of ψa would just shift e
sa,∗(x) by an x-independent constant.
For generic x, we sit along a generic WKB line associated to a pair of small solutions
ψa(x) and ψb(x), with some normalization determined at the corresponding directions at
infinity or singularities.
These solutions have good ~ → 0 asymptotics in a certain sector of width π in the ~
plane. So does their ratio, which defines an useful local coordinate











5Unless we state explicitly otherwise, by a solution, we mean an actual function, as opposed to a WKB
solution, which is an asymptotic expansion.
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so that the solutions ψa and ψb map to 1 and (ψa, ψb)zab in the zab coordinate. Or equiva-
lently, the stress tensor in zab coordinate is T (zab) = 0.
Also,




and thus the solutions ψa and ψb map to e
− 1
2
sab(x) and (ψa, ψb)e
1
2
sab(x) in the sab coordinate.
Equivalently, the stress tensor in sab coordinate is T (sab) =
1
4
sab(x) can be determined in the following way. Similar to (D.120), the WKB momentum













= T (x) (D.126)






P (x) + ~




+ · · · (D.127)
It is easy to see that pn>0(x) will involve increasingly negative powers of p−1(x) =
√
P (x).
Therefore the zeros of P (x) remain the places where the WKB approximation breaks down,
regardless of t(x).
In order to compute sab from pab, we need to fix the integration constants. This is done
by expanding p(x) near the singularity and comparing term-by-term with sasya (x).
It is easy to express sab as a regularized contour integral. We can write



















and pab + pba = 0, so that
log [(ψa, ψb)(ψb, ψa)] = −limx̄→xa limx̄′→xb
[









with the integral taken along a path equivalent to the WKB line between xa and xb. The
overall sign can be determined by computing the Wronskian explicitly:








Local coordinate system around zeros
Here in this section, we explain how one can find explicitly the coordinate system in which
1




n−2 + · · ·+ a1ỹ + a0 (D.133)




i ~2 + a
(4)





n+2yn−2 + · · ·+ aj~
2j+4
n+2 yj + · · ·+ a0~
4
n+2 . (D.134)
In this section, we will mostly use ỹ so that only integer power of ~ will appear.











n+2yn−2 + · · ·+ aj~
2j+4






In particular if t(x) is nontrivial but regular at the zero of interest x0, we should find the
stress tensor takes the local form (D.116) and (D.118).
Below we will see that ỹ(x) can be uniquely determined with no ambiguity and that it is
unavoidable to have the coefficients ai by providing two different ways of finding such ỹ(x).
By doing so we will explain why the coefficients am are unavoidable. (1) In comparing the
local coordinate and other coordinates, we need to have some parameters to adjust so that
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the cross ratios defined from the local solutions coincide with the same cross-ratio built
from ψn(x). (2) am need to be specific values to make the coordinate transformation ỹ(x)
non-divergent at the interested zero.
local coordinate transformation
We call this a local map since it is only valid in the neighborhood of the zero
~ ỹ2  ỹ ∼ (x− x0) 1. (D.137)
Suppose we are interested in the zero of order n, then apparently one can always do a shift
in the coordinate such that
P (x) = t1x+ t2x
2 + t3x
3 + · · ·+ tNxN (D.138)











{ỹ, x} = P (x)
~2
(D.139)
order by order in ~ and x, we can determine the coordinate transformation ỹ(x) and more
importantly {am} explicitly as functions of {tn, tn+1, . . . , tN}.
non-local coordinate transformation
To state again, we want to find a coordinate transformation ỹ(x) with respect to a zero










{ỹ, x} = P (x)
~2
(D.140)
where ỹ(x) = ỹ0(x) +~ỹ1(x) +~2ỹ2(x) + . . . . This equation can be solved recursively order
by order in ~, and at each order we have a first order differential equation. The leading
order equation ỹ′20 ỹ
n












The integration constant is fixed by choosing the integration starting point from the in-
terested zero x0 of order n, such that locally around x0, ỹ0(x) start from linear order in
(x− x0) and vanishes at x0.
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At the order of ~−1, we have a homogeneous differential equation nỹ1y′0 + 2ỹ0ỹ′1 = 0,





Since ỹ0(x) vanishes at the zero x0 and we require ỹ(x) to be regular there, the only choice
is to choose c1 = 0, hence ỹ1(x) = 0. The same is true for ever odd order in ~.
At the order of ~0, we end up with the an inhomogeneous first order differential equation
for ỹ2(x). We fix the homogeneous part
1
ỹ0(x)n/2
of the solution by choosing the lower limit
of the integral at x0. This renders ỹ2(x) regular, and in general nonzero, at x0. For example





































Furthermore, one can also understand the necessity of the coefficients ai in (D.134) from
the fact that we need them in order to have ỹ2(x) non-divergent at x0.
Relating two coordinate systems
Near a simple zero
There are three special WKB lines emanating from a simple zero. Therefore, near a
simple zero, we can access three small solutions ψa, ψb, ψc, decaying exponentially along
the three special WKB lines respectively. Apparently there must be a linear relation among
them, sometimes referred to as Plücker relations.
(ψa, ψb)ψc + (ψc, ψa)ψb + (ψb, ψc)ψa = 0. (D.146)
On the other hand, there exists a local coordinate system y associated to this simple
















= T (x) (D.147)
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and can be expanded as ~ → 0 to be y(x) = ~− 23 (ỹ0 + ~2ỹ2 + ~4ỹ4 + . . . ). Then the nice








In particular, we have





























We can now relate y to sab and to the other WKB coordinates nearby:
Ai1(y(x))
Ai0(y(x))
= −(ψa, ψb)(ψc, ψa)
(ψb, ψc)
esab(x). (D.153)
The coordinate sab(x) depend on the normalization of the local solutions Aia(y) and small
solutions ψa(x). One can define an alternative local WKB coordinate, i.e. an alternative
primitive of pab(x), that is independent of the normalization of the solutions, given as
follows








If we expand the right hand side −Ai1(y(x))
Ai0(y(x))
































P (x′)dx′ + ~(. . . ) (D.156)




































~ + . . .
)
. (D.158)
We can think about this as a regularized version of the integral of 2pab from the zero to x.
More precisely, as all the ingredients of the definition above have good WKB asymptotics,
we will show below that the ~ expansion exactly coincide with the contour integral of 1
2
pab
from x to x along a path γabc which winds around the zero while keeping away from it:









































P (x) + ~
[−5P ′2 + 4PP ′′
32P 5/2
]
+ . . . (D.161)
The leading order is easy since
√
P (x) is integrable at the zero and we can just pinch the





































is generically nonzero and regular as x→ x0. Let’s now try to understand how this realizes
a primitive of the WKB one form at the order of ~, which is 4PP ′′−5P ′2
32P 5/2
. Apparently, it is
not integrable at the zero x0 because it is divergent there. However, we can rewrite it as
p1(x) =







































x→x0→ #(x− x0) + . . . (D.167)
So the first term in (D.166) is integrable, and we can shrink the contour γabc(x) to the zero.



































This finishes the proof of (D.159) at the order of ~. This way of separating divergent
total derivative from the less divergent part in (D.166) is very reminiscent of a more
well-known way [227, 228] to evaluate the contour integral, which goes as follows. Write
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Figure D.3: The Stokes diagrams in the local coordinate system around the simple zero
and the double zero. The numbers close to the origin label the numbering for the nice local
solutions Ai(y) we use in this section, whereas ψ• label the corresponding small solutions.
P (x) = V (x)− E.
p1(x) =
4PP ′′ − 5P ′2
32P 5/2
=
4(V − E)V ′′ − 5V ′2






























(V − E)3/2 . (D.172)
Notice that the first term is integrable at the zero and the second term is a total derivative.
Near a double zero
If the quadratic differential P (x) has a double zero at x0, then there are four special
WKB lines emanating from x0, around which we can access four small solutions, which are
denoted as ψa, ψb, ψc, ψd in the Fig. D.3. We now have linear relations
(ψa, ψb)ψc + (ψc, ψa)ψb + (ψb, ψc)ψa = 0,
(ψb, ψc)ψd + (ψd, ψb)ψc + (ψc, ψd)ψb = 0,
(ψc, ψd)ψa + (ψa, ψc)ψd + (ψd, ψa)ψc = 0,
(ψd, ψa)ψb + (ψb, ψd)ψa + (ψa, ψb)ψd = 0.
(D.173)
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One can define a nontrivial cross-ratio out of the four solutions χ = (ψa,ψb)(ψc,ψd)
(ψb,ψc)(ψd,ψa)
, which
is close to 1 as ~ → 0. Note that the Wronskians between non-adjacent solutions are not
accessible to the standard WKB analysis. One of the goals of this section is to provide a
way to evaluate such Wronskians by relating to the local coordinate system around this
double zero.
Recall that from the general expression (D.134), the Schrödinger equation in this local






with a(~) = a0 + ~2a2 + ~4a4 + . . . being some function of ~ that can be determined in
~→ 0 asymptotics from the differential equation
(∂xy(x))










= T (x). (D.175)
Nice local solutions to (D.174) are given in (D.189), (D.191) and (D.211), which we























In short, we have a good coordinate in all four sectors. In particular, that means we
could determine this way the asymptotic expansion of the cross-ration χ. On the other
hand, that asymptotic expansion is already computable from a contour integral of p(x) on
a contour wrapping around the double zero while keeping away from it.
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If we expand the left hand side in an asymptotic expansion at large y(x), we can obtain








































where we have parameterized the ~→ 0 asymptotics y(x) = ~−1/2(ỹ0(x)+~2ỹ2(x)+O(~4))




























Let’s note a crucial point of (D.179). While (ψc, ψa) cannot be computed by a naive
WKB contour integral away from the zeroes, everything else in (D.179) can be in principle
evaluated: (A1, A2) is normalized to be −i; (A2, A0) will be computed in (D.214); (ψb, ψc) is
controlled by a WKB contour integral. Therefore (D.179) provides an interesting prediction
of (ψc, ψa). So the relation above should really be written as













respectively. Therefore to figure out (ψc, ψa), which is x independent, we just need to figure
out the constants of proportionality. We can do so by comparing the ~ expansions and
read out the x independent terms.
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D.5.3 Recipe for evaluating Wronskians
1. If we have ψ(x) either exact or numerical solution, we can just evaluate (ψn, ψm).
Normalization of the solutions are not important if one is only interested in the cross
ratios.
2. If two solutions ψn and ψm are connected to the same zero of order k, we have to








. This is equivalent to choosings how the
local solutions Ak;a(y) correspond to the small solutions ψa(x). For each pair ψn(x) ∝
[∂xy(x)]
−1/2Ak;a(y), ψn(x) ∝ [∂xy(x)]−1/2Ak;a(y), we can just read out the constant
of proportionality from the large x asymptotics in the corresponding directions. If
we denote the constants of proportionality as Cn(~) and Cm(~), the Wronskians are
just
(ψn, ψm) = Cn(~)Cm(~)(Ak;a, Ak,b). (D.183)
3. If two solutions ψn and ψm are not connected via special WKB lines to the same
zero, we can use Plücker relation to reduce to the previous case.
4. What remains is to figure out the Wronskians between local solutions (Ak;a, Ak,b).
This will be done via perturbation theory in Section D.5.5.
D.5.4 Numerical implementation









we would like to find the corresponding small solutions and evaluate the Wronskians be-
tween them.
Let’s first consider the case where P (x) is a polynomial of degree n and t(x) = 0.
In this case the ODE is regular everywhere on the complex plane with n + 2 asymptotic
direction towards the irregular singularity at infinity. Then the task would be to find the
decaying solutions along each asymptotic direction. However, initial value problems are
more natural in numerics, where one usually specifies the initial condition (the value of
ψ and ∂xψ at a chosen initial point) and numerically integrate outward along a certain
direction. An obvious way to proceed is the so-called shooting method, which reduces the
boundary value problems to initial value problems and one adjusts the initial condition
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until the desired decaying asymptotics is reached. However, it turns out that, in practice,
large x asymptotics is very sensitive to the initial condition at small x thus it is very hard
to reach a decent accuracy.
Instead, we employ the inward integration approach where the boundary condition
at a certain large value of x is provided by the chosen WKB solutions. Intuitively this
works better for us because the unwanted dominant solution is suppressed by the inward
integration. We will see more examples of the numerical calculation below.
It’s not hard to imagine that dealing with small ~ is challenging for numerics since it
exponentially suppresses the solution. This can be easily resolved by a rescaling of the
coordinate. For example, under a change of coordinate y = ~−2/5x
x3 − ax2
~2
⇔ y3 − a~− 25y2 (D.185)
Therefore, the result only depends on the combination a~− 25 . In the numerics we will study
the latter and vary a. Wronskians and cross ratios will be invariant under the rescaling
of the coordinate. If one wants to study the wavefunctions, we can easily restore the ~
dependence by going back to the original coordinate.
There are other numerical implementation methods available6. See, e.g. [229] for a
recent study.
D.5.5 Solutions near zeros and their Wronskians





k−2 + · · ·+ a1ỹ + a0 (D.186)
which becomes under ỹ = ~
2
k+2y,
T localk (y) = y
k + ak−2γ
kyk−2 + · · ·+ ajγ2+jyj + · · ·+ a0γ2 (D.187)







2(k+2)a(4)m + . . . (D.188)
Let’s attempt to solve the ODE perturbatively in γ. At the leading order, the Schrödinger
operator is just ∂2y −yk. A set of nice solutions has been given in [1], which we now review.
6We thank Andy Neitzke for the helpful correspondence.
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It deserves some remarks here. The definition for (D.189) is obvious because we want
1√
2∂yS(y)
e−S(y) type of asymptotics. Because of the rotational symmetry y → e 2πik+2y, the






aR) ≡ e− πik+2aA(0)k;0(R), R ∈ R+ (D.192)
The inclusion of the factor e−
πi
k+2

























k;a+k. Had we defined A
(0)



































n − e− πik+2n
e
πi
k+2 − e− πik+2
. (D.195)
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Setting k = 1, we are reduced to the Airy functions
A
(0)












where for now we suppressed the subscript. The differential equation ∂2yA(y) = T
local
k (y)A(y)
is expanded order by order in γ as
γ0 :∂2A(0) − ykA(0) = 0,
γ1 :∂2A(1) − ykA(1) = 0,
γ2 :∂2A(2) − ykA(2) = a(0)0 A(0),
γ3 :∂2A(3) − ykA(3) = a(0)1 yA(0) + a(0)0 A(1),
γ4 :∂2A(4) − ykA(4) = a(0)2 y2A(0) + a(0)1 yA(1) + a(0)0 A(2).
(D.198)
We fix the normalization of the solutions by matching with the WKB asymptotics, which








2 + . . . is a (fractional) power series of y, with no constant term. When
the zero of even order, there is also log y, which we choose to be the principal branch. For
example,











+ . . .
T localk (y) = y










+ . . .
T localk (y) = y
3 + bγ3y + aγ2, S = 2
5
y5/2 + bγ3y1/2 − aγ2 1
y1/2
+ . . .
T localk (y) = y













+ . . .
(D.200)
We can now give the prescription for determining the solutions order by order in γ. The
small Ak;a(y), which decays along the ray of exp(− 2πik+2a), is given by





k;a(y) + . . . (D.201)
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Ak;a can be obtained recursively in the following way. We already defined the leading order
A
(0)
k;a above. Obviously WKB solutions (D.199) expand in power of γ starting from γ
2, so we
need to choose A
(1)
k;a = 0. And for each A
(n)
k;a with n ≥ 2, we need to solve an inhomogeneous
ODE with two integration constants to fix, one of which is fixed by requiring the solution
to decay along the chosen direction and the other one is fixed to match the normalization
of the WKB solution (D.199). In practice, as seen in the examples below, this is achieved
by choosing the lower limit of the integration to be at infinity.
















k;b + . . . , their Wronskian reads













































+ . . . (D.202)




k;a+1) = −i with no higher order
corrections. More interesting ones are the Wronskians between non-consecutive small so-
lutions. We will give concrete examples below for the double zero and cubic zero, since it
is trivial for simple zero.
If, on the other hand, we are interested in the local coordinate system around a zero











k+2yk−2 + · · ·+ aj~
2j+4






where t(x) = a(x)2 + ∂xa(x), and a(x) has residue −l at x0. The perturbative solutions
can be found in a similar procedure as above except that we need to start with different
solutions at the leading order. Since the Schrödinger operator at the leading order is
∂2 − yk − l(l+1)
y2















































k;a+k+2). One would like this to be zero since there
is a unique decaying solution along a certain ray and therefore two must be proportional
to each other. This is indeed mostly true since 2l+ 1 ∈ Z. It fails when 2l+ 1 is an integer







k+2 (k + 2). (D.208)







where a = a(0) + ~2a(2) + ~4a(4) + . . . . To find perturbative solution, we rewrite using






It is not hard to see that all the equations at the odd power of γ are homogeneous and
WKB solutions only involve even powers of γ, so solutions A =
∑
γjA(j) only involve even























m ) + . . .
are corrected by integer powers of ~.
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Ãn(ỹ, ~) = ψ̃0(ỹ, ~e−iπn). (D.213)














, i(Ã−1, Ã2) = e
iaπ~. (D.214)
The cross ratio
χ ≡ (Ã0, Ã1)(Ã−1, Ã2)
(Ã−1, Ã0)(Ã1, Ã2)
= eiπa~ (D.215)
which exactly coincides with the contour integral exp
∮
p(x, ~)dx around this double zero













+ . . . (D.216)
Example: cubic zero
In the local coordinate system around a cubic zero, T (ỹ) = ỹ
3
~2 + bỹ + a, where
b = b(0) + ~2b(2) + ~4b(4) + . . . (D.217)
a = a(0) + ~2a(2) + ~4a(4) + . . . (D.218)
or equivalently the stress tensor is y3 + bγ3y + aγ2 with γ = ~2/5. The leading order
solutions are defined in (D.189) and (D.191). Since here in this section we only flesh out
details for three solutions, for convenience we write φ0 = A
(0)
3;0, φ1 = A
(0)
3;1, φ−1 = A
(0)
3;−1.
Let’s now solve the ODE perturbatively using the prescription described in D.5.5. Let’s
7The reason we solve (D.209) instead of the one in y coordinate is because we have ~2 in the former,
so that we can apply the trick ~→ ~e−iπn to find other solutions. Due to the same reason, we don’t shift
~→ ~e−iπn in the Jacobian part ~−1/4 if one wants to go back to y coordinate.
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Figure D.4: Numerical and analytic evaluation in the local coordinate system around a
cubic zero defined at the beginning of Subsection D.5.5. Parameters used are chosen in
a rather generic way: ~ = 1
5
, a = − 4
21
, b = 1
2
. (Top) Various approximate evaluations of
A3,0(y). Approximation gets better with higher corrections included. (Bottom) ∆error ≡
∂2xψ(x)
ψ(x)
− 1~2P (x). We don’t show the ∆error for the WKB asymptotic solution since the error
is too big. The legend of coloring is shared in both diagrams.251







Wronskians between these functions are easily evaluated
(A3,0, A3,1) = 1 (D.220)

















+O(γ3) . . . (D.221)
D.5.6 Examples: polynomial oper
Ex: P (x) = x2 − 2a
The stress tensor is T (x) = x
2−2a

















, ψn(x, θ) = ψ0(x, θ + iπn) (D.222)











) , i(ψ−1, ψ2) = e−2iπ a~ . (D.223)
The normalization in (D.222) is such that in its large x asymptotic expansion 1√
±2∂xS(x)
e∓S(x),
there is no constant term in the primitive S(x).










. Let us try
to reproduce this in two other ways: contour integral of WKB momentum and using local
coordinate systems.
The WKB momentum is p(x, ~) =
√
x2−2
~ + p1(x)~ + p3(x)~
3 + . . . . Since∫ L√






















We will choose the constant A = 0 in this article to normalize the WKB solutions. With
this normalization, the large x asymptotics will take the form of only power of x without
any constant8 ∫ x
∞
√
x′2 − 2dx′ ∼ x
2
2
− log x+ 1
4
x2 + . . . (D.226)
Therefore, the leading term of the integral of the WKB momentum is∫ i∞
−i∞
√














i(ψ−1, ψ1) = e
−
∫ i∞













We can also find this result via going to the local coordinate system. Essentially one
needs to figure out the constant of proportionality in (∂xy(x, ~))−1/2A(y(x)) ∝ ψ(x). To
this end, we look at the large x asymptotics of both sides. By definition, the large x









































+ . . . (D.229)
which has no constant term according to our definition. On the other hand, the large x
asymptotics of (∂xy(x, ~))−1/2A(y(x)) exactly matches with (D.229), modulo a possible
8There are some other natural choices as well. For example, we chose A = − log
√













x′2 − 2dx′ = 0,
and consequently we don’t have the prefactor (2e)1/~ in i(ψ−1, ψ1)
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− 1~2P (x). (Left) P (x) = x2 − 2 and ~ = 1
(Right) P (x) = x3 − x2 and ~ = 1. This is just to illustrate numerical error is indeed very
small.


































+ . . .
)
~. (D.231)

















~+... ) (∂xy(x, ~))−1/2A1(y(x)) (D.232)
hence


















Furthermore, the exact solutions are solved by parabolic cylinder functions, which we can
use to test our numerical calculation.
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Figure D.6: Stokes diagram for (Left) P (x) = x2 − 2a, (Right) P (x) = x3 − x2.
Ex: P (x) = x3 − x2
There is one simple zero, one double zero and five asymptotic directions. The Stokes
diagram is shown in Fig. D.6.
In the local coordinate system around the double zero,



































+ . . . (D.237)
therefore we have to choose a(0) = 7i
64
. And since typically y0(x) ∼ αx+ . . . , y2(x) will be
nonzero at the zero x = 0.
With a suitably chosen branch cut, namely from 1 to positive infinity along the real
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1− x′dx′ = − 4i
15
. Recall that we choose to regularize the integral at infinity
by removing the powers of divergence without adding any constant term. As a result, the






1− x′dx′ = 0. (D.239)
So the leading order of i(ψ−1, ψ1) is 1.
Let’s try to reproduce i(ψ−1, ψ1) using two local coordinate systems separately. We use
y±(x) to denote the local coordinate system around the simple/double zero, respectively.






















1− x′dx′ + . . . (D.241)
One might find this puzzling: since the constant term in the large x asymptotics of S+ is
zero but is nonzero in S−. This means that
(∂xy+(x))




But this is not problematic because the nontrivial factor actually cancels in the Wronskian.
Therefore, they give the same i(ψ−1, ψ1) = 1 + . . . , as expected. This Wronskian actually
has nontrivial ~ corrections, which we will present below.
First, of course, we can integrate the WKB momentum along the generic WKB line
i(ψ−1, ψ1) = exp

























~ + . . . (D.244)
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One can obtain the same result in local coordinate system around the simple zero and the
double zero.
As an example of Wronskians that cannot be evaluated by the contour integral of the
WKB momentum, let’s try to calculate i(ψ−1, ψ2). Again we go to the local coordiante








A−;a+3(y−(x)) ∝ ψ2(x). (D.246)
To find the proportionality constant, we can just look at the large x asymptotics along






. The subleading terms can be found numerically.








Figure D.7: Evaluations of the Wronskian i(ψ−1, ψ2). The red dots are the numerical
result. The blue line and the red line are the analytic prediction from the local coordinate
system around the double zero up to ~−1 and ~ order respectively given in (D.249).




(ψ−1, ψ−2) (ψ1, ψ2)
(ψ−1, ψ1) (ψ2, ψ−2)
, χ2 ≡
(ψ0, ψ1) (ψ−1, ψ2)
(ψ0, ψ−1) (ψ1, ψ2)
. (D.247)
χ1 is easily evaluated in the local coordinate system around the double zero. It coincides
with the contour integral of the WKB momentum along a small circle around the double
zero. From the end of the Subsection D.5.5, this evaluates to be
χ1 = e
2πia(~). (D.248)
The second cross ratio boils down to −i(ψ−1, ψ2), namely





















+ y0y2 − a(0) log y0 (D.250)
and we also parametrize the coordinate transformation as usual
y(x) = y0(x) + ~2y2(x) + . . . (D.251)
This agrees quite well with the numerical evaluation shown in Fig. D.7.
D.5.7 Example: chiral WZW
trivial theory
When the level k = 0, we have a trivial theory with central charge c = 0 and the only
primary operator being the vacuum
∂2xψ(x) = e
2θe2xψ(x). (D.252)
The WKB diagram takes the form of Fig. D.8. By use of the asymptotics of the Bessel



















Figure D.8: Stokes diagram for P (x) = e2x, which corresponds to SU(2)0 trivial theory.
There are infinite number of special WKB lines depicted as red paralell lines.













with the Wronskians given by i(ψn, ψn′) = n
′ − n from (K0(eθ+x), I0(eθ+x)) = 1.
Matching around the zero




In the local coordinate around the zero,
yk + ak−2γ
kyk−2 + · · ·+ ajγ2+jyj + · · ·+ a0γ2 (D.256)
where γ = ~
2
k+2 . When k = 1, it just equals y without corrections in γ. When k ≥ 2, the
stress tensor in the local coordinate system generically have nonzero coefficients ai. For
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Matching around the negative infinity
Suppose δ = x − x−∞ is a local coordinate around x−∞, which has a large negative real
part. Then










We would like to find x−∞ such that the exponent 2θ + 2x0 + k log(1 + gx−∞) = 0. And
hopefully in the IR limit θ → ∞, the denominator in the parenthesis x−∞ + 1g is large so
we can perform perturbation theory. This indeed can be done.
We can solve the equation 2θ + 2x−∞ + k log(1 + gx−∞) = 0 by
9













Apparently the imaginary part of x−∞ is neither arbitrary nor unique, and depends on
the parity of k and the imaginary part of θ. However, importantly, it turns out that we
can always choose x−∞ to lie on one of the special WKB lines, though the precise choice
doesn’t matter.
On the other hand, we can also see this from a different perspective. Recall that our





2 ≡ e− 1g g k2 eθ. (D.262)
It is not hard to see that this is indeed the same equation as the one for x−∞ once we






















(gθ)2 − 4k(4− gk)
3(2 + gk)5
(gθ)3 + . . . (D.260)
is not the one we want, since 0 > x−∞ > − 1g , and 0 θ < 1g
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Figure D.9: In the top figure, g is assumed to be a some order 1 constant, independent of
θ. x−∞(θ) is farther away from −1g as θ →∞. δ is the local variation around x−∞(θ) that
is complex. So it doesn’t have to be on the real axis. In the bottom figures, the red line is























= −1, x−∞(∞) = −∞. (D.264)
Or in terms of geff(θ), it starts with g = geff(θ = 0) that has some small imaginary part, and
circles around in the complex geff(θ) plane and goes back to the zero geff(θ → +∞)→ 0−.
Therefore the careful solution we found in (D.261), especially the imaginary part of x−∞
is just to make sure we choose this circular type of RG flow, depicted as red lines in Fig.
D.9.
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Using the definition (D.263), our quadratic differential is actually just
P (x) = e2δ (1 + geff(θ)δ)
k . (D.265)
And with the above solution of x−∞ and geff(θ), we have geff(θ → +∞) → 0−, therefore
the perturbation in geff is valid in the IR.




−2 + gk log(−gθ)
2gθ2
+ . . . (D.267)
D.6 Review of the standard ODE/IM correspondance
For completeness, we review the standard formulation of ODE/IM correspondence, though





ψ, 2M ∈ Z (D.268)
There are 2M + 2 Stokes line extending to ∞. The corresponding 2M + 2 Stokes sectors
are given by
Sk =
∣∣∣∣arg x− k 2π2M + 2
∣∣∣∣ < π2M + 2 (D.269)
The ODE (D.268) is a second order differential equation and therefore has a unique
solution (up to an overall normalization), denoted as y0(x,E), satisfying the following
 y0(x,E) is an entire function of x and E












More precisely, y0(x,E) is subdominant in S0 and dominant in S−1 and S1
10Of course we also have to make sure



















It is easy to see that for k ∈ Z, yk(x,E) is solutions to (D.268) that decays exponentially
in the sector Sk.
Define the Wronskian between two solutions as
Wk,j(E) = yky
′
j − y′kyj (D.273)
which is independent of x. Then with the normalization in (D.270) and (D.271), we have
W0,1(E) = 1, Wk1+1,k2+1(E) = Wk1,k2(ω
2E) (D.274)
Since the space of solutions to (D.268) is two dimensional, any solution yk is a linear
combination of two other solutions that are linearly independent. In particular, we have
y−1(x,E) = C(E)y0(x,E) + C̃(E)y1(x,E) (D.275)




, C̃(E) = −W−1,0(E)
W0,1
= −1 (D.276)
We can rewrite (D.275) as













D−(E) := y(0, E), D+(E) := y
′(0, E) (D.279)
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Surprisingly, this turns out to take the same form as the TQ equation










upon identifying M = −1 + β−2, where β is to parametrize the central charge





Note that this identification is only true for a specific highest weight state with momen-
tum p = β
2
4
. For other states, we need to modify the ODE (D.268) by adding regular
singularities of trivial monodromy [39, 40].
Clearly, the idea underlying the standard formalism described in this section is very
similar to the one we describe in section 3 and 4. The precise relation between these two
is an intriguing question for the future.
Note that from the perspective of (D.268) as a Schrodinger equation, D±(E) are also
interesting on their own. Consider the value of energy E±n corresponding to even and odd
eigenfunctions. They are precisely the zeros of D±(E) = 0, so we must have D±(E) is the












E.1 Method of Images
In this appendix we show how to compute the two-point function of Fµν in the free theory
using the method of images.
Reflections about the boundary are implemented by the matrix
R νµ = δ
ν
µ − 2nµnν , (E.1)
where nµ is the inward pointing vector normal to the boundary. Note that the reflection
of the field strength





has components (FRya(x), F̃
R
ya(x)) = (−Fya(Rx), F̃ya(Rx)). Hence, the combination
〈Fµν(x1)Fρσ(x2)〉R3×R+ ≡ 〈Fµν(x1)Fρσ(x2)〉R4 − s〈Fµν(x1)FRρσ(x2)〉R4 , (E.3)
satisfies the equation of motion and Bianchi identity for y ≥ 0, and also satisfies the
Dirichlet (Neumann with γ = 0) boundary condition upon choosing the sign s = 1 (s = −1,
respectively). Even though Bose symmetry is not manifest in (E.3), it is satisfied because
〈Fµν(x1)FRρσ(x2)〉R4 = 〈FRµν(x1)Fρσ(x2)〉R4 . We can then rewrite the image term using the
cross-ratio ξ and the vectors Xi µ by means of the following identity
R ρ
′
ρ Iµρ′(x1 −Rx2) = Iµρ(x12)− 2X1µX2 ρ . (E.4)
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In this way we find (6.19).
In the more general case of Neumann boundary condition with γ 6= 0, consider the
combination
F ′µν = Fµν + iγF̃µν =M µ
′ν′
µν Fµ′ν′ (E.5)










For F ′µν the problem is reduced to the Neumann boundary condition with γ = 0, so we
have



















Multiplying both sides of (E.7) by M−1 ⊗M−1 we obtain


















to write the final result for the two-point function in terms of the parameter γ and the
covariant structures G and H, thus obtaining (6.23).
E.2 Defect OPE of Fµν
Let us consider what can appear as a primary inside the bulk-to-boundary OPE of the







V̂ a1 (~x)2δa[µδν]y −
1
y2−∆̂2
iεabcV̂2 c(~x)δa[µδν]b + . . . (E.12)
and the ellipsis denotes contributions from descendants. Using the bulk eom and Bianchi








V̂2 a(~x) + . . . , (E.13)
must be boundary descendants. This requires ∆̂1 = ∆̂2 = 2. We conclude that the only
allowed boundary primaries are conserved currents.
To obtain the complete form of the bulk-to-boundary OPE of F (including all the
descendants) we first need the exact 〈FV̂ 〉 correlator. This can be easily computed using
































where cij(τ) are defined in eq. (6.57). The bulk-to-boundary OPE of F can now be






























With the bulk-to-boundary OPE above, it is straightforward to obtain the 〈FF 〉 2-point
function in terms of the defect CFT data as in (6.55).
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E.3 Bulk OPE Limit of 〈FµνFρσ〉
Here we present some details of the bootstrap analysis presented in Section 6.1.7. To
simplify computations, it is convenient to start from a configuration where the two bulk
operators lie at the same parallel distance from the defect, i.e. ~x12 = 0. In this case some
expressions in (6.55) simplify considerably, e.g.





















It is now a simple exercise to derive the bulk OPE limit of (6.55)




εabc + . . . ,










δab + . . . (E.20)
where the ellipsis denote contributions from descendants. On the other hand from (6.66)
one finds






εabc + . . . ,













δab + . . . . (E.21)




, aF 2(τ, τ̄) = −
3
4





〈Ĵa(p)Ĵb(−p)〉 = Ĵa(p) Ĵb(−p) + Ĵa(p) Ĵb(−p)
+ Ĵa(p) Ĵb(−p) + · · ·+ Ĵa(p) Ĵb(−p) + . . .
Figure E.1: The two-point function of the boundary current Ĵ . The shaded blob represents
the one-photon irreducible two-point function Σ(p), by which we mean the sum of all the
diagrams that cannot be disconnected by cutting a photon line. The full two-point function
can be obtained in terms of Σ, via the geometric sum shown in the figure.
From the solution above, upon using (6.56) one obtains
c11(τ, τ̄) + c22(τ, τ̄) =
2g2
π2
, aF 2(τ, τ̄) =
3
8





E.4 Current Two-Point Functions
In this appendix derive some useful relations between the two-point functions of the con-
served boundary currents. The two-point functions of the currents V̂ ai – see (6.52) – in
momentum space are













The main goal is to express the coefficients cij –that enter directly in the expression of the
bulk two-point and one-point functions– in terms of the two-point correlator of the current
Ĵa, which is more natural to compute in perturbation theory at large τ .
In perturbation theory it is convenient to define a two-point function of Ĵa that cannot
be disconnected by cutting a photon line, which we will call one-photon irreducible and
denote with the symbol Σ














Clearly this two-point function reduces to the two-point function of the current of the 3d










(−p) + V̂ a
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Figure E.2: Relations between the two-point functions involving the current V2 and the
two-point function 〈JJ〉. The relation in the second line is only true up to a contact term.
〈Ĵa(p)Ĵ b(−p)〉 =
(








































































We will also need the mixed two-point function 〈Ĵ V̂2〉 which similarly can be parametrized
as













Since V̂ a2 =
i
2
εabcFbc|y=0, we can readily express the two-point function of V̂2 and the mixed
two-point function of V̂2 and Ĵ in terms of the two-point function of Ĵ and the boundary






































































































































































We see that all the coefficients cij can be expressed in terms of the functions of the coupling
cJ and κJ (or equivalently cΣ and κΣ). As a check, note that the first identity in (6.69),
that was derived from the contribution of the identity in the bulk OPE and relates c11 and
c22, is identically satisfied.
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E.5 Calculation of 〈V̂iV̂jD̂〉
We start by computing the three-point function
〈Fµν(x1)Fρσ(x2)D̂(~x3)〉 . (E.39)
using the boundary channel. At leading order in the boundary OPE limit the three-point
function becomes
〈V̂ ai (~x1)V̂ bj (~x2)D̂(~x3)〉 , (E.40)
which upon placing the displacement operator at infinity simplifies to [176, 177]
〈V̂ ai (~x1)V̂ bj (~x2)D̂(∞)〉 ≡ lim
~x3→∞








From the boundary OPE-channel we find




12εabf + . . . ) , (E.42)




12εaef + . . . )) , (E.43)




12εegf + . . . )) , (E.44)
where the ellipses denote the descendant contributions from the second term of (E.41),
which are proportional to λ
(1)
ijD̂− and will not play any role in the following.
Next, we compute the three-point function using the bulk OPE channel. The Lorentz
spin and scaling dimensions of the full set of operators appearing in the OPE of two
F ’s can be found in [231] – see eq. (2.12) therein – where they are discussed in the
context of the so-called minimal type-C higher spin theory on AdS5, the bulk dual to the
free Maxwell CFT4. All the operators with scaling dimension ∆ > 4 in this OPE are
higher-spin conserved currents (there is both a family of symmetric traceless tensors and a
family of mixed-symmetry ones), and in addition there is the identity operator and a few






ν − trace), and a non-conserved operator in the representation (2, 0)⊕ (0, 2)
of rotations, i.e. a tensor with four indices and the same symmetry and trace properties of
a Weyl tensor, for this reason we will denote it as Wµνρσ. The three-point function in the
bulk OPE channel is written as a sum of the bulk-boundary two-point functions between
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these operators and the displacement operator. Let us analyze which of these two-point
functions can contribute. First of all, it is easy to see that two-point function between
the conserved higher-spin currents and the displacement operator must vanish. This is an
instance of the more general statement that in boundary CFTs bulk conserved currents J
can only have non-zero two-point functions with a scalar boundary operator Ô that has
the same scaling dimension. The latter statement can be easily proved by placing the
boundary operator at infinity, because in this case invariance under scaling and parallel
translations force the two-point function to take the schematic form




where “structure” denotes an appropriate tensor built out of the δµν , the unit normal vec-
tor nµ and possibly epsilon tensors. Clearly when ∆J 6= ∆Ô this two-point function cannot
be compatible with current conservation unless the coefficient bJÔ vanishes. Moreover,
rotational invariance (6.77) implies that also the operator Wµνρσ has vanishing two-point
function with the displacement.1 Therefore, the only bulk operators that can contribute
to the three-point function are the scalar operators and the stress-tensor. When the dis-
placement is placed at infinity, the corresponding two-point functions are
〈F 2(x)D̂(∞)〉 = bF 2,D̂ , (E.47)









Using the OPE (6.76) and the Ward identity (6.77) we can express the above two-point
function coefficients in terms of the one-point function of the scalar operators, and of the






















Since the two-point function betweenWµνρσ(x) and D̂(∞) is a constant, the allowed structures are obtained
by acting with this projector on constant four-tensors built out of δ and ε, such as: δµ′ρ′δν′σ′ , δµ′ρ′δν′yδσ′y,
εµ′ν′ρ′σ′ , εµ′ν′ρ′yδσ′y. Applying the projector to any of these structures we find 0.
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coefficient CD̂ in the two-point function of the displacement, namely [169, 232, 233]












Since the two-point functions are constant, we can simply plug in the three-point function
the leading bulk OPE, ignoring the descendants (and also ignoring the singular contribution








ν − δρνδσµ)F 2(0) +
1
12





ν] (0) . (E.53)
























aFF̃ εabc . (E.56)
Finally, by comparing (E.54) with (E.42) we find (6.84).
E.6 Dimension of the Boundary Pseudo Stress Tensor
In section 6.3 we mentioned that the conservation of the stress tensor of the 3d CFT is
violated at g 6= 0 due to multiplet recombination. At g 6= 0 we will call this operator
boundary pseudo stress tensor. This is expected from the Ward identities derived in [233].
In this Appendix we exploit this idea, to reproduce the one loop result of (6.121). We start
from the boundary Lagrangian of a 3d Dirac fermion ψ
L = i ψ̄ DAψ, (E.57)
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where Daψ = (∂a − iAa)ψ and Daψ̄ = (∂a + iAa)ψ̄. The algebra of gamma matrices is





where the symmetrization includes a factor of 1/2. Note that the above operator is traceless
as a consequence of the equations of motion:
γaDaψ = 0 Daψ̄γ
a = 0. (E.59)





In the decoupling limit g → 0 the two-point function of Fab vanishes, hence effectively the
right-hand side of (E.60) is 0 and the operator Oab2 becomes a proper stress tensor for the
boundary theory, with conformal dimension ∆2 = 3. Upon turning on g, this dimension













[I3d ac(~x)I3d bd(~x) + I3d ad(~x)I3d bc(~x)]− 1
3
δabδcd , (E.61)












central charge for a single free 3d Dirac fermion [234]. Furthermore the recombination rule
(E.60) tells us
〈∂aO2ab(~x) ∂cOcd2 (0)〉 = 〈(F abψ̄γaψ)(~x)(F cdψ̄γcψ)(0)〉. (E.62)
On one hand, the r.h.s. of (E.62) can be computed at three level using (6.43) with the
result













is the central charge for the U(1) conserved current Ĵa = ψ̄γaψ of a free
3d Dirac fermion [234].
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On the other hand, taking two derivatives of (E.61) and expanding to the lowest non












Hence the above result, together with (E.62) and (E.64) fixes the anomalous dimension of
O2 up to O(g
4) terms to be













in agreement with (6.121).
E.7 Two-loop Integrals
In the perturbative calculations of anomalous dimensions we encountered two-loop dia-
grams with operator insertions at zero-momentum and two external legs. After performing
tensor reduction to get rid of the numerators, the resulting integrals always take the form
of a two-loop massless two-point integral, namely








(p2)n1(q2)n2((k + p)2)n3((k + q)2)n4((p− q)2)n5 . (E.66)
k here is the external momentum associated to the two external legs, and p and q are
the loop momenta. The powers ni depend on the diagram we are considering (and in
fact each diagrams will give rise to a linear combination of G’s with several different sets
of ni’s after reducing the numerators). In order to extract the two-loop renormalization
constants we need to find the 1/ε2 and 1/ε poles in the ε → 0 expansion of the constants
G(n1, n2, n3, n4, n5), evaluated at d = 3− 2ε. (The coefficient of 1/ε2 are fixed by one-loop
data, so they do not contain new information.)
The function G(n1, n2, n3, n4, n5) enjoys a large group of symmetries [235] that al-
lows to relate its values at different sets of quintuples of powers. Some of the symme-
tries are manifest from the definition, e.g. G(n1, n2, n3, n4, n5) = G(n2, n1, n4, n3, n5) =
G(n3, n4, n1, n2, n5) = G(n4, n3, n2, n1, n5). When one or more of the ni’s vanish, there is a
closed expression for G(n1, n2, n3, n4, n5) in terms of gamma functions. When all of the ni’s
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are integer, the strategy to compute G(n1, n2, n3, n4, n5) is to use integration-by-parts iden-
tities [236, 237] to lower the positive ni’s, until the result is reduced to a linear combination
of G’s with at least one vanishing entry. However, due to the 1/|p| “non-local” propagator
of the photon restricted to the boundary, in our setup we encounter diagrams in which
two of the ni’s are half-integer, and the remaining three are integer.
2 In this case it might
be impossible to reduce to the case of a vanishing power using integration-by-parts, and
a further input is needed. The paper [238] derived a closed formula for G(n1, n2, n3, 1, 1)
(and symmetry-related cases), with generic real n1, n2, n3, in terms of the generalized hy-
pergeometric function 3F2. To recover the 1/ε
2 and 1/ε poles from the result of [238], one
needs to perform a Taylor expansion of the 3F2 in its parameters. This is typically hard to
do analytically, but the algorithm of [239] can be used to expand numerically to very high
precision.
The strategy that we used is then to reduce all of the integrals that we encountered to
a small number of “master integrals” using integration-by-parts identities. These master
integrals have the property that they can be evaluated with the formula in [238], and that
using the numerical expansion we can easily recognize the values of the coefficients. To


























We never needed the 1/ε coefficient of the master integral in the second line, and the only
case in which we needed its 1/ε2 coefficient is in the check that the gauged current does
not get any anomalous dimension. So all of our non-trivial results only depend on the
master integral in the first line. In the scalar theory of section 6.4.2 we also encountered




, 1, 2), which we were not able to compute with this strategy.
We will now give the result that we found for the contribution of each diagram to the
renormalization constants. We make reference to the labeling of the diagrams in figure
6.8. In the two-loop calculation we also need to consider the one-loop diagram with the
insertions of one-loop counterterms for the vertex or for the internal fermion lines, and
2Specifically, this happens for the diagrams that compute the coefficient of (Imτ)
2
|τ |2 in the two-loop
anomalous dimensions. The diagrams that compute the coefficient of (Reτ)
2
|τ |2 do have only integer powers,
and in fact they are the same as the diagrams in large-k perturbation theory of CS-matter theories that
compute the leading corrections to parity-even observables.
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we refer to this contribution as “c.t.”. We denote L ≡ log(πµ2) − γE where γE is the
Euler constant and µ is the scale introduced by dimensional regularization. Locality of
counterterms requires that the L-dependence must cancel from the coefficient of the 1/ε
pole when all the diagrams are summed up, but generically it will be present in single
diagrams. The cancelation of the L-dependence (and also the cancelation of ξ in the
gauge-invariant quantities) in the sum of all the diagrams is a check of the calculation.
 Wavefunction renormalization of the fermion: denoting the external momentum run-














(1 + 2εL) +














(1 + 2εL)− 117ξ



















(1 + εL) +




Requiring the divergence to cancel with −δ((Zψ)2)/k, we obtain eq. (6.117).
 Anomalous dimension of O0: summing over all possible insertions in the given topol-
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(2 + ξ)(10− 3ξ)
96π4ε2
(1 + 2εL)− 27ξ












−(2 + ξ)(2− 3ξ)
48π4ε2
(1 + 2εL) +





















(1 + εL)− 2ξ




Requiring the divergence to cancel with δ((Zψ)
2Z0), we obtain eq. (6.118).
 Anomalous dimension of O2: we sum over all possible insertions in the given topology.
The diagrams are proportional to the tree-level insertion of O2 (see fig. 6.7) with the
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following coefficients




















































(1 + εL)− 675ξ




Requiring the divergence to cancel with δ((Zψ)
2Z2), we obtain eq. (6.119).
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